Office of the Vice President  
for Human Resources  

December 18, 2012

Lori O’Mara-Van Driensen  
Director of Public Information  
Office of Legislative Services  
145 West State Street, Room B50  
Trenton, NJ  08625

Dear Ms. O’Mara-Van Driensen:

Pursuant to the provisions of Public Law 2011 Chapter 70, and its requirement for reporting by January 1 each year, enclosed please find a report listing positions by classification, which are currently in compliance with the Act or exempt pursuant to the Act. These positions are current University full or part-time faculty, research staff, and/or administrative staff positions requiring special expertise or extraordinary qualifications in academic, scientific, technical, professional or medical fields and/or in administration that, if not exempt from the residency requirements would seriously impede the ability of the University to compete successfully with similar colleges, universities or institutions in other states.

Very truly yours,

[Signature]

Gerard Garcia  
Interim Vice President for Human Resources

GG/jgb  
Enclosure
Title
ASST PROF-CL SUB-SC HD-CM
LEAD DNTL ASST
LEAD DNTL ASST
DIR FACIL OPER,PLNG & DEVEL
DIR FACIL OPER,PLNG & DEVEL
MGR ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT
SUPVR BENEFITS/INFO SVCS
CL ASSC PROF-AH-DEP CHR
HUMAN RESOUR PROC SPEC DNU
ASSC PROF-N-PRG DIR/AS
HUMAN RESOUR PROC SPEC DNU
HUMAN RESOUR PROC SPEC
HUMAN RESOUR PROC SPEC
CL ASSC PROF-BS-ASSC DEAN
FAC PRAC OPERATIONS COOR
ASST PROF - CM
CL ASSC PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
FAC PRAC OPERATIONS COOR
ASST PROF-CM DIR
CL ASSC PROF-BS-CM
QUALITY MANAGER
VP ACADEMIC & CLINICAL INITIAT
CL ASSC PROF-BS-SC HD
EXEC ASST FOR SVP ADMIN
PLANNER SCHED DNU
CLIN ASSOC PROF-CO-DIRECTOR
SUPVG ADVANCED PRAC NURSE
ADJ ASST PROF-BS-SC HD
SUPVG ADVANCED PRAC NURSE
PLANNER SCHED DNU
ASST PROF-AH-ASST DEAN
CONTINUOUS QUAL IMP SPEC
CLIN ASSC PROF-CO
ASST PROF DIV CHF
HLTH EDUCATOR I
CARPENTER I
CONTINUOUS QUAL IMP SPEC
ASST PROF-BS DEP CHR
ASST-BS-ASST DEAN
ASST PROF-BS DIRECTOR
ASST PROF-CO DEPT CHR
ASST PROF-N-ASSC DEAN
CL ASSC PROF-CM-ASST D
CL ASSC PROF-CM-DP CM
CL ASSC PROF-CM-DV CF
CL ASSC PROF PRGM DIR
RADIOGRAPHIC SVC ENG
ASST PROF-N-ASST DEAN
ASSC PROF-BS-DEPT CHMN
DIR ACUTE TREATMENT
ASST PROF-N-ASST DEAN
DIR ACUTE TREATMENT
ASSC PROF-BS-SC HD
ASST PROF-N-DEP CHR
DIR PART HOSP & COMM BASED SVS
ASSC PROF-CD-ASSC DEAN
ASST PROF-N-DIR COTERM
ACUPUNCTURIST
ASSC PROF-CD-ASST DEAN
ACUPUNCTURIST PD
ASSC PROF-CD-DEP CHR
SUPVR OFF SHIFT COMP OPER DNU
ASST PROF-N-PRG DIR/ASST
ASSC PROF-CD-SC HD
ADJ ASST PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
ASST PROF-N-PRGM DIR/ASST
ASST PROF-DIR
ASSC PROF-CLINICAL DEN
ASST PROF-CL SUB-ASSC DEAN-CD
ASSC PROF-CM ASSC DEAN
SUPVR OFF SHIFT COMP OPER DNU
ADJ ASST PROF-CM-ASST DEAN
ASSC PROF-CM-DEPT CHMN
ASSC PROF-CM-SC HD
COMPUTER OPER A (DO NOT USE)
ASSC PROF AH DEAN
ASST PROF-CL SUB-ASSC DEAN-CM
COMPUTER OPER A (DO NOT USE)
COMPUTER OPER A
COMPUTER OPER A
ASST PROF-CL SUB-ASST DEAN-CM
ASSC PR-AH ASSC DEAN
COMPUTER OPER B
COMPUTER OPER B
ASSC PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
MGR SPEC PROJ
ACT PRES/CEO UH & PRES/CEO BHS
RES SUPPORT SPEC
ASST PROF-CL SUB-DEP CHR-CM
ASST PROF - ASSOC DEAN - SHRP
ADJ INST-BS-SC HD
ASST PROF-CL SUB-SC HD-CD
SR GRANTS ADMINISTRATOR
CLINICAL SITE MGR
ASSC PROF-N ASST DEAN
TECH HW SUPPORT II
INSTR AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TECH HW SUPPORT III
PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TELECOMM COOR DNU
PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TELECOMM ANAL DNU
TELECOMM ASST DNU
TEMP HAND THER.
TEMP RES ASST
ACT PROG ASST
TRAUMA REGISTRY COOR
TREASURY ANAL
TRAINER EXER SPEC FITNESS CTR
TUTOR
UNIV RIGHT TO KNOW COOR DNU
USER SUP WORKSTATN TECHN DNU
USER SUPPORT SPEC II
USER SUPPORT SPEC III
USER SUPPORT SPEC IV
VETERINARIAN/ANIMAL SURGEON
VOCATIONAL COUNSLR
WORKERS COMP INVESTIGATOR DNU
ASST PROF-SHRP
CLIN ASST PROF CM
CLIN INSTR CM
PROF CLIN SUB CM
ADJ PROF BS
ASSC PROF CM
ASST PROF CM
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
PROF BS ASSOC DN
PROF - CM - CHAIR
CLIN ASST PROF DNTL II
PRINTING SVCS COOR
COMMUNICATNS OPER
COMPUTER OPER I Do Not Use
COMPUTER OPER II Do Not Use
COMPUTER OPER III Do Not Use
SR TECH ASST
ASST PROF BS
SERGEANT PUBLIC SAFETY
ASST PROF-N-ASSC DEAN
ADJ ASSC PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
ASSC PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
SR OCCUPATIONAL THER
SR PHYSICAL THER
SR PLNG ANAL
SR PROCEDURES ANAL
SR PROJ MGMNT ANAL
SR PUBLIC INFO ASST
SR REHAB COUNSLR
SR RES ASSOC
SR SAFETY TECH DNU
SR STF AST AC AFFS DNU
SR STATISTICIAN
SR SYS PROG SCIENTIFIC DNU
SR SYS PROGRAMMER
SR TECHNOLOGIST
SR TELECOMM ANAL
SR TRNG TECHN DNU
SR ULTRASONOGRAPHER DNU
SR VETERINARIAN (LICENSED)
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST DNU
STAFF ASST DEANS OFFICE DNU
STAFF ASST DEANS OFF RWJ DNU
STAFF ASST PUBLICATIONS DNU
STATISTICIAN
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
STUD LOAN SPEC
STUD RECRUITER SHRP DNU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSLR
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR COTERM
SUPERVISORY TRNE
SURVEILLANCE OFF DNU
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR CLIN
SYS ANAL III DNU
ASST PRE AH PROG DIR/ASST
SYS ANAL TRNE DNU
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
SYS PROGRAMMER III
TEACHER I DNU
CLIN ASST PROF PROG DIR
TEACHER II DNU
CLIN INSTR PROG DIR-SHRP
TEACHER III DNU
CLIN INSTR AH PROG DIR
TECH HW SUPPORT II DNU
INSTR AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
RES TEACHING SPEC IV
RES TEACHING SPEC IV - DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC V
RES TEACHING SPEC V - DNU
RES ANAL
RES ASSOC I
RES ASSOC II
RES ASSOC III
RES ASST DNU
RES ASST (Do Not Use)
RES CHEMIST RENAL
RES COOR
RES EVALUATOR
RES LAB TECHN
Distinguished Professor
RES STUDY COOR
SAFETY COOR DNU
SAFETY SPEC DNU
SAFETY TECH DNU
SOCIAL WORKER I
SOCIAL WORKER I - UH
SOCIAL WORKER II
SOCIAL WORKER II UH DNU
CAMPUS SPACE PLANNER
SPEC PROJ ASST GOVT REL
MARKETING ASST
SPEECH THER I DNU
SPEECH THER I UH
SPEECH THER II
SPEECH THER II UH
SR ACCOUNTANT
SR ARCHITECT DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR BILLING & COLL ASST
SR CLIN AUDIOLIGIST
HOSPITAL FACILITIES ENG DNU
SR COMP GRAPHIC ART SCI DNU
SR DATA BASE ANAL
SR DATA COMMUNICATNS ANAL DNU
SR ELEC ENG DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR ESTIMATOR OPER PLNG DNU
SR FIN AID ASST
SR FIN ANAL I
PRIN GRAPHIC ARTIST
SR HABILITATION COUNSLR
STUDENT FIN AID COUNSELOR
SR MECH ENG DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
SR MEDICAL TECHN
SR MNTL HLTH SCREENING
POST DOC FELLOW
POST DOC FELLOW TEMP DNU
PSYCH INTERN
SEASONAL STUDENT
STUD ASST (DO NOT USE)
STUD ASST
STUD MED PROG
STUD NURSE MIDWIFE
WORK ASST
WORK STUDY
ACT APPOINTMENT
ACT APPOINTMENT
ALLIED HLTH FAC
CLIN FELLOW
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
SR RECEPT RWJ PROFESSIONAL CTR
SR STOCK CLERK
SR TECH ASST DATA ANAL
STOCKHANDLER
SUPVG AP CLERK (DO NOT USE)
SUPVG ADMITTING CLERK (DNU)
SUPVG CASHIER IMHS (DO NOT USE)
SUPVR MED RECORDS CLERK (DNU)
YOUTH WORK SUPVR
TECH ASST
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGT AIDE
TECHNOLOGT ASST Do Not Use
TELEMETRY TECHN
TIME ATTENDANCE CLERK (DNU)
TRANSPORT DISPATCH COOR
TRANSPORT DISPATCHER (DNU)
TRANSPORT CUS SVC'S TECHN I
TUMOR REGISTRAR
TYPESETTING TECHNICIAN II
ULTRASONOGRAPHER
ULTRASONOGRAPHER TRNE (DNU)
UNIT CLERK
WORD PROCESSING SPEC I
WORD PROCESSING SPEC II (DNU)
SUPVR RISK CONTROL PROG
WORD PROCESSING SPEC III (DNU)
RENAI DIETICIAN DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC II - DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC III
RES TEACHING SPEC III - DNU
HOUSESTAFF PGY VIII
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT IV
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT II
ADMINISTRATIVE RESIDENT
COMMENCEMENT ASST
HOTLINE ASST
NURSE EXTERN
GRAD ASST
GRAD INTERN
GRAD STUD
IMHS WORK ASST
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT I
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT III
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT IX
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT V
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT VI
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT VII
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT VIII
HOUSESTAFF PGY I
HOUSESTAFF PGY III
HOUSESTAFF PGY IV
HOUSESTAFF PGY IX
HOUSESTAFF PGY V
HOUSESTAFF PGY VII
SUPVR SPEC SVCS DNTL CLIN DNU
SUPVR MEDICAL ASST UNIT DNU
SUPVR SANITATION MAINT DNU
COOR DNTL MULTI DISCN SVCS DNU
SUPVR DNTL CLIN DNU
SUPVR SHIPPING/RECEIVING
COORDINATOR STERILIZATION
SUPVG AP TECH DNU
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
UNIT MGR
SUPVR COMPUTER OPER
SUPVG MEDICAL SVCS ASST
HEAD STOCK CLERK
SUPVR BILLING DNU
SUPVR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
SUPVR CAFETERIA CASHIERS DNU
SUPVR RETAIL SERVICES
SUPVR MEDICAL RECORDS
SUPVR CENTRAL SVC
SUPVR CLIN RECORDS DNU
SUPVR MAINT & CONSTR
SUPVR CLIN BILLING
SUPVR DATA CONTROL
SUPVR MAIL SVCS
SUPVR DISPENSARY
SUPVR GEN STORES
SUPVR GRAPHIC ARTS DNU
SUPVR LINEN LNDRY SVCS DNU
SUPVR HOSP TRANSPORT DNU
SUPVR HOUSEKPG DNU
PRIN ANIMAL CARE (DO NOT USE)
PROJ SPEC TAC DNU
NURSE RECRUITER
DATA CONTROL SPEC TRNE (DNU)
PROV COUNSLR
PRIN CLERK TRANSCRIBER DoNotUs
PROV DR DENT VET
PRIN COURIER CLERK
PROV HLTH CARE PROVIDER
PRIN MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
PUBLIC HLTH REP II
PUBLIC HLTH REP III
PUBLIC INFO ASST
ASST TRAUMA REGISTRY COOR
QI SPEC
RECREATIONAL THER
RECRUITER COUNSLR
REHAB THER I DNU
REHAB THER II DNU
REIMB BUDGET ANAL
SUPVR PATIENT PAY ACCOUNTS
SUPVR PATIENT SVCS
PRIN MGMT ASST
SUPVR POWER PLANT
PROG ASST RSDNCY TRNG DNU
SUPVR PRESIDENTS OFFICE DNU
PROG ASST LAB NEUROSCI DNU
SUPVR PRINTING OPER I
SUPVR PRINTING DUP SVCS
SUPVR RADIOLOGY INFO SVCS DNU
PROG ASST TEACHNG COURSES DNU
SUPVR RECEIVING STORES
SUPVG PROG ASST II
SUPVR RECORDS PHYS PLANT DNU
PROG ASST DNU
PROPERTY CONTROL COOR
SECTION HD NUCLEAR MED
PROCUREMENT SUPVR
SR CNTRCT ASST OFFICE MGR DNU
SR COOR ENERGY UTILITIES DNU
SR LEAD GROUNDSKEEPER
STAFF ASST DNU
SUPVG STAFF ASST
SUPVR DISTRIBUTION
SUPRV RECORDS RECEP(DNU)
SUPVR REGISTRATION DNU
SUPVR MICROFILMING SVCS
SUPVR RWJ PAYROLL DNU
CONTRACT ASST
PRIN PUBLIC INFO ASST
PRIN STATISTICIAN
PRIN ARCHITECT DNU
PRIN PLANNER DNU
PROCEDURES ANAL
PROCUREMENT SPEC
PROG ASST OB GYN DNU
PROG ASST PLNG & RES DNU
PROG ASST GRAD PROG DNU
PROG ASST ORAL MAXILLO DNU
PROG ASST
PATIENT ACCTS CLERK I
PATIENT ACCTS CLERK II
PATIENT ESCORT MSNGR DoNotUse
PATIENT RECEPT
PATIENT RECEP DNU
HEALTH RECORDS CLERK
PATIENT SVCS REP I
PROG ASST
PATIENT SVCS REP II
PROG ASST
PATIENT FAMILY RESOUR COOR DNU
PROG ASST
PAYROLL TECH
PROG DEV SPEC II
PAYROLL TECH
PROG DEV SPEC III
PC APPLICATIONS SPEC
PHARMACY CLERK
PHARMACY TECHN TRNE (DNU)
PHARMACY TECHN
PHLEBOTOMIST
PHLEBOTOMIST I
PHLEBOTOMIST TRNE
REHABILITATION AIDE
PROG PLANNER
PHYSICAL THERPY ASST
PROG RES DNU
PREV MAINT CLERK II
PROG SUPPORT SPEC
PREV MAINT CLERK I
PREV MAINT CLERK II DoNotUse
PROGRAMMER ANAL I DNU
EDUC SPEC
PROGRAMMER ANAL II
PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH
PROGRAMMER ANAL III DNU
LEARNING LAB ASST
PROGRAMMER ANAL III
PROGRAMMER ANALYI V DNU
NURSE CLINICIAN (DNU)
MORGUE CUSTODIAN
MULTI LEV REC TECHN DO NOT USE
MULTI RECORD TECHN DO NOT USE
MULTI COMPETENT IMAGING TECHN
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY TECH I
MEDIA REL ASST
MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
MEDICAL PHYSICIST
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY TECHN II
MINORITY AFFS COUNSLR DNU
MNTL HLTH SCREENING SPEC
NURSING ASST
MNTL HLTH SPEC PD
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN III
OPERATING ROOM TECHN DoNotUse
MRI CLIN TEACH SPEC DNU
OPERATING ROOM TECHN II
MULTIMEDIA SPEC II
OPHTHALMIC PHOTOGRAPHER DNU
NURSE MIDWIFE I DNU
NURSE MIDWIFE II DNU
OPHTHALMIC ASST
OPHTHALMIC ASST Do Not Use
NUTRITIONIST II
NUTRITIONIST III
ORTHOPEDIC TECHN Do Not Use
OCCUPATIONAL HLTH EDUC
OCCUPATIONAL HLTH SPEC DNU
ORTHOPTIST
PARAMEDIC
PATIENT ACCTS REP
OCCUPATIONAL THER
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST UBHC
PATHOLOGIST'S ASST
PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE
UTILIZATION MGMT COORD
PATIENT REVIEW COOR II DNU
STAFF PHARMACIST
PHYSICAL THER
PHYSICAL THER UH
PHYSICIAN ASST
PHYSICIAN ASST-SURGICAL
PLANNING ANAL
PRIN MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
PRIN INDUSTRIAL HYG
INST-N-ASST DEAN
LOCKSMITH SUPVR DNU
MEDICAL DIRECTOR (STATEWIDE)
MNTL HLTH SCREEENER DNU
DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
ASST MGR IACUC
EXEC DIR RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
ASST DIR FOR IND HYGIENE EOHSS
CAMPUS DIR FIN AID PISC
ASST DIR FOOD SVCS OPERATIONS
ASST DIR INSTITUTIONAL RES
DIR RES POLICY
ASST DIR IST
MGR MAIL & DUPL SVCS
MGR CLIN TRIALS REG AFFAIRS
MNTL HLTH SPEC I DNU
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGER
MORGUE SUPVR
COOR MKTG & MEDIA REL
OFFICE MGR
OFFICE SUPVR
PLANNER SCHED II DNU
ASST DIR OF CLINICAL/PAT SVCS
DIR RESEARCH POLICY
ASST DIR PHYSICAL PLANT
MGR SPEC PROJ
ASST DIR FIN PLNNG & REPORTING
INTERIM DIR UH MATLS MGMT
DEPUTY CHIEF PUBLIC SAFETY
DIR REVENUE CYCLE
ASST DIR RADIOLOGY
MGR LABORATORY SVCS
MGR MATERIALS MGMT
PRACTICE MGMNT COOR
DIR IS DEV & TECH SUP
ASST DIR UNIV NEWS SVCS
DIR PWR PLT OPER UTIL & ENG MGMT
ASST GROUP MGR MAINTENANCE CON
MGR CENTRAL STERILE SERVICES
ASST MGR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
ASST TREASURER
UNIV ASSOC DIR STUD FIN AID TS
ADMIN CARES INSTITUTE
ASST VICE PRESIDENT
BUSINESS ADMIN
BUSINESS MGR
MORGUE ATTENDANT
NURSE ANESTHETIST
CHIEF RESP THER DNU
CHIEF ULTRASONOGRAPHER
CONTINUING EDUC ASST
COOR STUDENT SVCS DNU
COOR ALUMNI AFFS DNU
COOR BED CONTROL DNU
COOR CLIN BILLING DNU
COOR DATA SYS (DNU)
COOR DEANS OFFICE RWJ DNU
ADJ ASSOC PROF
ASSOC DIR BUS SYS
COOR ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS DNU
COOR FAC AFFS
DIR DEVELOPMENT & SPEC PROJ
COOR FAC AFFS NJMS DNU
INST-CD-SEC HEAD
COOR MEDICAL RECORDS
SYS SUPPORT SPEC (DO NOT USE)
COOR RES ANIMAL FACILITY DNU
INST-CD-DEPT CHMN
COOR TRANSPORT SVCS
ADJ ASSOC PROF
COOR VOLUNTEER PROG DNU
INST-CD-ASST DEAN
DATA ENTRY SUPVR
CLIN ASSOC PROF BS ASSOC DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF BS ASST DN
EXEC ASST II GSBS DNU
INST-CM ASST DEAN
INST-CM-ASSC DEAN
EXEC ASST II/NJDS DNU
EXEC ASST PRES HIS LAT DNU
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM ASSOC DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM ASST DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM DEPT CM
GIFT SHOP MGR
GRANTS COOR DNU
SUPVR ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS
INSTR - MEDICAL DIR
INST-AH-DEP CHR
LAB ANIMAL TECHNOLOGT
CHIEF OPER OFF-SOM
SPEC ASST TO EVP A & C AFFS
DIR ACCREDITATION & REG AFFS
MGR PROVIDER CONTRACT & CREDEN
ASSOC CONTROLLER
ASSOC DIR AA & EEO
ASSOC DIR EMS
CAMPUS DIR FIN AID SOM
ASST MGR BUSINESS OPERATIONS
EXEC ASST
ACT PRIN MGT ASST
ADMIN COOR I
ADMIN COOR II
SUPVR BUDGET OPERATIONS DNU
ADMIN CTR FOR AGING DNU
INTERIM PRIN MGMT ASST
ADMIN GRAD MED EDUC DNU
ADMIN COOR DNU
SUPVR ADMITTING
SUPVR I ADMITTING DNU
ASST CHIEF NURSE ADMIN DNU
ASST COOR ADMITTING SVC DNU
COOR CUSTOMER REL DNU
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT DNU
ASSIST MGR PT TRANS
ASST REGISTRAR SOM DNU
ASST COOR LOGISTICAL SVS
PROG ADMIN (CINJ)
ASST SUPVR LINEN LDRY SVCS DNU
ASSOC DIR PUBLIC SAFETY
ASST SUPVR ADMITTING DNU
ASSOC DIR MEDICAL RECORDS
ASST SUPVR GENERAL STORES
ASSOC VP WORKPLACE DIVERSITY
ASST SUPVR MAINTENANCE & CONS
MGR SOCIAL SERVICES
ASST TO UNIV REGISTRAR
MGR REVENUE CYCLE MGMNT
CANCER PROG COOR DO NOT USE
CHIEF INFORMATION OFFICER
DIR PHRI CENTER BUSINESS OPER
CHIEF ANESTHESIA TECHN
VP ADMINISTRATION
CHIEF ANIMAL CARETAKER
CHIEF TECHNOLOGT
CLIN COOR PHYSICAL THERPY
CLIN COOR
CLIN RES COOR
UBHC CLIN EDUC & TRNG COOR DNU
COMPUTER NETWORK COOR
COOR AUDIOVISUAL CENTER
COOR BUDGET SVCS
COOR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
COOR GRAPHIC ARTS
COOR IMAGE PROCESSING & DIST
COOR LAB COMPUTER SYS
COOR PRES OFFICE
COOR RES & SPONSORED PROG
COOR RESEARCH ADMIN (DNU)
COOR SHIPPING & RECEIVING
COOR TELEVISION OPER
COOR UTILIZATION REVIEW
COOR RES EVAL
COOR SPORTS MED
COOR UNIV MKTG PROJ-DO NOT USE
RADTN SAFETY OFFICER-DON'T USE
REGISTRAR NJMS-DO NOT USE
RES TEACHING SPEC I
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL I DNU
VP INTERNAL AUDIT & PUB SAFETY
CODING/DOC AUDIT/TRAIN COM MGR
EXEC ASST TO PRES & CEO UBHC
COMPLIANCE OFFICER
DIR SP PROJ COMPL AUD&PROC IMP
EXEC DIR OPERATIONS
ADMIN DIR
SR COMPLIANCE OFFICER
DIR RES PRG DEV & PLNG
SVP CHIEF ETHICS & COMP OFF
MGR MEDICAL RECORDS OPER
EXEC DIR FOR ADMIN
DIR ADMIN PROF DEV&SR DEPT ADM
DIR MKTG COMM & SPEC PROJ
BUSINESS MGR
ADMIN RES ADMINISTRATION
ASST DIR DIV OPER
ADMIN TUBERCULOSIS CTR NJMS
ADMINISTRATOR WIC
DIR CME COMPLIANCE & ADMIN
ADMISSIONS DIR
ADMIN AMBULATORY SVCS
CHIEF FIN OFF-SOM
SCHED COOR
MNTL HLTH SPEC II
LIB INTERN
SR RECEPt SWITCHBOARD OPER
LIB SPEC III
MNTL HLTH SPEC II
SR RECEPt FITNES CTR SCHED(DNU)
LIB SYS SPEC
LICENSENG ASSOC
MNTL HLTH SPEC II DO NOT USE
TEMP RES ASST
MGMNT ASST TRNE DNU
MNTL HLTH SPEC II UBHC
UTILIZATION REVIEW SPEC DNU
MNTL HLTH SPEC III
MGMNT STUDIES SPEC DNU
MKTG INFO ASST
MNTL HLTH SPEC III
MKTG COOR
MNTL HLTH SPEC III DO NOT USE
MNTL HLTH SPEC III UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV DO NOT USE
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE
SR STAFF AUDITOR DO NOT USE
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
RESP THERPY CLIN SUPVR
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST NWK RW
SEC HD PHOTO PRODUCTION
SEC HD RADIOLOGY
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHT-DO NOT USE
SEC HD PATHOLOGY
SHIFT SUPVR PATHOLOGY
SOCIAL WORK COOR
SR BIO MEDICAL TECHN
SR NUTRITIONIST
CHIEF RADIATION THER
CHIEF TECHNOLOGIST PATH NWK
PROJ PLNG COORD
PUBLIC HLTH REP I
CHIEF TECHNOLOGT OPHTHALMOLOGY
PURCHASING COOR
MGR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
LOCKSMITH
PROG ANALYST I DO NOT USE
MGR PATIENT FNCL SVCS
MGR PATIENT TRANSPORT
LOGISTICS CLERK Do Not Use
MGR PATIENT ACCOUNTING UBHC
LPN
MGR PAYROLL
PROG ASST MED EDUC DNU
MGR PHYSICAL THERPY
LPN
LPN TRNE Do Not Use
SR OD SPECIALIST
MEDICAL ASST
MEDICAL DISPATCHER I
MGR PREV MAINT/NETWRK ADMIN
ACT MGR ONC CLIN TRIALS INFORM
MGR PURCHASING
DIVISION MGR
ASSOC DIR CULTURAL COMP PRGS
CI Asst Prof. Dental 40%
MGR QA
MGR REIM
MGR RES ANIMAL
RADIATION SAFETY TECH
MGR RISK CONTROL LOSS MGMNT
MEDICAL HLTH TECHN
RADIATION THERAPIST
MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MEDICAL SECRETARY DNU
MGR SHARED EQUIP SVCS
LAB SAFETY SPEC
ACT DEPUTY GEN COUNSEL for LM
PT TRANS PERF IS COOR DNU
MGR SPEECH PATHOLOGY
HEALTH PHYSICIST
SR PROG ASST DONOR PROG DNU
MEDICAL SVCS ASST
MEDICAL TECHN
RECREATIONAL THER DNU
MEDICAL WASTE PROCESS/OPER
REGISTRAR PATIENT RECORDS
LEARNING DISABILITIES SPEC
SR RECEIPT PATIENT SCHED
MICROCOMP TECH I AUDIO VIS DNU
SR RECEIPT TRANSLATOR DNU
LIABL INVESTIG RISK ANAL DNU
MNTL HLTH SPEC I
ASSOC DIR CLINICAL SYS
LAB ANIMAL TECHN (Do Not Use)
CHEF DNU
EXEC DIR ENT CLIN SOLUT
SR MECHANIC LAB EQUIP DoNotUse
ASST DIR ENTPR PROJ MGMT OFF
LAB ANIMAL TECHN
DIR STUDENT & MULTICULT AFFAIR
CLIN UNIT MGR DNU
LAB ASST
SR MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MGR ENROLLMENT & STUD SVCS
ACT PROG MGR
SR BLOOD BANK TECHN
LAB CLERK
MGR ENTERPRISE TECH BUS APPL
LIB TECH I
SR NEUROPHYSICS TECHNOLOGIST
LAB SVC WORKER
DIR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
LAB TECHN
SR ORTHOPEDIC TECHN DoNotUse
MGR GENERAL ACCTG
MGR GENERAL STORES DOC
MAIN SVC COOR DNU
ASSOC CAMPUS DIRECTOR
LEAD RADIOLOGICAL TECHNLGT DNU
PROG SUPVR
MGR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
MGR HOSP ACCTG
NUCLEAR MED TECHN
PROG SUP VR GENETICS
PROG COOR
ADMIN NMI/OBGYN/PATH/PEDS/SURG
HABILITATION COUNSLR
ADMIN MEDICINE
PROG DEV SPEC I
MGR IST
HLTH EDUCATOR II
ADMIN DIR PATH & LAB MED
ASST MGR BUSINESS SVCS
PROG ASST GRAD PGM PBHL DNU
PROG CLIN COOR (Do Not Use)
LIB TECH III
ASST MGR PATIENT CLIN SVCS
LIB TECH IV
OPTOMETRIST
LIB TECH V
HISTOTECHNOLOGIST
LINEN UNIFORM HANDLER DNU
INDUSTRIAL HYG
PROG ASST PRE MED DNU
EXERCISE SPEC
SR HOUSEKPG SPEC
HD CASHIER UBHC
FACILITATOR NURSG LNG CTR DNU
PROG COOR
HD CLERK
HD DATA CONTROL CLERK
ACT EXEC DIR CLIN RES ORG
FIN AID ASST TRNE DNU
FIN ANAL
SR LAB ANIMAL TECHN
HD MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
PROG COOR NJ CANCER INST I
HLTH PHYSICS ASST
GENETIC COUNSLR
SR LAB ANIMAL TECHN
MGR BENEFITS ADM
MGR BUDGET OPERATIONS
SR LAB ASST
GRAD SPEECH PATH PRACTIONR DNU
ASSOC MED DIR QI & UM
SR LAB ASST
ACT LIBRARY TECH I
PROG COOR GRAD PROG DNU
GRAD MED TECH PRAC DNU
SR LAB SVC WORKER
HOLTER MONITOR TECHN
SR LAB TECHN
PROG DIR FITNESS CENTER
MGR RETAIL SERVICES
SR LPN
MGR CLIN PROFESSIONAL LIABIL
HOLTER MONITOR TECHN SOM (DNU)
GRANTS ADMINISTRATOR
MGR CLIN RECORDS
HOUSEKPG SPEC
GRAD NURSE MIDWIFE DNU
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL II
ENVIRONMENTAL SVC WORKER
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL III
DIR PERIOPERATIVE SVCS
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ACCT DNU
INFO PREP CLERK
MGR COST ANALYSIS
GRANTS ASST RES OF DNU
MGR DATA CONTROL
MGR DNTL STORES
BIOMEDICAL EQUIP TECH I
SR MATERIAL HANDLER
GRAPHIC ARTIST
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
NURSE PRACTITIONER I DNU
SR CLERK
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
ACCESS CASE MANAGER DNU
GRANDFATHERED SR NURSE AST DNU
SR CLERK DRIVER
GRILL WORKER
PSYCHIATRIC NURSE DNU
SR CLERK RECEPT
DATA BASE ANAL
REFERRAL NURSE
SR CLERK TYPIST DNU
SR CLERK OFFICE ASST
DNTL HYG COOR DNU
SR CLERK STENO TRANSCRIBER DNU
DNTL LAB TEACHING SPEC DNU
SR CLERK STENO TYPIST (DNU)
DRUG ABUSE DETOX COUNSLR DNU
STAFF NURSE
SR COURIER CLERK SPD
GROUNDSKEEPER I
SR COURIER CLERK DNU
EDP AUDITOR DNU
GROUNDSKEEPER LABORER
SR DATA CODER Do Not Use
TRAUMA NURSE SPEC
EDP STAFF AUDITOR DNU
SR DEMO
D P I/O CONTROL SPEC I
BIOSTATISTICIAN
SR DNTL HYG RWJ
D P I/O CONTROL SPEC II
SR DIALYSIS TECHNICIAN DNU
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIST
SR DIET CONTROL ASST DoNotUse
HD AUDIT ACCOUNTS CLERK
SR ECHOCARDIO TECHNOLOGT DNU
EPIDEMIOLOGIST
SR EEG TECHNICIAN DoNotUse
ETHNOG RAPH ER RES ANAL DNU
SR EKG TECHNICIAN DoNotUse
PRIN OPHTHLMIC PHOTO DO NOT US
HD CASHIER NJDS
SR ENVIRONMENTAL SVC WORKER
HD CASHIER I
PRIN TRAINING & DEV SPEC
HD CASHIER II
EKG TECHN (DO NOT USE)
CLIN DIETICIAN UH DNU
EKG TECHN TRNE Do Not Use
CLIN EDUC COOR
CLIN PHARMACY COOR (DNU)
EMS DISPATCHER EMT
EMT
CLIN PHARMACIST SPEC
COMMUNICATNS SPEC II
COMMUNICATNS SPEC III
COMM PROG SPEC
COMPUTER GRAPHIC ARTIST III
COMPUTER GRAPHIC ARTIST
EXPANDED DUTY DNTL ASST
RES STUDY COOR
COOR DATA SVCS
COOR ENERGY UTILITIES
COOR FIN AID
EXPEDITOR Do Not Use
DIR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
COOR GRANT DEV COMMUNICATNS
COOR FACILITIES & LABS
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH TRNE DNU
COOR SPEC MARKET PROJ DNU
COOR STUD LOANS DNU
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH (DNU)
PRIN HUMAN RES SPEC DO NOT USE
COST ANAL II DNU
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH I (DNU)
PRIN OCCUPATIONAL THER
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
FILE CLERK
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
FIN COUNS TRNE
FLIGHT NURSE
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
FIN COUNSLR I
FIN COUNS II
FISCAL ASST
GRAD NURSE
SR AUTO MECHANIC "DO NOT USE"
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
FOOD SVC WORKER
SR AUTOMOTIVE TECHN DoNotUse
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
GRAD RESP CARE PRACTIONR
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
SR CASHIER
CARE COOR MANAGER
REGIONAL NURSE ADMINISTRATOR
ACT EXEC DIR PERIOP SVCS
INTERIM VP ADMINISTRATION
EXEC HOUSEKPR STRAT/CAMDEN
EXEC FINANCIAL DIRECTOR
EXEC HOUSEKPR
EXEC HOUSEKPR PISC NEW BRUNS
INDUSTRIAL HYG COOR
DIR ONC PHARMACY SERVICES
DIR REGULATORY AFFS NJMS
EXEC DIR FIN UMG
GROUP MGR MAINT & CONSTR
IST SUPVR I
ASST DIR ENTERPRISE BUS DEV
ACT DIR ED & DISASTER PREPARED
LAB MGR
IST SUPVR II
ASST DIR ED SVCS & SUPPORT
LAB SUPVR
MANAGING LIBRARIAN
MGR AA & EEO
MGR AA & EEO TRNG
SUPVR CLIN
LIB SPEC I
MGMNT STUDIES SPEC
DNTL ASST
PASTORAL CARE PROG DIR DNU
DNTL ASST II
DNTL ASST III
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
PENSION SUPVR
PLANNER SCHED NWK
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
PRIN ACCOUNTANT
DNTL SVCS ASST (DO NOT USE)
DIALYSIS TECH Do Not Use
DIET CONTROL ASST
DIETETIC TECHN Do Not Use
DIETETIC TECHN
DISCHARGE CLERK
DISPENSARY CLERK
DISPENSARY STERILE CLERK DNU
BILLING CLERK Do Not Use
CLIN COOR TRANSPLANT PROG
DRIV MOB MED UNIT DNU
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGIST
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGT
EEG TECHN
CLIN DIETITIAN DNU
EKG TECHN
DIR UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS
DIR UNIV NEWS SVCS
DIR URBAN COMMUNICA & COMM REL
LOCKSMITH MGR
MGR ADMIN OPERATIONS
DIR RADIOLOGY
ACT EXEC DIR ENT CLIN SOLUT
PHARM DIR CANCER INSTITUTE NJ
ACT EXEC DIR ENT INFRASTRUCT
PLANT FUND MGR
COMPUTER NETWORK MGR
PRACTICE MGR
ACT EXEC DIR ENT SOLUTIONS
DIR MEDICAL STAFF ADMIN
INTERIM DEPUTY CHIEF PUB SAF
PROG ADMIN I
PROG DIR
PROG DIR
EMS COOR
MGR ADMIN & FACILITIES SVCS
PROG DIR OFFICE GRAD STUDIES
DIR INFECTION CONTROL
BUSINESS CONSULTANT
EXEC ASST TO DEAN GSBS
PROG MGR
PROG DIR-NATIONAL TRNG
PROJ MGR
EXEC ASST TO SR VP
PROG ADMIN
EXEC DIR ADM & FIN
EXEC DIR ENT INFRASTRUCT
ASST DIR ORSP
EXEC DIR CHANDLER HLTH
DIR VETS4WARRIORS NAT GUARD
PROJ DIR NATIONAL PED HIV
PROJ MGR
PROJ SITE MGR
EXEC DIR ENT SOLUTIONS
RES STUDY MGR
SR PROJ MGR
SVP HUMAN RESOURCES
CHIEF MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
DIR FINANCE DISBURSEMENTS
ACT MANAGING SR SYS ARCHITECT
CHIEF NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECH
DIR CLIN RECORDS UBHC
DIR CLIN SUPPORT SVCS
ASST DEPT ADMIN DNU
UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER
EXEC DIR EMG MGMT OCC HLTH SFT
COOR ALUMNI AFFS NJMS
ASST MGR MAILRM & SUPPLY CTR
ASST MGR RETAIL SERVICES
MGR MANAGED CARE OPERATIONS
ACT MGR ADMINISTRATIVE SVCS
DEPT ADMIN II
EXEC DIR CLINICAL RESEARCH ORG
PATIENT TRANS SVCS MGR
DEPT ADMIN
DIR ACADEMIC AFFS SOM
DIR ACADEMIC COMPUTING
DIR ACCTG & FIN REPORTING
ACT ASST DIR EOHSS
EXEC DIR ADM & FINANCE
DIR ADMIN CLIN ACAD BLDG
ACT DIR FAMILY MEDICINE FINANC
GRANT CONT ADMIN NJMS-INVALID
EXEC VETERINARY DIR UMDNJ
DIR PATIENT ACCESS
GLOBAL PROGRAM DIR
DIR UNIV BUDGET OFFICE
DIR GLOBAL PRODUCTS
EXEC DIR CARDIOVASCULAR SVCS
MGR CLIN ENG
EXEC DIR FAC ADMIN & MAT MGNT
DIR LEGAL MGNT
MGR IST
DIR MGMT STUDIES
PROJECT MGR FINANCIAL PLANNING
DIR MKTG
EXEC COMPLIANCE OFFICER
ASST DIR PROC IMPROVE&QLY ASSU
DIR CONTINUING EDUC
DIR MKTG & MEDIA REL
MGR MARKETING
MGR STUD LOANS
ASST MGR PRINTNG & DUPL SVCS
DIR GRANTS & COST ANALYSIS
DIR MEDICAL RECORDS
DEPUTY EXEC DIR FXB CTR
CLIN NURSE SPEC
DIR HUMAN RESOUR
ADMIN FAC PRAC BILLING DNU
CLIN NURSE SPEC UH
EXEC DIR INSTI RESEARCH&ASSESS
CLIN NURSE SPEC 02 DO NOT USE
HD NURSE (Do Not Use)
DIR INTEGRAT ADM COMPUTER SYS
HD NURSE STUD HLTH (Do Not Use
DIR INTERNAL AUDIT
DIR LABOR REL
HD NURSE STUD HLTH 02 DO NOT U
HD NURSE UH (Do Not Use)
ADMIN OFFICER CABM DNU
HD NURSE 02 (Do Not Use)
HLTH CARE/HLTH EDUC COOR
NURSE MGR
NURSING CARE COOR (DNU)
ADMIN QA & PROF REVIEW DNU
NURSING CARE COOR UH
PATIENT CARE COOR
ADMISSIONS OFC ASST REGI DNU
PRE ADMISSIONS TEST COOR
ADMISSIONS OFFICER DNU
SUPVR NURSES 02
SUPVR PUBLIC HLTH NURSE
IST ANAL I
BUSINESS MGR
SPEC POISON INFORMATION I
BUSINESS MGR
VP FINANCE - NJDS
MGR PATIENT FLOW
BUSINESS MGR I
ASST BUS MGR PAT BILLING DNU
DIR LIBRARY
FLEET SUPVR DNU
CAMPUS SAFETY OFF
ASST EXEC HOUSKP I DNU
AST REGISTRAR NJMS RWJ DNU
CAPTAIN PUBLIC SAFETY
EXEC DIR UMG
DATA CONTROL SPEC
CHIEF CIR/G F SMITH LIB
CHIEF FIN OFF
AUDITOR I DNU
CHIEF NURSING OFF NJCI
BUDGET MANAGER SUPP CHAIN MGMT
DIR ACCREDITATION & STANDARDS
ACTING DEPT NURSE MANAGER
SUPVR NURSING PAYROLL
SUPVR PHARMACY-UBHC-DO NOT USE
ACT PRE ADMISSIONS TEST COOR
DIR FIN AFFRS IN&EXTRAMUR PROG
SUPVR PHYSICAL THER DO NOT USE
SYS ANAL I DO NOT USE
SYS PROGRAMMER I DNU
TECH SYS CONSULTANT
DIR CENTER FOR AIDS EDUC
ADMINISTRATIVE HD NURSE
ASST MGR MEDICAL CASE MGMNT
TECH HW SUPPORT I
DIR EMS
TECH PROJ COOR
SUPVR BUDGET OPERATIONS
DIR CORE SYS & TECHNOLOGIES
ADMINISTRATIVE MGR NURSING SVC
DIR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT SVCS
ACT SEC HD PATHOLOGY
DIR CHILD HEALTH PROGRAM
UCHC ADMIN NURSING SVCS
ASST MGR MED CASE MGMNT dnu
ASST DIR NURSING
ACTING ASST DIR IST
SPEC POISON INFORMATION II
ASST DIR NURSING UH
INTERIM SEC HD
DIR FIN SVCS UH
ASST HD NURSE (Do Not Use)
DIR FINANCE RWJMS
TRAINING OFF PUBLIC SAFETY
ASST HD NURSE UH (Do Not Use)
INTERIM DIR PATIENT CARE SVCS
TRANSPORTER LOGISTICS SUPVR
ASST HD NURSE 02 DO NOT USE
ASST NURSE MGR
USER SUPPORT SPEC I
DIR GRAD MED EDUC
ACT SUPVR RECORDS MGMNT
CARDIAC SURG NURSE COOR
PRACTICE MGMNT ASSOC
CHIEF FLIGHT NURSE
DIR ADMIN/CHIEF NURSING OFF
ADMIN ANAL I
DIR ENERGY & WASTE MGMNT
CLIN COOR OUTPATIENT RES
ACT MGR INSTRUCT TECH ACADEMIC
COUNSLR HLTH ED (DO NOT USE)
COURIER CLERK
CREDIT & COLL COOR
CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP DNU
DATA CONTROL CLERK I DNU
EDUC MEDIA DESIGN
SR ACCOUNTS CLERK
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER TECHN DNU
SR AUDIO VISUAL TECHNOLOGIST
EXEC ASST TO ASSOC VP ACADEMIC
FACILITIES MANAGER
ELECTRICIAN I
ELECTRICIAN II
ELECTRONIC TECHN I
ELECTRONIC TECHN II
ENGINEERING MECHANIC I DNU
ENGINEERING MECHANIC II DNU
HVAC MECHANIC I
HVAC MECHANIC II
ACT ASST DIR NURSING
DNU HVAC MECHANIC TRNE
MASON PLASTERER I
MASON PLASTERER II
MECH SYS MECHANIC I
OPERATING ENG APPRENTICE
OPERATING ENG I
OPERATING ENG II
SUPVG SUBSTANCE ABUSE CSLR DNU
OPERATING ENG III
PAINTER II
SUPVR AP
SUPVR ACESS AREA PHLEB TEAM
PAINTER I
SUPVR ADDICTION SVCS
PLUMBER STEAMFITTER I
PLUMBER STEAMFITTER II
REFRIGERATION MECH I
REFRIGERATION MECH II DNU
REFRIGERATION MECH TRNE DNU
SR ELECTRICIAN
SUPVR ANATOMY STUDY LAB
SUPVR RESEARCH ANIMAL FACILITY
ACTING ASST NURSE MGR
SUPVR CLIN ENGINEERING
ASST CHAPLAIN
SUPVG ACCOUNTANT
CLAIMS REVIEWER
ASST PROG DIR FITNESS CTR DNU
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS SPEC
CLERK DRIVER
ASST STAFFING COOR
CLERK STENO TYPIST DoNotUse
ID REGISTRATION CLERK
ASST TO DIR EOHSI DNU
CLERK TYPIST
ASST TO UNIV DIR FIN AID DNU
CLERK TYPIST RECEPT Do Not Use
OPTOMETRIST I
SUPVR CLAIMS
PRIN CLERK DRIVER
ASST UTILITY ENERGY COOR
AUDITOR II DNU
SUPVG HABILITATION COUNSLR
AUDITOR III DNU
BIOCHEMIST
SUPVRY LIBRARIAN I DNU
UCHC UTILIZATION MGMT COORD
CLIN ASST
ADMIN COOR II
SECRETARY I
CODER ABSTRACTOR DNU
BIOMED SOFTWARE ENG
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SCREENER SPEC
BUDGET ANAL I DNU
SECRETARY I
BUDGET ANAL I
BUDGET ANAL II
SECRETARY II
BUDGET ANAL III
SECRETARY III
SECRETARY IV
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SPEC UBHC
BUDGET REIM ASST
SR CLERK DRIVER
BUYER
COMM COOR
BUYER TRNE DNU
SUPVG MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN
COMM OUTREACH WORKER
PRESIDENT'S DRIVER/ADMIN COOR
SUPVG PROG DEV SPEC (DO NOT USE)
SR HUMAN RESOUR RECORDS CLERK
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO ASST
COOK
WORD PROCESSING SPEC I
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO COOR
DP ANAL I DNU
ASST REGISTRAR PATIENT REC DNU
PUBLIC SAFETY INTERN
ACT SECRETARY I
BIOMED EQUIP TECH DNU
SR PATHOLOGIST'S ASST
SECURITY OFFICER
BILLING TECH I
ACT ADMINISTRATIVE COOR I
ACCOUNTANT
UNIVERSITY POLICE OFFICER
REC PATIENT SCHED ACCESS
ADMIN ANAL IV
ACCESS CASE MANAGER
CLERK STENO TYPIST
ADMIN ANAL V
ADMIN CONSTRUCTION ANAL DNU
AV TECHN (Do Not Use)
COOR RESEARCH ADMIN
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN PD DoNotUse
AV TECHNOLOGT
ADMIS ADVISOR MINORITY DNU
BILLING TECH
ADMISSIONS COOR
DATA CONTROL CLERK
BILLING TECH I
ENTEROSTOMAL THER
FAC PROG PROJ COOR
BILLING TECH
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
FAC PROG SPEC
BLOOD GAS TECHNOLOGT
BUS DRIVER/PATIENT TRANSPORT
CAFETERIA CASHIER
CONTENT SPECIALIST II
ACT SUPVG MNTL HLTH SPEC UBHC
CARETAKER Do Not Use
ART THERAPIST
CASHIER
IST ANAL II
APPLICATIONS SPEC
HD CLERK HUMAN RESOURCES
ARCHITECTURAL ASST DNU
CENSUS CLERK DNU
DNTL INF CONTROL SAFETY TECH
GRANT WRITER
RECEIVING CLERK
RECEIT FILE RADIOLOGY DoNotUse
RECEIT PATIENT SCHED
RECEIT RECORDS CLERK
RECEIT
RECEIT OPERATOR
RECORDS CLERK PHYSICAL PLANT
RECORDS STATISTICS CLERK
RESP THER REG
RESP THERAPY TECH CERTIFIED
RESP AIDE
RESP THER (DNU)
PRIN CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP
PROVISIONAL ATTORNEY
ADMITTING SVCS SPEC I DNU
SCHEDULING ASST RECEPT
ADMITTING SVCS SPEC II
SPEC PROJ COOR
SECRETARY II OPHTHALMIC ASST
SR CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP
DNTL HYG
SEAMSTRESS
SR HUMAN RESOUR SPEC ANAL
OFFICE ASSISTANT II
SR HUMAN RESOUR SPEC
SR STAFF ATTORNEY
SR TRNG & DEV SPEC
SECRETARY I DNU
PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCHER
SR WORKERS COMP INVESTIGATOR
ANESTHESIA EQUIP TECH I
SECRETARY I
STAFF ATTORNEY
SECRETARY II
SECRETARY III
OFFICE ASST II
SECRETARY IV
PODIATRIST
SPEC PROCEDURES TECHN II(DNU)
SPEC PROCEDURES TECHN
LAB ASST
ANIMAL CARETAKER
ACCOUNTS CLERK
ANIMAL CARETAKER
ASST BUYER (Do Not Use)
CHIEF EMERGENCY MEDICINE
EMS SUPVR
ACCOUNTANT
HISTOTECHNICIAN
PRIN LAB TECH
WEB SUPPORT SPEC
EMS TRAINING SUPVR
ACTING DIR ONCOL NURSING SVC
INTERIM HUMAN RES GENERALIST
PHYSICIAN SPEC I
ACCESSION AREA CLERK
ACCTG ASST
ADVANCED DNTL TRNE
ASST TO ASSOC VP AA & EEO
ACCT PAYABLE TECH
ACT LEAD PAT SVCS REP
PHYSICIAN SPEC II
ASST TO SR VP ADMFIN DNU
ACTING HD CLERK
COLLECTIVE BARG AGREEMENT COOR
COMPENSATION SERVICES SPEC
CONTRACT ASST
COOR FAC PERSONNEL ADM
ACTING MNTL HLTH SPEC II
COOR FAC PERSONNEL
SR PRINTING SVCS COOR
ACT LEAD MED HLTH CARE TECH
DENTIST I
PRIN RECEIPT PATIENT SCHED
DENTIST II
DENTIST III
ACT SECRETARY I
EDP AUDITOR
EXEC ASST PRESIDENTS OFFICE
PRIN TECH ASST
HUMAN RESOUR SPEC
ACT DATA CONTROL CLERK I
PRIN CLERK
OFFICE MGR PRES OFFICE
PRIN CLERK TYPIST
PHYSICIAN II
PHYSICIAN III
ACT SECRETARY II
PHYSICIAN SPEC I
PRIN FILE CLERK
PHYSICIAN SPEC II
PATIENT CARE TECH
PRIN LAB ASST
PRIN LAB ASST (DoNotUse)
PRIN LAB TECH
PRIN STOCK CLERK
PRIN STOCK CLERK
PROG ASST CONTINUING EDUC DNU
PROPERTY CONTROL ASST
RADIOLOGICAL CARE SPEC DNU
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN I
RADIOLOGY TRANSCRIPTIONIST DNU
PROG DIR EDUC & TRAINING
CL ASSC PROF - PRGM DIR
CL ASST PROF N PRGM DIR
CL ASST PROF PRGM
CL ASST PROF-AH-RG D
CL ASST PROF-BS-ASSC D
CL ASST PROF-BS-ASST D
CL ASST PROF-BS DP CM
CL ASST PROF-BS-SC HD
CL PROF-N-DEAN
CL PROF-PROG DIR-N
CL PROF/PRGM DIR
CL PROF-N
PRO DIV CHIEF
PROF BS ASST DEAN
PROF BS DEPT CHMN
INST CL SUB SPEC-N
PROF BS SECT HEAD
CL ASST PROF-N
INST-N
INST-CL-N-ASST
INSTR BS
ADJ INST-CM
CT SCAN TECHNOLOGIST DNU
DNTL COMPREHENS CARE COOR II
SR PHLEBOTOMIST RWJ DoNotUse
STUD LOAN CLERK Do Not Use
ACCTNG CLERK Do Not Use
MECH LAB EQUIP Do Not Use
DENTAL TECHN II DNU
MGMT ASST
SR MGMT ASST DNU
PEER REVIEW COOR
PROGRAMMER ANALYST IV
ACT HABILITATION COUNSLR
MNTL HLTH CLIN I DNU
HR REPRESENTATIVE
DIR INST REV BD NB/PISC/SOM/CD
ADJ INST
MGR IACUC ADMINISTRATION
ADMIN ANALYST I CONFIDTL
ADMIN COOR I CONFIDTL
PROV CL ED PROF ASST INST
INTERIM DIR ED & PROF DEV
MGR ONC CLIN TRIALS INFORM
PRIN MGMT ASST
DEPT COOR
LIBRARIAN I
LIBRARIAN II
LIBRARIAN III
LIB IV
SR MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER
ADMIN OFF OF FACULTY AFFAIRS
ACT ADMIN COOR II DNU
AWAITING FAC APPT
COADJUNCT
IST TRAINER
INTERIM VP HUMAN RESOURCES
EXEC ASST TO DEAN
INST-N-PROG DIR/ASST
INPUT OUTPUT TECHN
HUMAN SVCS TECHN
NUTRITIONIST I
NURSE CLINICIAN 02 (DO NOT USE)
SYS SUPPORT SPEC (DO NOT USE)
ASST PROF CL DENT
ASSC PROF-N
INPUT OUTPUT TECHN
CLIN NURSE SPEC 02 DO NOT USE
PATIENT CARE COOR
STAFF NURSE PD
STAFF NURSE
ACTING DIR ONCOL NURSING SVC
LEARNING LAB ASST
NURSE CLINICIAN (DNU)
NURSE ANESTHETIST
NURSE PRACTITIONER I DNU
NURSE PRACTITIONER II DNU
PSYCHIATRIC NURSE DNU
NURSE ANESTHETIST PD
HOUSESTAFF PGY V
UNIT CLERK
WORD PROCESSING SPEC II (DNU)
WORD PROCESSING SPEC III (DNU)
SR CLERK TYPIST DNU
SR DATA CODER Do Not Use
SR DIET CONTROL ASST DoNotUse
SR LAB TECHN
SR RECEPt PATIENT SCHED
SR TECH ASST DATA ANAL
STERILIZATION TECH DNU
MGR PHYSICIAN COMPLIANCE
SR COMPLIANCE OFF - PRIV/SEC
STOCKHANDLER
MGR MEDICAL RECORDS OPER
DIR CME COMPLIANCE & ADMIN
SPEC ASST TO EVP A & C AFFS
DIR ACCREDITATION & REG AFFS
ASSOC DIR AA & EEO
ASST DIR CODING & DATA CONTROL
ASST MGR BUSINESS OPERATIONS
TECH ASST
MGR ADM PROF DEV DEPT BUD ANAL
DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
ASST DIR FOOD SVCS OPER
DIR RES POLICY
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY MANAGER
ASST DIR PUBLIC SAFETY
DIR REVENUE CYCLE
MGR MATERIALS MGMT
ASST DIR UNIV NEWS SVCS
ASST VICE PRESIDENT
MGR SOCIAL SERVICES
COOR ALUMNI AFFS NJMS
DIR LEGAL MGMNT
MGR RES STUDY
MNTL HLTH CLIN I (DO NOT USE)
EXEC DIR ENT CLIN INFRASTRUCT
TEACHER III DNU
TEMP RES ASST
TUTOR
EMT PD
PARAMEDIC PD
ACT SUPVR RECORDS MGMNT
ADMIN OFFICER CABM DNU
ADMISSIONS OFC ASST REG DNU
ASST DEPT ADMIN DNU
ASST TO DEAN DNU
ASST HD NURSE 02 DO NOT USE
CLIN COOR PHYSICAL THERPY
CLIN COOR OUTPATIENT RES
HLTH EDUCATOR I
LAB SUPVR
NUTRITIONIST I
PUBLIC HLTH REP I
CHIEF ANES TECHN DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC I
CHIEF ANIMAL CARETAKER
SUPVR CLAIMS
SUPVG HABILITATION COUNSLR
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SPEC UBHC
SUPVG MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN
PATIENT CARE COOR PER DIEM
ELECTRONIC TECHN II
NURSE RECRUITER
DENTIST I
NURSE CLINICIAN 02(DO NOT USE)
DENTIST II
TEMP RES ASST
SECRETARY I
TELEMETRY TECHN
TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECHN I
PATIENT ACCTS CLERK II
PATIENT RECEIPT
PATIENT SVCS REP I
PATIENT FAMILY RESOUR COOR DNU
PHLEBOTOMIST
PHLEBOTOMIST I
PROG DEV SPEC II
PRIN LAB SVC WORKER
PRIN TECH ASST
PRIN CLERK
PRIN LAB ASST
PROG DEV SPEC III
PROG ASST CONTINUING EDUC DNU
PROGRAMMER ANAL III
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN PD
RECEIVING CLERK
RECEPT PATIENT SCHED
RECEPT RECORDS CLERK
RECEPT
PROV COUNSLR
RECEPT OPERATOR
RECORDS STATISTICS CLERK
RESP AIDE
RES TEACHING SPEC II
RESP THER PD
SECRETARY I DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC III
SECRETARY I
SECRETARY II
SECRETARY III
SECRETARY IV
RES TEACHING SPEC IV
RES TEACHING SPEC V
SPEC PROCEDURES TECHN PD
ACCOUNTS CLERK
RES ASSOC I
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER
RES ASSOC II
RES ASSOC III
RES ASST DNU
RES NUTRITIONIST DNU
RES CHEMIST RENAL
RES ASST (Do Not Use)
SOCIAL WORKER I - UH
SPEECH THER I DNU
OFFICE MGR
SR HABILITATION COUNSLR
SR OCCUPATIONAL THER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSLR
SYS PROGRAMMER III
EMS DISPATCHER EMT PD
BILLING CLERK Do Not Use
EEG TECHN
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
EKG TECHN TRNE Do Not Use
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH (DNU)
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH I (DNU)
FISCAL ASST
FACILITATOR NURSG LNG CTR DNU
GRAD RESP CARE PRACTIONR
HD CLERK
HOLTER MONITOR TECHN SOM (DNU)
HABILITATION COUNSLR
ENVIRONMENTAL SVC WORKER
HLTH EDUCATOR II
HUMAN SVCS TECHN
LAB SVC WORKER
LEARNING DISABILITIES SPEC
LAB TECHN
LIB TECH II
LIB TECH III
LIB SPEC III
LIB TECH IV
LINEN UNIFORM HANDLER DNU
LPN
LPN
MEDICAL ASST
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST PD
MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MEDICAL SVCS ASST
MEDICAL TECHN
MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
MNTL HLTH SPEC II UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC III
MEDICAL TECHNOLOGIST
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE PD
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN III
STAFF PHARMACIST
PHYSICAL THER PD
PRIN PLANNER DNU
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV UBHC PD
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE
NUCLEAR MED TECHNOLOGIST DNU
NURSING ASST
OPHTHALMIC PHOTOGRAPHER DNU
OPHTHALMIC ASST
ORTHOPTIST
PARAMEDIC
ACCTG ASST
ADMITTING SVCS SPEC I
ANIMAL CARETAKER
CAFETERIA CASHIER
CENTRAL STERILE TECH II PD
CASHIER
CENTRAL STERILE TECH II
ADMIN COOR II DNU
PHLEBOTOMIST I PD
CLIN ASST
ACCOUNTANT
COURIER CLERK
ASST CHAPLAIN DNU
BUDGET ANAL III
CLIN DIETITIAN UH DNU
COMMUNICATNS SPEC II
COMM PROG SPEC
DATA CONTROL SPEC TRNE (DNU)
DNTL ASST III
DNTL SVCS ASST (DO NOT USE)
DIETETIC TECHN Do Not Use
DISCHARGE CLERK
PROFESSOR - BS
PROF DNTL I
PROF-CLIN SUB-CM
PROF-N
VISIT ASSC PROF BS
VISITING ASST PROF
VIST ASST PROF-CM
VIST PROF DNTL I
INS CLIN DEN
STUD ASST
ASST PROF BASIC SCIENCE
ASST PROF CN ASST PD
ASST PROF - SN (PhD)
INST CLIN SUB CM
ACT ASSOC CONTROLLER
RADIOGRAPHIC SVC ENG
ASSC PROF-BS-ASSC DEAN
ADJ ASSC PROF BS AST
ASSC PROF-BS-DEP CHR
ASSC PROF-BS-SECT HD
RES SUPPORT SPEC
ASSC PROF-CD-ASSC DEAN
VICE PRESIDENT OPERATIONS
ASSC PROF-CD-ASST DEAN
ASSC ORIF-CD-DEP CHR
LPN PD
ASSC PROF-CD-SECT HD
ASSC PROF-CL DEN
ASST BUYER
DIR FINANCE/FINANCIAL INFO
ASSC PROF-CM ASSC DEAN
SUPVR DNTL LAB SERVICES
SUPVR DNTL LAB SERVICES
ASSC PROF-CM-DEP CHR
ADJ ASST PROF BS AST DN
ASSC PROF-CM-SECT HD
ADJ ASST PROF CM AST DN
PATIENT ACCESS REP
PATIENT ACCESS REP
ASSC PF CL SUB/DEP CHR
OPERATING ROOM PAT SCHED DNU
OPERATING ROOM PAT SCHED DNU
ASSC PROF-AH ASSC DEAN
ACT OFFICE MGR
ACT OFFICE MGR
ACT PROG ASST
SUPVR QUAL CNTL & AUDIT
ADJ INST BS SEC HEAD
ASSC POF-BS-ASST DEAN
PROFESSOR BS DEAN
PROF-BS-VICE PRES
DIR PART HOSP & COMM BASED SVS
FINANCIAL AID SUPVR
FINANCIAL AID SUPVR
SUPVR ADMIT SVCS
SUPVR ADMIT SVCS
ASST PROF-BS-ASSOC DEAN
ASSC PROF-N-PRGM DIR/ASST
PROF-CD-SVP-ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
ADJ ASSOC PROF-BS-ASSOC DEAN
ASST PROF - CM
MGR ACCTS RECEIVABLE
ASST PROF CL DENT
MGR ACCTS RECEIVABLE
DIR IST OPERATIONS
DIR IST OPERATIONS
ASST DIR PATENT & LICENSING
SR LICENSING ASSOC
RES ENGINEER
CASE MANAGEMENT COORD DNU
STAFF ASSISTANT
FACILITY MECH
ASST PROF-AH-ASST DEAN
MGR ENROLLMENT SERVICES
ADJ ASST PROF BS SC HD
MGR ENROLLMENT SERVICES
ASSISTANT PROF - CD - 10 MONTH
ASST PROF-BS DEP CHR
ASST PROF-BS-ASST DEAN
ASST PROF-BS-DIR
ASST PROF-CD ASSC DEAN
ADJ INST CM
ADJ PROF CM
ADJ INST-12 MTH-SHRP
ASST PROF-PT-SHRP
ASSO PROF CN PROG DIR
ASSO PROF BASIC SCIENCE
ASSC PROF CLIN MED
ASSC PROF CN ASSC DEAN
ASSC PROF CN ASST DEAN
ASSC PROF CN ASST PD
ASSC PROF CN CHAIR
ASSC PROF CLIN SUB CO
ASSC PROF N
ASSC PROF N CL SUBSPEC
ASSC PROF-N
CLIN ASST PROF
ACT HABILITATION COUNSLR
ASST PROF DIV CHF
CARPENTER I
SVP HUMAN RESOURCES DNU
COOR FUNDRAISING
TECH HW SUPPORT II
INSTR AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TECH HW SUPPORT III
PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TELECOMM COOR DNU
PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
TELECOMM ASST DNU
TEMP HAND THER
TRAUMA NURSE COOR DNU
TRAUMA REGISTRY COOR
TRAINER EXER SPEC FITNESS CTR
ULTRASONOGRAPHER PD
UNIV RIGHT TO KNOW COOR DNU
USER SUP WORKSTATN TECHN DNU
USER SUPPORT SPEC II
USER SUPPORT SPEC III
USER SUPPORT SPEC IV DO NOT USE
VETERINARIAN/ANIMAL SURGEON
VOCATIONAL COUNSLR
WORKERS COMP INVESTIGATOR DNU
CLIN ASST PROF CM
CLIN INSTR CM
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
PRINTING SVCS COOR
COMPUTER OPER I Do Not Use
COMPUTER OPER II Do Not Use
COMPUTER OPER III Do Not Use
SR TECH ASST
ASST PROF BS
SERGEANT PUBLIC SAFETY
SR PHYSICAL THER
SR PLNG ANAL
SR PROCEDURES ANAL
SR PROJ MGMT ANAL
SR PUBLIC INFO ASST
SR RADIATION THER
SR REHAB COUNSLR
SR RES ASSOC
SR SAFETY TECH DNU
SR STAFF ASST ACADEMIC AFFS
SR STATISTICIAN
SR SYS PROG SCIENTIFIC DNU
SR SYS PROGRAMMER DNU
SR TECHNOLOGIST
SR TELECOMM ANAL
SR TRNG TECHN DNU
SR ULTRASONOGRAPHER DNU
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST DNU
STAFF ASST DEANS OFFICE DNU
STAFF ASST DEANS OFF RWJ DNU
STAFF ASST PUBLICATIONS DNU
STATISTICIAN
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
STUD LOAN SPEC
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
STUD RECRUITER SHRP DNU
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR COTERM
SUPERVISORY TRNE
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR CLIN
ASST PRE AH PROG DIR/ASST
SYS ANAL TRNE DNU
ASST PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
TEACHER I DNU
CLIN ASST PROF PROG DIR
TEACHER II DNU
CLIN INSTR PROG DIR-SHRP
CLIN INSTR AH PROG DIR
INSTR AH PROG DIR/ASST DIR
RES TEACHING SPEC V
RES ANAL
RES COOR
RES EVALUATOR
RES LAB TECHN
RES STUDY COOR
SAFETY COOR DNU
SAFETY SPEC DNU
SAFETY TECH DNU
SOCIAL WORKER II
SOCIAL WORKER II UH DNU
CAMPUS SPACE PLANNER
SPEC PROJ ASST GOVT REL
MARKETING ASST
SPEECH THER I UH
SPEECH THER II
SPEECH THER II UH
SPEECH THER PD
SR ARCHITECT DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR BILLING & COLL ASST
SR BIOSTATISTICIAN
HOSPITAL FACILITIES ENG DNU
SR COMP GRAPHIC ART SCI DNU
SR DATA BASE ANAL
SR DATA COMMUNICATNS ANAL DNU
SR ELEC ENG DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR ESTIMATOR OPER PLNG DNU
SR FIN AID ASST
SR FIN ANAL I
PRIN GRAPHIC ARTIST
STUDENT FIN AID COUNSELOR
SR MECH ENG DESIGN&CONSTR DNU
SR MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
SR MEDICAL TECHN
SR MNTL HLTH SCREENING
POST DOC FELLOW
PRE DOC FELLOW
PSYCH INTERN
RES ASSOC
SEASONAL STUDENT
GRAD ASST
STUD MED PROG
STUD NURSE MIDWIFE
WORK ASST
WORK STUDY
ACT APPOINTMENT
ACT APPOINTMENT
CLIN FELLOW
UNCLASSIFIED
UNCLASSIFIED
SR RECEP RWJ PROFESSIONAL CTR
SR STOCK CLERK
SR STOCK CLERK
SUPVG AP CLERK (DO NOT USE)
SUPVG ADMITTING CLERK(DNU)
SUPVG CASHIER IMHS(DO NOT USE)
SUPVR MED RECORDS CLERK(DNU)
YOUTH WORK SUPVR
RADIOLOGIC TECHNOLOGT AIDE
TECHNOЛОGT ASST Do Not Use
TIME ATTENDANCE CLERK(DNU)
TRANSPORT DISPATCH COOR
TRANSPORT DISPATCHER (DNU)
TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECHN II
TUMOR REGISTRAR
TYPESETTING TECHNICIAN II
ULTRASONOGRAPHER TRNE(DNU)
WORD PROCESSING SPEC I
HOUSESTAFF PGY VIII
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT IV
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT II
ADMINISTRATIVE RESIDENT
COMMENCEMENT ASST
HOTLINE ASST
NURSE EXTERN
GRAD ASST
GRAD INTERN
GRAD STUD
IMHS WORK ASST
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT I
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT III
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT IX
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT V
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT VI
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDNT VII
HOUSESTAFF CHIEF RESIDENT VIII
HOUSESTAFF PGY I
HOUSESTAFF PGY II
HOUSESTAFF PGY IV
HOUSESTAFF PGY IX
HOUSESTAFF PGY VI
HOUSESTAFF PGY VII
SUPVR SPEC SVCS DNTL CLIN DNU
SUPVR MEDICAL ASST UNIT DNU
SUPVR SANITATION MAINT DNU
COOR DNTL MULTI DISCN SVCS DNU
SUPVR DNTL CLIN DNU
SUPVR SHIPPING RECEIVING
COORDINATOR STERILIZATION
SUPVG AP TECH DNU
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
UNIT MGR
SUPVR COMPUTER OPER
SUPVG LAB TECHN
SUPVG MEDICAL SVCS ASST
SUPVG STOCK CLERK DNU
SUPVR BILLING DNU
SUPVR CAFETERIA CASHIERS DNU
SUPVR RETAIL SERVICES
SUPVR MEDICAL RECORDS
SUPVR CENTRAL SVC
SUPVR CLIN RECORDS DNU
SUPVR MAINT & CONSTR
SUPVR CLIN BILLING
SUPVR DATA CONTROL
SUPVR MAIL SVCS
SUPVR DISPENSARY
SUPVR GEN STORES
SUPVR GRAPHIC ARTS DNU
SUPVR LINEN LNDRY SVCS DNU
SUPVR HOSP TRANSPORT DNU
SUPVR HOUSEKPG DNU
PRIN ANIMAL CARE (DO NOT USE)
PRIN CLERK TRANSCRIBER DoNotUs
PROV DR DENT VET
PROV HLTH CARE PROVIDER PD
PRIN MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
PUBLIC HLTH REP II
PUBLIC HLTH REP III
PUBLIC INFO ASST
ASST TRAUMA REGISTRY COOR
QI SPEC
RECREATIONAL THER
RECRUITER COUNSLR
REHAB THER I DNU
REHAB THER II DNU
REIMB BUDGET ANAL
SUPVR PATIENT COLL ACCOUNTS
SUPVR PATIENT PAY ACCOUNTS
PRIN MGMNT ASST
SUPVR POWER PLANT
PROG ASST RSDNCY TRNG DNU
PROG ASST CABM DNU
SUPVR PRESIDENTS OFFICE DNU
PROG ASST LAB NEUROSCI DNU
SUPVR PRINTING OPER I
SUPVR PRINTING DUP SVCS
SUPVR RADIOLOGY INFO SVCS DNU
SUPVR RECEIVING STORES
SUPVG PROG ASST II
SUPVR RECORDS PHYS PLANT DNU
PROG ASST DNU
PROPERTY CONTROL COOR
SECTION HD NUCLEAR MED
SR CNTRCT ASST OFFICE MGR DNU
SR COOR ENERGY UTILITIES DNU
SR FIN ANAL
SR LEAD GROUNDSKEEPER
STAFF ASST DNU
SUPVG STAFF ASST
SUPRV RECORDS RECEPNT DNU
SUPVR REGISTRATION DNU
SUPVR MICROFILMING SVCS
SUPVR RWJ PAYROLL DNU
PRIN INVEST STUD LOANS DNU
PRIN PUBLIC INFO ASST
PRIN STATISTICIAN
PRIN ARCHITECT DNU
PROCEDURES ANAL
PROCUREMENT SPEC
PROG ASST OB GYN DNU
PROG ASST PLNG & RES DNU
PROG ASST COGNITIVE SKILLS DNU
PROG ASST GRAD PROG DNU
PROG ASST ORAL MAXILLO DNU
PROG ASST
PATIENT ACCTS CLERK I
PATIENT ESCORT MSGNR DoNotUse
PATIENT RECEPNT DNU
HEALTH RECORDS CLERK
PROG ASST
PATIENT SVCS REP II DNU
PROG ASST
PROG ASST
PAYROLL TECH
PAYROLL TECH
PC APPLICATIONS SPEC
PHARMACY TECHN PD
PHARMACY TECHN
PHLEBOTOMIST TRNE
REHABILITATION AIDE
PROG PLANNER
PHYSICAL THERPY ASST
PROG RES DNU
PREV MAINT CLERK II
PROG SUPPORT SPEC
PREV MAINT CLERK I
PREV MAINT CLERK II
PROGRAMMER ANAL I DNU
EDUC SPEC
PROGRAMMER ANAL II
PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH
PROGRAMMER ANAL III DNU
MORGUE CUSTODIAN
MRI TECHN PD Do Not Use
MULTI LEV REC TECHN DO NOT USE
MULTI RECORD TECHN
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY TECH I
MEDIA REL ASST
MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
MEDICAL PHYSICIST
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY TECHN II
MINORITY AFFS COUNSLR DNU
MNTL HLTH SCREENING SPEC
OPERATING ROOM TECHN II PD
RES ASSOC II PD
OPERATING ROOM TECHN II
MULTIMEDIA SPEC II
RES STUDY COOR PD
OPHTHALMIC TECHN
NURSE MIDWIFE II DNU
ASSOC DIR BIOINFORMATICS
OPHTHALMIC ASST Do Not Use
NUTRITIONIST III
ORTHOPEDIC TECHN Do Not Use
OCCUPATIONAL HLTH EDUC
PROG ASST PD
OCCUPATIONAL THER PD
PATIENT ACCTS REP
SOCIAL WORKER I PD
OCCUPATIONAL THER
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPIST UBHC
PATHOLOGIST'S ASST
PATIENT REPRESENTATIVE
SR RES ASSOC PD
PHARMACIST PD
PHYSICAL THER
PHYSICAL THER UH
PHYSICIAN ASST
PHYSICIAN ASST-SURGICAL
PLANNING ANAL
PRIN INDUSTRIAL HYG
ASST DIR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
ASST DIR ACADEMIC MEDIA
MNTL HLTH SCREENER DNU
ASST MGR IACUC
ASST DIR EMS
ASST DIR ENVIR SVCS
CAMPUS DIR FIN AID PISC
ASST DIR INSTITUTIONAL RES
ASST DIR IST
MGR MAIL & DUPL SVCS
MGR CLIN TRIALS REG AFFAIRS
MNTL HLTH SPEC I DNU
MORGUE SUPVR
COOR MKTG & MEDIA REL
OFFICE SUPVR
PLANNER SCHED II DNU
DIR RESEARCH POLICY
ASST DIR PHYSICAL PLANT
SPEC POISON INFORMATION III
DIR UTIL MGMT - PHYSICIAN
MGR SPEC PROJ
ASST DIR FIN PLNNG & REPORTING
ASST DIR PROG PLNG
ASST DIR RADIOLOGY
ASST DIR SPACE PLNNG
PRACTICE MGMT COOR
DIR IS DEV & TECH SUP
DIR PWR PLT OPER UTIL & ENG MG
ASST GROUP MGR MAINTENANCE CON
MGR CENTRAL STERILE SERVICES
ASST MGR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
ASST TREASURER
UNIV ASSOC DIR STUD FIN AID TS
ADMIN CARES INSTITUTE
BUSINESS ADMIN
BUSINESS MGR
MORGUE ATTENDANT
CHIEF RESP THER DNU
CHIEF ULTRASONOGRAPHER
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS SPEC
COOR STUDENT SVCS DNU
COOR ALUMNI AFFS DNU
COOR BED CONTROL DNU
COOR DATA SYS (DNU)
COOR DEANS OFFICE RWJ DNU
ACT MGR DATA CONTROL
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER
COOR ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS DNU
COOR FAC AFFS
ASST DIR PATIENT BUSINESS SVS
COOR FAC AFFS NJMS DNU
COOR MEDICAL RECORDS
ASST DIR PATIENT BUSINESS SVS
COOR RES ANIMAL FACILITY DNU
COOR TRANSPORT SVCS
ACT DATA ENTRY SUPVR
COOR VOLUNTEER PROG DNU
DATA ENTRY SUPVR
CLIN ASSOC PROF BS ASSOC DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF BS ASST DN
EXEC ASST II/NJDS DNU
EXEC ASST PRES HIS LAT DNU
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM ASSOC DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM ASST DN
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM DEPT CM
GIFT SHOP MGR
GRANTS COOR DNU
SUPVR ENVIRONMENTAL SVCS
CLIN ASSOC PROF CM DIV CF
LAB ANIMAL TECHNOLOGT
DIR HOSP MGMT INFO SYSTEMS
ASSOC CONTROLLER
ASSOC DIR EMS
ASSOC DIR FIN AID NWK
CAMPUS DIR FIN AID SOM
EXEC ASST
ACT PRIN MGT ASST
ADMIN COOR I
ADMINISTRATIVE COOR VP CEO UH
ADMIN CTR FOR AGING DNU
ADMIN DEANS OFFICE SOM DNU
ADMIN GRAD MED EDUC DNU
ADMIN COOR DNU
SUPVR ADMITTING
SUPVR I ADMITTING DNU
ASST CHIEF NURSE ADMIN DNU
ASST COOR ADMITTING SVC DNU
COOR CUSTOMER REL
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
ASST REGISTRAR SOM DNU
ASSOC DIR MNTL HLTH SVCS
ASST SUPVR LINEN LDRY SVCS DNU
ASSOC DIR PUBLIC SAFETY
ASST SUPVR ADMITTING DNU
ASSOC DIR MEDICAL RECORDS
ASST SUPVR GENERAL STORES
ASSOC VP WORKPLACE DIVERSITY
ASST SUPVR MAINTENANCE & CONS
ASST TO UNIV REGISTRAR
MGR REVENUE CYCLE MGMNT
CANCER PROG COOR DO NOT USE
VP INFO SVCS & TECH DNU
ASSOC VP INTERNAL AUDIT DNU
CHIEF ANESTHESIA TECHN
VP ADMINISTRATION
CHIEF TECHNOLOGT
CLIN COOR CMHC
CLIN RES COOR
UBHC CLIN EDUC & TRNG COOR DNU
COOR AUDIOVISUAL CENTER
COOR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
COOR GRAPHIC ARTS
COOR IMAGE PROCESSING & DIST
COOR INVENTORY
COOR LAB COMPUTER SYS
COOR PRES OFFICE
COOR RES & SPONSORED PROG
COOR RESEARCH ADMIN (DNU)
COOR SHIPPING & RECEIVING
COOR TELEVISION OPER
COOR UTILIZATION REVIEW
COOR RES EVAL
COOR SPORTS MED
COOR UNIV MKTG PROJ-DO NOT USE
RADTN SAFETY OFFICER DNU
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL I DNU
SVP INTERNAL AUDIT & INV DNU
EXEC ASST TO PRES & CEO UBHC
ACT PROG ADMIN I
ASSOCIATE COMPLIANCE OFFICER
DIR SP PRJ COMP AUD & PROC IMP
EXEC DIR OPERATIONS
ADMIN DIR
DIR RES PRG DEV & PLNG
SVP CHIEF ETHICS & COMP OFF
EXEC DIR FOR ADMIN
ADMIN LAB MED PATHOLOGY
DIR SVC EXCL, MTKG & COMM
BUSINESS MGR
ADMIN RES ADMINISTRATION
ASST DIR DIV OPER
ADMIN TUBERCULOSIS CTR NJMS
ADMINISTRATOR WIC
ADMISSIONS DIR
ADMIN AMBULATORY SVCS
CHIEF FIN OFF-SOM
SCHED COOR
LIB INTERN
SR RECEPt SWITCHBOARD OPER
SR RESP THER
SR RECEPt FITNES CTR SCHED(DNU)
LIB SYS SPEC
LICENSING ASSOC
MNTL HLTH SPEC II DO NOT USE
MGMT ASST TRNE DNU
UTILIZATION REVIEW SPEC DNU
RES ENGINEER
MNTL HLTH SPEC III
MGMT STUDIES SPEC DNU
MTKG INFO ASST
MTKG COOR
MNTL HLTH SPEC III DO NOT USE
MNTL HLTH SPEC III UBHC
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV PER DIEM
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE
SR STAFF AUDITOR DO NOT USE
PROGRAM ADMINISTRATOR
RESP THERPY CLIN SUPVR
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST NWK RW
SEC HD PHOTO PRODUCTION
SEC HD RADIOLOGY
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHET DO NOT USE
SEC HD PATHOLOGY
SHIFT SUPVR PATHOLOGY
SOCIAL WORK COOR
SR NUTRITIONIST
CHIEF RADTN PHYSICIST-INVALID
SR PROJ SPEC(DO NOT USE)
CHIEF RADIATION THER
CHIEF TECHNOLOGIST PATH NWK
PROJ PLNG COORD
CHIEF TECHNOLOGT OPTHALMOLOGY
PURCHASING COOR
MGR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
LOCKSMITH
PROG ANALYST I DO NOT USE
MGR PATIENT TRANSPORT
LOGISTICS CLERK Do Not Use
MGR PATIENT AR UBHC
MGR PAYROLL
PROG ASST MED EDUC DNU
MGR PHYSICAL THERPY
MGR PLNG & ADM
LPN TRNE Do Not Use
SR OD SPECIALIST
MEDICAL DISPATCHER I
MGR PREV MAINT/NETWRK ADMIN
MGR PUBLICATIONS
DIVISION MGR
ASSOC DIR CULTURAL COMP PRGS
RADIATION THERAPIST PD
MGR QA
MGR REIM
MGR RES ANIMAL
RADIATION SAFETY TECH
MEDICAL HLTH TECHN
RADIATION THERAPIST
MEDICAL SECRETARY DNU
MGR SHARED EQUIP SVCS
LAB SAFETY SPEC
ACT DEPUTY GEN COUNSEL for LM
MGR SPEECH PATHOLOGY
RADIOLOGICAL SAFETY SPEC
SR PROG ASST DONOR PROG DNU
RECREATIONAL THER PD
MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER
MEDICAL WASTE PROCESS/OPER
REGISTRAR PATIENT RECORDS
SR RECEIPT PATIENT SCHED
MICROCOMP TECH I AUDIO VIS DNU
SR RECEIPT TRANSLATOR DNU
RECREATIONAL THER PD
MGR LABOR RELATIONS
TEMP RES ASST Do Not Use
EXEC DIR ENT CLIN SOLUT
SR MECHANIC LAB EQUIP DoNotUse
MGR ENGINEERING & MAINT
LAB ANIMAL TECHN
MGR ENROLLMENT & STUD SVC NJDS
CLIN UNIT MGR DNU
LAB ASST
SR MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MGR ENROLLMENT & STUD SVCS
MGR FINANCIAL REPORTING
SR BLOOD BANK TECHN
LAB CLERK
MGR FOOD PRODUCTION
LIB TECH I
SR NEUROPHYSICS TECHNOLOGIST
DIR ENVIRONMENTAL SERVICES
SR ORTHOPEDIC TECHN DoNotUse
MGR GENERAL ACCTG
MGR GENERAL STORES DOC
MAIN SVC COOR DNU
MGR GRAD MED EDUC
LEAD RADIOLOGICAL TECHN LGT DNU
PROG SUPVR
MGR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
MGR HOSP ACCTG
NUCLEAR MED TECHN
PROG SUPVR GENETICS
PROG COOR
MGR HUMAN RESOURCES INFO SYS
MGR INPATIENT ACCOUNTS
PROG DEV SPEC I
MGR IST
MGR LAB ANC SVCS & REG COM
ASST MGR BUSINESS SVCS
PROG ASST GRAD PGM PBHL DNU
PROG CLIN COOR (Do Not Use)
ASST MGR PATIENT CLIN SVCS
HLTH EDUCATOR III
OPTOMETRIST
LIB TECH V
HISTOTECHNOLOGIST
INDUSTRIAL HYG
PROG ASST PRE MED DNU
EXERCISE SPEC
SR HOUSEKPG SPEC
HD CASHIER UBHC
PROG COOR
SR INSTRUMENT MAKER
HD DATA CONTROL CLERK
MGR ASSET MGMNT
FIN ANAL
SR LAB ANIMAL TECHN
HD MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
PROG COOR NJ CANCER INST I
HLTH PHYSICS ASST
GENETIC COUNSLR
SR LAB ANIMAL TECHN
MGR BENEFITS ADM
MGR BUDGET OPERATIONS
SR LAB ASST
GRAD SPEECH PATH PRACTITIONR DNU
ASSOC MED DIR QI & UM
SR LAB ASST
ACT LIBRARY TECH I
PROG COOR GRAD PROG DNU
GRAD MED TECH PRAC DNU
SR LAB SVC WORKER
HOLTER MONITOR TECHN
MGR RETAIL SERVICES
SR LPN
MGR CLIN PROFESSIONAL LIABL
MGR CLIN RECORDS
PROG MGR MOLECULAR RESOU (DNU)
HOUSEKPG SPEC
GRAD NURSE MIDWIFE DNU
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL II
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL III
DIR PERIOPERATIVE SVCS
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ACCT DNU
INFO PREP CLERK
MGR COST ANALYSIS
GRANTS ASST RES OF DNU
INFO RECEPT CLERK
MGR DATA CONTROL
MGR DNTL STORES
BIOMEDICAL EQUIP TECH I
SR MATERIAL HANDLER
MGR EDUC MEDIA & RESOURCE
GRAPHIC ARTIST
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
GRANDFATHERED SR NURSE ASST
SR CLERK DRIVER
DATA ANAL PD
GRILL WORKER
DATA BASE ANAL
REFERRAL NURSE
DNTL COMPREHENSIVE CARE COOR
SR CLERK OFFICE ASST
DNTL HYG COOR DNU
SR CLERK STENO TRANSCRIBER DNU
DNTL LAB TEACHING SPEC DNU
DRUG ABUSE DETOX COUNSLR DNU
SR COURIER CLERK SPD
GROUNDSKEEPER I
SR COURIER CLERK DNU
EDP AUDITOR DNU
GROUNDSKEEPER LABORER
EDP STAFF AUDITOR DNU
SR DEMO
D P I/O CONTROL SPEC I
BIOSTATISTICIAN
SR DNTL HYG RWJ
D P I/O CONTROL SPEC II
EDUC PROG ASST
SR DIALYSIS TECHNICIAN DNU
ELECTRON MICROSCOPIST
HD AUDIT ACCOUNTS CLERK
SR ECHOCARDIO TECHNOLOGT DNU
EPIDEMIOLOGIST
SR EEG TECHNICIAN DoNotUse
ETHNOGRAPHER RES ANAL DNU
SR EKG TECHNICIAN DoNotUse
SR FILE CLERK
SR FIN COUNSLR
PRIN OPHTHLMIC PHOTO DO NOT US
HD CASHIER NJDS
SR ENVIRONMENTAL SVC WORKER
PRIN TRAINING & DEV SPEC
HD CASHIER II
EKG TECHN (DO NOT USE)
CLIN EDUC COOR
GENETIC COUNSLR PD
EMS DISPATCHER EMT
EMT
CLIN PHARMACIST SPEC
COMMUNICATNS SPEC III
COMPUTER GRAPHIC ARTIST
RES STUDY COOR
COOR DATA SVCS
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE EXPEDITER
COOR ENERGY UTILITIES
COOR FIN AID
EXPEDITOR
COOR GRANT DEV COMMUNICATNS
COOR FACILITIES & LABS
FAC PRAC BILLING TECH TRNE DNU
COOR SPEC MARKET PROJ DNU
NUCLEAR MED TECHN PD
PRIN HUMAN RES SPEC DO NOT USE
COST ANAL II DNU
FAMILY HLTH CARE WORKER
PRIN OCCUPATIONAL THER
FILE CLERK
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I
FIN COUNSLR I
FIN COUNS II
GRAD NURSE
SR AUTO MECHANIC "DO NOT USE"
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
FOOD SVC WORKER
SR AUTOMOTIVE TECHN DoNotUse
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
SR AUDIO VISUAL TECHN DoNotUse
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN II
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
SR CASHIER
CARE COOR MANAGER
REGIONAL NURSE ADMINISTRATOR
EXEC DIR PLNG & ADM
EXEC DIR SD JR LIV INST
EXEC HOUSEKPR STRAT CAMDEN
EXEC FINANCIAL OFFICER
EXEC HOUSEKPR
EXEC HOUSEKPR PISC NEW BRUNS
INDUSTRIAL HYG COOR
DIR REGULATORY AFFS NJMS
INVENTORY COOR
EXEC DIR FIN UMG
GROUP MGR MAINT & CONSTR
IST SUPVR I
HOSP FACIL MGR
ACT DIR ED & DISASTER PREPARED
LAB MGR CABM
IST SUPVR II
ASST DIR ED SVCS & SUPPORT
MANAGING LIBRARIAN
MGR AA & EEO
MGR AA & EEO TRNE
SUPVR CLIN
MGR ACCTS PAYABLE
LIB SPEC I
MGNT STUDIES SPEC
NUTRITIONIST I DNU
PASTORAL CARE PROG DIR DNU
DNTL ASST II
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
PENSION SUPVR
PLANNER SCHED NWK
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
PRIN ACCOUNTANT
DIALYSIS TECH Do Not Use
DIET CONTROL ASST
DIETETIC TECHN
DISPENSARY CLERK
DISPENSARY STERILE CLERK (DNU)
CLIN COOR TRANSPLANT PROG
DRIV MOB MED UNIT DNU
CLINICAL AUDIOLOGIST
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGT
CLIN DIETITIAN DNU
EKG TECHN
DIR UNIVERSITY COMMUNICATIONS
DIR UNIVNEWS SVCS
DIR URBAN COMMUNICA & COMM REL
DIR URBAN COMMUNICA & COMM REL
DIR RADIOLOGY
ACT EXEC DIR ENT CLIN SOLUTIO
PHARM DIR CANCER INSTITUTE NJ
ACT EXEC DIR ENT INFRASTRUCT
PLANT FUND MGR
COMPUTER NETWORK MGR
PRACTICE MGR
DIR MEDICAL STAFF ADMIN
EDUC RES & EVALUATION DIR
PROG ADMIN I
PROG DIR
PROG DIR CONTINUING ED
EMS COOR
EMS MICU CLIN COOR
PROG DIR CQI
BUSINESS CONSULTANT
EXEC ASST TO DEAN GSBS
PROG DIR NJMS HCOE
PROG MGR
PROG MGR NPHRPC
PROJ MGR
EXEC ASST TO SR VP
PROG ADMIN
EXEC DIR ADM & FIN
EXEC DIR CHANDLER HLTH
PROJ SITE MGR
EXEC DIR ENT SOLUTIONS
EXEC ASST PRESIDENT'S OFFICE
DIR TOTAL QUALITY MANAGEMENT
DIR TRAINING/ORG DEV
PATIENT FOOD SVCS MGR
CHIEF MEDICAL ILLUSTRATOR
VP QUAL & PERF IMPROVE UH DNU
CHIEF PLNG OFFICER
CHIEF NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECH
DIR CLIN RECORDS UBHC
CLIN SUPPORT SVCS DIR
CLIN SVCS DIR
UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER
EXEC DIR EMERG HLTH SAFE MGMT
AV TECHNOLOGT TRAINEE (DNU)
ASSOC DIR TECH TRAN/LIC DEVLP
COOR FOOD SVCS PURCHASING
ASST MGR MAILRM & SUPPLY CTR
ASST MGR RETAIL SERVICES
COOR REMCS
ACT MGR ADMINISTRATIVE SVCS
DEPT ADMIN II
PATIENT TRANS SVCS MGR
DEPT ADMIN
DEPUTY LAB MGR
DIR ACADEMIC AFFS SOM
DIR ACADEMIC COMPUTING
DIR ACCTG & FIN REPORTING
ACT ASST DIR EOHSS
DIR ADM & FINANCE
DIR ADMIN CLIN ACAD BLDG
DIR FISCAL AFFS
DIR FISCAL AFFS
GRANT CONT ADMIN NJMS-INVALID
EXEC VETERINARY DIR UMDNJ
DIR PATIENT ACCESS
DIR ALCOHOL PROGS
DIR CAP BUDGETING & FIN
EXEC DIR NJ CARDIOVAS INST
MGR CLIN ENG
MGR IST
DIR MGMNT STUDIES
DIR COMPUTER OPER
DIR MKTG
DIR COMPUTER SVCS NJDS
ASST DIR PROC IMPROVE&QLY ASSU
COOR DATA MANAGEMENT DNU
DIR CONTINUING EDUC
DIR MKTG & MEDIA REL
MGR MKTG
MGR STUD LOANS
ASST MGR PRINTNG & DUPL SVCS
DIR OF GRANTS & COST ANALYSIS
DIR MEDICAL RECORDS
DEPUTY DIR FXB CTR
CLIN NURSE SPEC
DIR HUMAN RESOUR
ADMIN FAC PRAC BILLING DNU
EXEC DIR INSTI RESEARCH&ASSESS
HD NURSE (Do Not Use)
DIR INTEGRAT ADM COMPUTER SYS
HD NURSE STUD HLTH (Do Not Use)
DIR INTERNAL AUDIT
DIR LABOR REL
ADMIN NURSING SVCS DNU
HD NURSE STUD HLTH 02 DO NOT U
HD NURSE UH (Do Not Use)
HD NURSE 02 (Do Not Use)
HLTH CARE/HLTH EDUC COOR
NURSE MGR
NURSING CARE COOR UH
PRE ADMISSIONS TEST COOR
STAFFING COOR NUR (DO NOT USE)
SUPVR NURSES 02
SUPVR PUBLIC HLTH NURSE
ACT DIR ENVIRON PROT SVCS
BUSINESS MGR
BUSINESS MGR NJMS
VP FINANCE - NJDS
MGR PATIENT FLOW
BUSINESS MGR I
ASST BUS MGR PAT BILLING DNU
DIR LIBRARY
FLEET SUPVR DNU
CAMPUS SAFETY OFF
ASST EXEC HOUSKP I DNU
CAPTAIN PUBLIC SAFETY
EXEC DIR UMG
DATA CONTROL SPEC
CHIEF FIN OFF
AUDITOR I DNU
CHIEF NURSING OFF NJCI
BUDGET MANAGER SUPP CHAIN MGMT
DIR ACCREDITATION & STANDARDS
ACTING DEPT NURSE MANAGER
SUPVR NURSING PAYROLL
SUPVR PHARMACY-UBHC-DO NOT USE
ACT PRE ADMISSIONS TEST COOR
DIR FIN AFFRS IN&EXTRAMUR PROG
SUPVR PHYSICAL THER DO NOT USE
ACT CLINICIAN SUPVR
SYS ANAL I DO NOT USE
TECH SYS CONSULTANT
DIR CENTER FOR AIDS EDUC
ACTING NURSE MGR
ADMINISTRATIVE HD NURSE
ASST MGR MEDICAL CASE MGMNT
TECH HW SUPPORT I
DIR EMS
TECH PROJ COOR
ACT RES TEACHING SPEC II
DIR END USER COMPUTING
ADMINISTRATIVE MGR NURSING SVC
DIR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECT SVCS
EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER
ACT SEC HD PATHOLOGY
DIR EXTERNAL AFFS
UCHC ADMIN NURSING SVCS
ASST MGR MED CASE MGMNT dnu
ASST DIR NURSING
ACTING ASST DIR IST
ASST DIR NURSING UH
ACT SEC HD RADIOLGY
DIR FIN SVCS UH
ASST HD NURSE (Do Not Use)
DIR FINANCE RWJMS
TRAINING OFF PUBILC SAFETY
ASST HD NURSE UH (Do Not Use)
DIR GFS LIB/ASST UNIV LIB PLAN
TRANSPORTER LOGISTICS SUPVR
DIR GOVT AFFS
ASST NURSE MGR
USER SUPPORT SPEC I
DIR GRAD MED EDUC
CARDIAC SURG NURSE COOR
DIR HOSP INFO SYS
ADMIN ANAL I
DIR ENERGY & WASTE MGMNT
ACT MGR INSTRUCT TECH ACADEMIC
COUNSLR HLTH ED (DO NOT USE)
CREDIT & COLL COOR
CT TECH PD
CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP DNU
DATA CONTROL CLERK I
DATA CONTROL CLERK II PD
SR ACCOUNTS CLERK
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER
SR ANIMAL CARETAKER TECHN DNU
SR AUDIO VISUAL TECHNOLOGIST
EXEC ASST TO ASSOC VP ACADEMIC
FACILITY COOR BUSINESS LIAISON
ELECTRICIAN I
ELECTRICIAN II
ELECTRONIC TECHN I DNU
ELECTRONIC TECHN I
ENGINEERING MECHANIC I DNU
ENGINEERING MECHANIC II DNU
HVAC MECHANIC I
ACT ASST DIR NURSING
DNU HVAC MECHANIC TRNE
MASON PLASTERER I
MASON PLASTERER II
MECH SYS MECHANIC I
OPERATING ENG APPRENTICE
OPERATING ENG I
OPERATING ENG II
SUPVG SUBSTANCE ABUSE CSLR DNU
OPERATING ENG III
PAINTER II
SUPVR AP
SUPVR ACESS AREA PHLEB TEAM
PAINTER I
SUPVR ADDICTION SVCS
REFRIGERATION MECH I
REFRIGERATION MECH II DNU
REFRIGERATION MECH TRNE DNU
SR ELECTRICIAN
SUPVR ANATOMY STUDY LAB
MGR DRUG INFO
TRADES HELPER SKILLED TRADE
SUPVR RESEARCH ANIMAL FACILITY
ACTING ASST NURSE MGR
MGR MATLS MGMT PERIOP SVCS
SUPVR CLIN ENGINEERING
SUPVG ACCOUNTANT
CLAIMS REVIEWER
ASST PROG DIR FITNESS CTR DNU
CLERK DRIVER
ASST STAFFING COOR
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY PD
ID REGISTRATION CLERK
ASST TO DIR EOHSI DNU
CLERK TYPIST
ASST TO UNIV DIR FIN AID DNU
PRIN CLERK
OPTOMETRIST I
PRIN CLERK DRIVER
ASST UTILITY ENERGY COOR
AUDITOR II DNU
RECEPT CLERK TYPIST
AUDITOR III DNU
BIOCHEMIST
SUPVRY LIBRARIAN I DNU
UCHC UTILIZATION MGMT COORD
SECRETARY I
DNTL ASST PD
BIOMED SOFTWARE ENG
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SCREENER SPEC
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN I PD
BUDGET ANAL I
BUDGET ANAL II
SECRETARY II
SECRETARY III
SECRETARY IV
BUDGET REIM ASST
SR CLERK DRIVER
BUYER
COMM COOR
BUYER TRNE DNU
COMM OUTREACH WORKER
PRESIDENT'S DRIVER/ADMIN COOR
SPVG PROG DEV SPEC(DO NOT USE)
SR HUMAN RESOUR RECORDS CLERK
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO ASST
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO COOR
COMM OUTREACH WORKER PD
PUBLIC SAFETY INTERN
ACT SECRETARY I
BIOMED EQUIP TECH DNU
COOR CLIN SVCS PD
SECURITY OFFICER
BILLING TECH I
ACT ADMINISTRATIVE COOR I
ACCOUNTANT
ADMIN ANAL III
UNIVERSITY POLICE OFF
REC PATIENT SCHED ACCESS
ADMIN ANAL IV
ACCESS CASE MANAGER
CLERK STENO TYPIST
ADMIN ANAL V
ADMITTING NURSE
ADMIN CONSTRUCTION ANAL DNU
COOR RESEARCH ADMIN
AV TECHNOLOGT
ADMIS ADVISOR MINORITY DNU
BILLING TECH
ADMISSIONS COOR
DATA CONTROL CLERK
BILLING TECH I
ENTEROSTOMAL THER
AFFIRMITIVE ACTION TRNG COOR
BILLING TECH
AFFIRMITIVE ACTION SPEC I
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
FAC PROG SPEC
BLOOD GAS TECHNOLOGIST
CONTENT SPECIALIST II
ACT ASST ASSOC VP ACADEMIC ADM
ART THERAPIST
IST ANAL II
APPLICATIONS SPEC
HD CLERK HUMAN RESOURCES
ARCHITECTURAL ASST DNU
EQUIP HANDLER (PCS) PD
CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR Do Not Use
GRANT WRITER
HUMAN RESOUR RECORDS CLERK
SR MATERIAL HANDLER PD
SPEC POISON INFORMATION I
RECORDS CLERK PHYSICAL PLANT
RESP THER REG
RESP THERAPY TECH CERTIFIED
RESP THER (DNU)
PRIN CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP
PROVISIONAL ATTORNEY
SCHEDULING ASST RECEIPT
ADMITTING ASST RECEIPT
SPEC PROJ COOR
SR CLAIM LOSS CONTROL REP
DNTL HYG
SR CONTRACT ASST
SEAMSTRESS
SR HUMAN RESOUR SPEC ANAL
OFFICE ASSISTANT II
SR HUMAN RESOUR SPEC
SR STAFF ATTORNEY
SR TRNG & DEV SPEC
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST I
PUBLIC SAFETY DISPATCHER
SR WORKERS COMP INVESTIGATOR
ANESTHESIA EQUIP TECH I
STAFF ATTORNEY
OFFICE ASST II
PODIATRIST
SPEC PROCEDURES TECHN II(DNU)
LAB ASST
ANIMAL CARETAKER
UCHC TECHNICIAN PD
NURSING STUDENT RECRUITER
HISTOTECHNICIAN
PRIN LAB TECH
WEB SUPPORT SPEC
EMS TRAINING SUPVR
ACT SR HUMAN RES SPEC ANAL
PHYSICIAN SPEC I
ACCESSION AREA CLERK
ADVANCED DNTL TRNE
ASST TO ASSOC VP AA & EEO
ACCT PAYABLE TECH
ACT CHIEF ADMITTING CLERK DNU
PHYSICIAN SPEC II
ASST TO SR VP ADM&FIN DNU
ACTING HD CLERK
BENEFITS SPEC DNU
COMPENSATION SERVICES SPEC
CONTRACT ASST
COOR FAC PERSONNEL ADM
ACTING MNTL HLTH SPEC II
COOR FAC PERSONNEL
SR PRINTING SVCS COOR
ACT PATIENT ACCOUNT REP
PRIN RECEIPT PATIENT SCHED
ACT PATIENT ACCOUNTS CLERK
DENTIST III
ACT SECRETARY I
EDP AUDITOR
EXEC ASST PRESIDENTS OFFICE
HUMAN RESOUR SPEC
ACT SECRETARY III
PHYSICIAN I
PRIN CLERK TYPIST
PHYSICIAN II
PHYSICIAN III
ACT SECRETARY II
PHYSICIAN SPEC I
PRIN FILE CLERK
PHYSICIAN SPEC II
PATIENT CARE TECH
PRIN LAB ASST (DoNotUse)
PRIN LAB TECH
PRIN STOCK CLERK
PROPERTY CONTROL ASST
RADIATN CLIN INST QA ASST DNU
RADIOLOGICAL CARE SPEC DNU
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN I
RADIOLOGY TRANSCRIPTIONIST DNU
PROG DIR EDUC & TRAINING
CL ASST PROF-AH-RG D
SYSTEMS SUPPORT SPEC
PRESIDENT
ADJ ASSC PROF
CLIN PROF-SUB-PRGRM DIR
ASST PROF-PRGRM DIR-N
CL ASST-N-PROF-ASST DEAN
CL ASSC PROF-BS
CL ASSC PROF-CM
CL ASSC PROF CHR
CL ASSC-PROF-ASSC DEAN
CL ASSC PROF-N
CL ASSC PROF-N
CL ASST PROF ASSC DEAN
CLIN ASST PROF-BS
CL ASST PROF-BS
CL ASST-PROF CHR-N
CLIN INSTRUCTOR
CL INST-CD
CLIN INST-10 MTH-SHRP
CL INST-N
PROF BASIC SCIENCE
CL NURSING PROF
CL PROF-BS
CL PROF-CM
CL PROF-N-ASSC DEAN
CL PROF-N-ASST DEAN
CL PROF-N-CHR
CL PROF-N-DEAN
CL PROF-PROG DIR-N
CL PROF/PRGRM DIR
CL PROF-N
INST CL SUB SPEC-N
CL ASST PROF-N
INST-N
INST-CL-N-ASST
INSTR BS
CT SCAN TECHNOLOGIST DNU
DNTL COMPREHENS CARE COOR II
STUD LOAN CLERK Do Not Use
ACCTNG CLERK Do Not Use
NURSING ASST PD
MECH LAB EQUIP Do Not Use
MECHN SYS MECHANIC III
MGMT ASST
SR MGMT ASST DNU
PEER REVIEW COOR
PROGRAMMER ANAL IV DNU
MNTL HLTH CLIN I DNU
HR REPRESENTATIVE
SAFETY ENG DNU
PROJ MGR
ADJ INST
ACT DIR PATIENT CARE SVS
ADMIN ANALYST I CONFIDTL
ADMIN COOR I CONFIDTL
PROV CL ED PROF ASST INST
OFFICE MGR CONFIDTL
MGR ONC CLIN TRIALS INFORM
PRIN MGMNT ASST CONFIDTL
DEPT COOR
LIBRARIAN I
LIBRARIAN II
LIBRARIAN III
LIB IV
SR MEDICAL TRANSCRIBER
VP UBHC DNU
ACT ADMIN COOR II DNU
AWAITING FAC APPT
COADJUNCT
ACT VICE PRESIDENT
EXEC ASST TO DEAN
ASST TO MED AFFAIRS LIAISON
ACT DIR MEDICINE ADMIN
ACT DIR MEDICINE ADMIN
SUPVR DATA ADM
SUPVR DATA ADM
LEAD HR REPRESENTATIVE
INDUS HYG INFEC CNTRL COOR DNU
INDUS HYG INFEC CNTRL COOR DNU
SPEC PROJ COOR
MGR RESPIRATORY THERAPY
DENTIST III
DENTIST III
SUPVR MAIL CMHC DNU
SUPVR MAIL CMHC DNU
LEAD HR REPRESENTATIVE
EXEC DIR STRATEGIC INITIATIVES
MGR PRIMARY CARE LRP NJ
ACT ADMIN FAC PRAC BILL
ACT PROGRAM COOR
ADMIN DEPT PSYCHIATRY
SUPVR CYTOPATHOLOGY
MNTL HLTH CLIN I (DO NOT USE)
MNTL HLTH CLIN I (DO NOT USE)
SUPVR SURGICAL PATHOLOGY
MGR RESPIRATORY THERAPY
SUPVR MAIL CMHC DNU
FINANCIAL MGR PEDS & PSYCH
DIR COMMUN & PUB AFFRS RWJMS
PROG MGR
PROG MGR
DIR QUAL ASSUR & PERF IMPROV
DIR QUAL ASSUR & PERF IMPROV
DIR MNTL HLTH OPER & UCHC ACCR
ASST TO MED AFFAIRS LIAISON
COOR CLIN BILLING DNU
Professor-Dean
RES ASSOC
CI Asst Prof-Dental 10%
CI Asst Prof.-Dental 30%
CI Assoc Prof.-Dental 40%
CI Assoc Professor-Dental 10%
CLIN ASSC PROF DENTAL 20% 10 M
CI Assoc Professor-Dental 30%
TRAN CUS SVCS TECHI DO NOT USE
TRAN CUS SVCS TECHI DO NOT USE
DIR MNTL HLTH OPER & UCHC ACCR
PROG MGR
PROG MGR
SUPVR PHYSICAL THERPY
SUPVR PHYSICAL THERPY
DEPARTMENT FINANCE COOR
DEPARTMENT FINANCE COOR
DIETETIC TECH I
DIETETIC TECH I
PRIN DATA CODER
PRIN DATA CODER
ASST REGISTRAR NJMS RWJ
ASST REGISTRAR NJMS RWJ
MGR MULTIMEDIA & AV SERVICES
MGR MULTIMEDIA & AV SERVICES
ASST PROF DENTAL 40%
CL ASST PROF - DENTAL 10%
CLIN ASSC PROF - DENTAL 10%
DISTINGUISHED PROFESSOR
PROG DIR PRIMARY CARE LRP NJ
ACT DIR RES ANIMAL FACILITY
CL INST DNTL IV
TRAUMA NURSE COOR
TRAUMA NURSE COOR
ACADEMIC AFFS PROJ COOR
ACADEMIC AFFS PROJ COOR
RECRUITER COUNSLR NURSING
RECRUITER COUNSLR NURSING
STAFF ASST VP ACADEMIC AFFS
ADMINISTRATIVE COOR I CONFIDTL
ASST TO UNIV REGISTRAR DNU
ASST TO UNIV REGISTRAR
ASST TO UNIV REGISTRAR
COOR BUDGET SVCS
COOR BUDGET SVCS
COOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SVCS
COOR PHOTOGRAPHIC SVCS
COOR TELEVISION OPER
COOR TELEVISION OPER
EDUC MEDIA DESIGN
EDUC MEDIA DESIGN
DP ANAL I DNU
DP ANAL I DNU
NUTRITIONIST I
NUTRITIONIST I
SR BIO MEDICAL TECH
SR BIO MEDICAL TECH
SR FIN ANAL
SR FIN ANAL
CONTINUING EDUC ASST
CONTINUING EDUC ASST
ADMIN COOR II CONFDL
ADMIN COOR II CONFDL
SR FIN ANAL CONFDL
SR FIN ANAL CONFDL
CATALOGING SPEC I(DO NOT USE)
CATALOGING SPEC I(DO NOT USE)
PROG COOR
UNIV ASST DIR SFA/TECH SUPPORT
UNIV ASST DIR SFA/TECH SUPPORT
ASSOC DIR LICENSING ASSOCIATE
ASSOC DIR LICENSING ASSOCIATE
OFFICE MGR PRES OFFICE
OFFICE MGR PRES OFFICE
MGMNT ASST DNU
MGMNT ASST (DO NOT USE)
INFO SYS AUDITOR
INFO SYS AUDITOR
ASST REGISTRAR
ASST REGISTRAR DNU
MGR INFO SYS AUDIT & CONTROL
MGR INFO SYS AUDIT & CONTROL
TREASURY ANAL
PROG COOR
PROG COOR
ADMIN COOR II CONF
MULTI COMPETENT IMAGING TECHN
DENTIST III(DO NOT USE)
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
SUPPORT SVCS TECHN
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
DNTL HYG EXPANDED DUTY
DNTL ASST
DNTL ASST
DNTL HYGIENIST EX DUTY (DNU)
DNTL ASST II
DNTL ASST II
DNTL HYG
DNTL HYG
SR FIN ANAL I
SR FIN ANAL I
MGR ENVIRONMENT of CARE
SUPVG AP TECH DNU
SOCIAL WORKER I DNU
ADMISSIONS OFFICER
MGR ENVIRONMENT of CARE
SUPVG PROG DEV SPEC
SUPVG PROG DEV SPEC
DIR CSP, VALUE ANAL & PROD SAFETY
ASSOC DIR PHY PLANT-DNU
DIR FINANCE-SOM
DIR FINANCE-SOM
ADMIN COOR II DNU
ADMIN COOR II PD
REGISTRAR SHRP/SN
REGISTRAR SHRP/SN
ASST DIR BUS & NETWORK DEV
ASST PROG DIR
PRIN HUMAN RESOUR SPEC
MGR BUDGETS & RECORDS
MGR BUDGETS & RECORDS
ADMIN COOR PRES OFFICE
DIR FACULTY DEVELOPMENT RWJMS
SR STAFF AUDITOR
CAMPUS SAFETY OFF
CAMPUS SAFETY OFF
PRIN CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR
PRIN CLAIMS INVESTIGATOR
SUPVR IMMUNOHISTOCHEM DONOTUSE
SUPVR CLAIMS
COOR DATA MANAGEMENT DNU
SUPVG CATALOGER
SUPVG CATALOGER
EXEC DIR URBAN INITIATIVES
HD COURIER STOCK CLERK
RECEPT CLERK TYPIST
RECEPT CLERK TYPIST
ASST DIR ADMIN & SPEC PROJ
SR DIR ADMINISTRATION
ASST EXEC HOUSEKEEPER I
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS SPEC
ADJ INSTR - AH
ADJ INSTR - AH
ASSOC PROF-N-DIRECTOR
ASSOC PROF-N-DIRECTOR
SR MGMNT ASST DNU
SR MGMNT ASST DNU
MGR PATIENT REFERRAL SVCS
Visiting Professor
Visiting Professor
STAFF ASST
ENERGY MGR
DIR INSTITUTIONAL ASSESS & QI
LIB SPEC II
DOCUMENT DELIVERY SPEC
CLINICAL RESEARCH COORD
MGR ALLIED HLTH CARE PROV BILL
MGR SPEC PROJ
PROG ASST
DIR EDUC & PROF DEV
LIB SPEC II
DIR EDUC & PROF DEV
ASST EXEC HOUSEKEEPER I
ASST EXEC HOUSEKEEPER I
DOCUMENT DELIVERY SPEC DNU
DOCUMENT DELIVERY SPEC DNU
EXEC DIR BIOINFORMATICS
DIR STUDENT INFO SYS SUPPORT
DIR STUDENT INFO SYS SUPPORT
DNU-ASST MGR PATIENT SERVICES
DNU-ASST MGR PATIENT SERVICES
SUPVG AP TECH
ULTRASONOGRAPHER TRNE
ASST MGR PATIENT AR DNU
PATIENT TRANSPORT SVC SUPVR
ASST MGR PATIENT AR DNU
GRADUATE STUDENT
ASST DIR CLINICAL FIN AFFAIRS
ADMIN CTR FOR AGING
ADMIN CTR FOR AGING
EXEC DIR FAC PLNG, MGMT&CONST
EXEC DIR FAC PLNG CONST OPERAT
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO COOR
SUPVG PUBLIC INFO COOR
COOR ADMITTING SVCS
COOR ADMITTING SVCS
PLANNER SCHED
PASTORAL CARE PROG DIR
PASTORAL CARE PROG DIR
STAFF ASST
ASSOC REGISTRAR SOM
ACT SUPVG HABILITATION COUNSLR
ACT SUPVG HABILITATION COUNSLR
PROPERTY CONTROL COOR
PROPERTY CONTROL COOR
ENOSCOPY TECHN
ASST BUSINESS MGR
ASST BUSINESS MGR
EXEC DIR PHYSICAL PLANT OPERAT
EXEC DIR PHYSICAL PLANT OPERAT
COOR PUBLICA DESIGN DNU
COOR PUBLICA DESIGN DNU
ADMIN PATIENT CARE SVS
ADMIN PATIENT CARE SVS
DEPT ADMIN SURGERY
TUTOR DNU
ULTRASONOGRAPHER
TUTOR DNU
TERM EMPLOYEE ONGOING PAYMENTS
ASST DIR, DIV AIDS EDUCATION
ASST DIR, FINANCE
ACT SUPVG PROG DEV SPEC
ADJ INSTR
Associate Professor
Clinical Assistant Professor
Clinical Instructor
Assistant Professor
Clinical Assistant Professor
Clinical Associate Professor
Associate Professor-Dean
MEDICAL RECORDS TECH
MEDICAL RECORDS TECH
PROG CLIN COOR
PROG CLIN COOR
Assistant Professor
COOR FAC AFFAIRS ADMIN
COOR FAC AFFAIRS ADMIN
ASST DIR, CCOE BUSINESS DEV
Clinical Assistant Professor
Clinical Assoc Prof.-Director
PHYSICIAN REFERRAL CTR SUPVR
D P I/O CONTROL SPEC III
PHYSICIAN SPEC UNCLASSIFIED
DNTL ASST III
DNTL ASST III
INFECTION CONTROL PRAC/PREVENT
INFECTION CONTROL PRAC/PREVENT
SPEC ASST TO PRESIDENT
SPECIAL ASST TO PRESIDENT
EXEC DIR OTTBD
EXEC ASST TO DEAN SOM
EXEC ASST TO DEAN SOM
Clinical Associate Prof.-PD
Clinical Asst Prof.-PD
Asst Prof.-Program Director
Assoc Prof - Prog Dir
Assistant Prof.-BS/Prog.Dir.
Clinical Prof./BS/Part-Time
Associate Prof./BS/Director
ADJ ASST PROF - BS
NURSING CARE COOR
NURSING CARE COOR
ACT CHIEF FIN OFF-SOM
INTERIM ACT ASSOC CONTROLLER
EXECUTIVE ASSISTANT TO VP HR
DIR OF MANAGED CARE
DIR OF MANAGED CARE
ASST DIR GENERAL SERVICES
ASST DIR GENERAL SERVICES
EXECUTIVE HOUSEKEEPER
Professor-Program Director
Instructor-Program Director
Clinical Associate Professor
Clinical Assistant Professor
DIR PRACTICE OPERATIONS
REG DIETITIAN
REG DIETITIAN
Clinical Instructor
EXEC DIR PRACTICE OPERATIONS
COORD PATIENT ACCOUNTS COLL
COORD PATIENT ACCOUNTS COLL
ASST PROF - COTERM.
Assoc Prof CD Dir
Assoc Prof CD Dir
Cl Inst CD 30% PT 10-month
Cl Assis Prof CD Dept Chair
Cl Assis Prof CD 20%
Cl Assis Prof CD 20% 10-month
Cl Assoc Prof CD 10-month
Clin Assoc Prof CD 10-month
Clin Prof CD 10% 10-month
Cl Prof CD 20% 10-month
Cl Prof CD 30% 10-month
Cl Prof CD 40% 10-month
ADJ ASSOC PROF CD DEPT CHAIR
ADJ ASSOC PROF CD DEPT CHAIR
Assis Professor CD
Professor CD
Professor CD
Clin Assist Prof CD
Cl Assist Prof CD 10-month
Cl Assoc Prof CD
Clin Assoc Prof CD
Clin Assoc Prof CD 10-month
Clinical Professor CD
Clinical Professor CD
Clin Professor CD 10-month
ACT HOUSEKEEPING SUPVR I
ACT HOUSEKEEPING SUPVR I
COMPENSATION ANALYST
COMPENSATION SERVICES REP
COMPENSATION COORDINATOR
COMPENSATION COORDINATOR
CL ASST PROF COT CD 40% 10-MO
CL ASST PROF CD
CL INST CD 20% PART-TIME 10-MO
CL ASSIST PROF CD 10% 12-MO
CL ASSIST PROF CD 40% 12-MO
ADMIN FAMILY MEDICINE
DEPT ADMIN OB GYN SOM
PHYSICIAN SPEC UNCLASSIFIED
SUPV G MNTL HLTH CLIN
ACT EMS SUPVR
ACT EMS SUPVR
MGR CCOE ACCREDITATION&STANDAR
SR CONTRACT AUDITOR
BUDGET ANAL I CONFIDTL
BUDGET ANAL I CONFIDTL
SR COURIER CLERK DNU
SR COURIER CLERK DNU
MGR UNIV FACULTY AFFAIRS
MGR UNIV FACULTY AFFAIRS
SPEECH THER I
SPEECH THER I
ADMIN DEPT OF PEDIATRICS
ADMIN DEPT OF PEDIATRICS
TRAINING & DEV SPEC
TRAINING & DEV SPEC
MGMT DEV SPEC
MGMT DEV SPEC
PROG ASST
SR IT AUDIT MGR
SR IT AUDITOR
ADMIN DEPT OF SURGERY
ADMIN DEPT OF SURGERY
SR AUDIT MGR
SR STAFF AUDITOR
EXEC DIR CLINICAL SVCS
EXEC DIR CLINICAL SVCS
PROG DIR ALUMNI AFFAIRS
DIR EXTERNAL AFFS NETWORK DEV
DIR COMP & BENEFITS
DIR COMP & BENEFITS
ASST VP RESEARCH DEVELOPMENT
EMS DISPATCHER EMT PD
PROJ MGR
DIR CLIN RES UNIT
AVP MARKETING MANAGED CARE DNU
VICE PRESIDENT AMB CARE UH DNU
DIR CLIN RES UNIT
PROG COOR
PROG COOR
ACT BILLING TECHN I
MGR ACADEMIC SYS & EDUC TECH
TRAUMA NURSE CORR
PATIENT SVCS MGR
PATIENT SVCS MGR
ACT BENEFITS SVCS ASSOCIATE
PROG COOR MINORITY HLTH EDUC
COOR MEDIA RESOUR SCIENT GRAPH
COOR MEDIA RESOUR SCIENT GRAPH
COOR DATA SYSTEMS
COOR DATA SYSTEMS
ADMIN DIR GSBS
EXEC ASST TO SR VP A & C AFFS
ASST TO SR VP ADM & FIN
ACT HLTH EDUCATOR III
ACT HLTH EDUCATOR II
ACT HEALTH EDUCATOR I
ACT HEALTH EDUCATOR I
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, UH
CHIEF OPERATING OFFICER, UH
VP PATIENT CARE SVCS (CNO)
VP PATIENT CARE SVCS (CNO)
ACT GROUP MGR MNTC & CONSTRUCT
SR MGMNT ASST CONFIDTL
SR MGMNT ASST CONFIDTL
ADVANCED PRAC NURSE (DO NOT USE)
CAMPUS MANAGER-CENTRAL
RECEPT PATIENT SCHED
RECEPT PATIENT SCHED
ASSOC DIR MKTG & COMMUNICATION
EXEC DIR FIN AFFS
INTERNAL MGMNT CONSULTANT
BUSINESS MGR
BUSINESS MGR
CHIEF PHYSICIAN ASST
CHIEF PHYSICIAN ASST
SR MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SR MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
SR MGR ADMITTING SVCS
EXEC ASST II Do Not Use
EXEC ASST II Do Not Use
CHIEF RADIATION PHYSICIST
COOR UNIV MKTG PROJ
COOR UNIV MKTG PROJ
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ADMIN
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ADMIN NJMS
RADIATION SAFETY OFF
RADIATION SAFETY OFF
REGISTRAR NJMS
REGISTRAR NJMS
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST
CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST
CHIEF OPERATING OFF - SON
ACT PRIN CLERK
MGR OF EMPLOYEE COMMUNICATIONS
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SPEC
SUPVG MNTL HLTH SPEC
SYS PROGRAMMER II
SYS PROGRAMMER II
SR CLINICAL DEPARTMENT DIRECTO
SR PUBLIC INFO ASST UH
SR PUBLIC INFO ASST UH
CYTOTECHNOLOGT
CYTOTECHNOLOGT
CLIN RESP THER
CLIN RESP THER
MGR STUD REC & CASH COLLECTION
ACT ADMIN COOR II
ACT ADMIN COOR II
ADMIN COOR OFFICE OF THE CEO
DIR FIN OPERATIONS & TREASURY
MGR EMPLOYEE COMM
ASST MGR TECH SUPPORT OPER
DEPT COOR
COOR MEDIA RESOURCES DNU
MGR IST
ADMIN ANAL II CONF
FILE CLERK
FILE CLERK
(DO NOT USE)
SR MGMNT ASST
SR MGMNT ASST
HD CLERK
HD CLERK
CLIN ASSOC PROF CD ASST DIR
CLIN ASSOC PROF CD 30% 12 MO
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
CLIN ASST PROF CD 30% 12 MO
ASSC PROF CM DIR
ADJ INST SHRP PT
COOR FOR FAC PERSNL& SPEC PROJ
ADMIN ANAL II
ADMIN ANAL II
ADJ ASSOC PROF PART TIME
VISITING PROFESSOR BS PT
CLIN INST OF NURSING PT
CURRIC DEV INSTR DES SPEC NJDS
CLINICAL ASST PROF AH PD
DIR ACADEMIC MEDIA
DIR ACADEMIC MEDIA
EXEC DIR LABOR & EMP INVESTIG
MGR IST
CLIN NURSE SPEC APPLICANT
CLIN NURSE SPEC APPLICANT
PROJ COOR
PROJ COOR
VICE PRESIDENT OPERATIONS
CLINICAL ASSISTANT PROF CD
CLINICAL ASSOC PROF 10% 12 MO
ADJ INST
SR COMPENSATION ASST
RESEARCH VETERINARIAN
ADMIN CLIN INFO & SPEC PROJ
DIR INDUSTRY/ACADEMIC ALLIANCE
CHIEF BUS OFFICER
STAFF ASST
AWAITING FACULTY APPOINTMENT
AWAITING FACULTY APPOINTMENT
COADJUNCT
COADJUNCT
ACT SR HABILITATION COUNSELOR
OPERATIONS ADMINISTRATOR
MGR EMPLOYMENT
PROJ LEADER
COST ANAL I DNU
ASSOC DIR IRB NB/PISC/STRT/CAM
CLIN COOR
SR RECEPt SWITCHBOARD OPER(DNU
STAFF ASST
ACT TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECH I
ACT TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECH II
ACT TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECH I
MGMTN ASST CONF
MGR ADMITTING SERVICES
Clin Prof/Div Chief 12 Month
MGR OF PUBLIC EDUCATION
CHEF DNU
NURSE PRACTITIONER I APPLICANT
ACT NURSING CARE COORD
CAMPUS MANAGER - NORTH
BUDGET ANALYST TRNEE DNU
SR STAFF ASST ACADEMIC AFFS
SR GRAPHIC ARTIST
ACT NON EXEMPT MANAGERIAL APPT
LEAD DNTL ASST
FINANCIAL COORDINATOR
FORMER PRESIDENT/CONSULTANT
BIOMEDICAL SERVICE SUPVR
TRAINING & TQM COORD
CHIEF VASCULAR TECH
VALUE ANALYSIS FACILITATOR
INTERIM VP RESEARCH
ACT SUPVR CLINIC BILLING
REGISTRAR
PROG DIR
CAMPUS RETAIL SVCS MGR
DIR DEVELOPMENT & PUBLIC AFFRS
CLIN COOR ORTHOPAEDICS
SOCIAL WORK COOR
INTERIM DIR INSTITUTIONAL RES
COOR ADMISSION & STUD AFFS DNU
MULTI COMP IMAGING TECH PD
MULTI COMP IMAGING TECHN PD
CLINICAL PERFUSIONIST DNU
ASSOC DIR VIVARIUM
PHYSICIAN REFERRAL CTR SUPVR
PUBLICATIONS WRITER
ASST DIR COCE FINANCE
ACT SR ACCOUNTANT
MGR DOC, COD & PAY ANALYSIS
MGR FINANCIAL COUNSELING
MGR CLINIC SERVICES
DEPT LIAISON
DOC, CODING & PAY SPECIALIST
CLINIC SERVICES REP I
CLINIC SERVICES REP II
FEE/CODING COOR
SUPVR CLINIC SERVICES
TEAM SUPERVISOR
MGR CLINICAL RECORDS
MGR BUDGET & REIMBURSEMENT
MGR ACCOUNTING
MANAGER CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
SR RADIATION THER
RES NUTRITIONIST DNU
STERILIZATION TECH DNU
HOUSESTAFF PGY VI
SUPVR PATIENT COLL ACCOUNTS
OPHTHALMIC TECHN
DIR UTIL MGMNT - PHYSICIAN
CHIEF RADTN PHYSICIST-INVALID
SR AUDIO VISUAL TECHN DoNotUse
DIR HUMAN SUBJ PROT ANALYST
ACTING NURSE MGR
ELECTRONIC TECHN I DNU
RECEPT CLERK TYPIST
ADMITTING NURSE
SR CONTRACT ASST
SR RECEP SWITCHBOARD OPER
CL INST-BS-ASSC DEAN
INST-N-DEP CHR
PROF CN-DEAN
MECHN SYS MECHANIC III
FLIGHT NURSE
ASST COOR LOGISTICAL SVS
PROF ASSC DEAN-N
INVENTORY CONTROL TECH
CL INST-CM-ASST DEAN
PROF-CM-ASST DEAN
TELECOMM ANAL DNU
POST DOC FELLOW TEMP DNU
SUPVR PATIENT SVCS
PHARMACY CLERK
UTILIZATION MGMT COORD
PRIN MEDICAL PHOTOGRAPHER
MGR PURCHASING RWJ
MGR CLIN SUPPORT SVCS
HD CASHIER I
FAC PRAC DIR AMBULATORY CARE
DIR INFECTION CONTROL
DIR UNV BUDGET OFFICE
AST REGISTRAR NJMS RWJ DNU
CHIEF FLIGHT NURSE
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS SPEC
DENTAL TECHN II DNU
ACT PROGRAM COOR
STAFF ASST VP ACADEMIC AFFS
ADMISSIONS OFFICER
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS SPEC
Cl Assist Prof CD 10-month
ASST REG REC COOR IS & SS
CLIN ASSOC PROF CD 20% 12 MO
ASST MGR INPATIENT ACCTS
SUPVR REGISTRATION
SUPVR WORD PROCESSING
ASST MGR OUTPATIENT ACCTS
CHIEF FIN OFF UBHC
CLINIC SERVICES REP I
FEE/CODING COOR
FIRST COOK
LEAD PATIENT SVS ASST
LEAD FOOD SERVICE WORKER
LEAD RETAIL SVS WORKER
LEAD NUTRITION CARE ASST
PURCHASING COORD
CHEF DNU
MGR NUTRITION OPERATIONS
CLINIC SERVICES REP II
INTERIM PROG MGR
STAFFING COORD NURSING
STAFFING COOR NUR (DO NOT USE)
SUPVR PAYROLL PROCESSING
CAMPUS LABOR REL COOR
PROG DIR CTR TEACHING/LEARNING
DIR MKTG & SALES
MULTIMEDIA SPEC
BENEFITS/HRIS ANALYST
PREVENTIVE MAINT COOR
DIR PATIENT BUSINESS SVS
ACT MGMT ASST
FINANCIAL PLANNER
Assoc Prof of Clin Sub/Dept Ch
ADVANCED PRAC NURSE (DO NOT USE)
PROGRAMMER ANAL I
SR SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
CHIEF FIN OFF
COOR ALUMNI AND STUD AFFRS DNU
DENTAL ASSOCIATE Do Not Use
MGR WEB/COLLABORATIVE SERVICES
 ADMINISTRATOR PSIHYATRY
MGR IST
ASSOC DIR TECH TRNS/LIC DEVLP
NUTRITION CARE ASST
CLINICIAN ADMINISTRATOR
CLINICIAN SUPERVISOR
CLINICIAN SUPERVISOR
MANAGING SR SYSTEMS ARCHITECT
DO NOT USE
ADJ ASSC PF-BS-ASSC VP
ADJ ASSC PF-CM-ASSC VP
DIR ENVIRONMENT OF CARE
DIR ACCESS CENTER
EDITORIAL ASST
OPERATIONS MGR
ADJ ASST PROF-BS-DIR
CLINICAL PROF
ASSOC PROF CLIN SUB-DIR
MEDICAL HLTH TECHN
ADMIN ANALYST IV CONF
SR DIET CONTROL ASST DoNotUse
PUBLICATIONS WRIT/ASST EDITOR
PUBLICATIONS WRIT/ASST EDITOR
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE EXPEDITOR
CLINICAL ASSOC. PROF.
ORTHOPAEDIC CAST TECHNICIAN
SYS ANAL III DNU
SYS PROGRAMMER I DNU
ADJ ASST PROF - 12 MONTH
ADJ ASST PROF - 10 MONTH
CLIN ASSOC PROF - PROG DIR
ADJ PROF
PROV HLTH CARE PROVIDER
PROV HLTH CARE PROVIDER
DIR FINANCE UBHC
SUPVG PROG ASST I
ACT TRANSPORT DISPATCH COOR
STAFF ASST (Do Not Use)
CLINICIAN ADMINISTRATOR
MNTL HLTH SPEC TRNE DO NOT USE
EKG TECHN PD
ASSOC DIR CLIN & BUSINESS SYS
ASST VP FOR OPERATIONS
MGR CODING COMPLIANCE
ARCHITECTURAL SUPPPORT COORD
ARCHITECTURAL SUPPORT SPEC
HEALTHCARE ADMIN ANALYST
DIR SPECIAL PROJECTS
CLIN COOR
EXEC DIR CLIN INTEGRATION
DIR ADMINISTRATION
UNIV CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
ADJ INST - SHRIP PT
CARDIOVASCULAR TECHNICIAN
CARDIOVASCULAR TECHNICIAN
PROG DIR CONT ED SOM
ACCESS CONTROL TECH DNU
INTERIM SVP
MGR INSTRUCTL TECH ACADM SYS
EDITORIAL ASST
COOR FACULTY PERSONNEL ADMIN
MGR SOCIAL WORK
ASST DIR ENT FIELD SERV SOUTH
MGR MANAGED CARE
PROG SUPPORT COOR
LIAISON AFFILIATE INSTITUTIONS
ACT PROJECT LEADER
ASST DIR INFORMATION TECH
PROG DIR ALUMNI/STUD AFFAIRS
SPECIAL AFFRS COOR
ACT MNTL HLTH CLIN III
BENEFITS CLERK
DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
TECHNOLOGY TRAINEE
SR FINANCIAL ANALYST DoNotUse
TECHNOLOGY FELLOW DNU
CLINICAL SUPPORT SPEC DNU
ACT EXEC HOUSEKEEPER
SR LPN
BIOMEDICAL EQUIP TECH II
SUPVR CASH CONTROL
SR GRAPHIC ARTIST
EXEC DIR MATERIALS MGMT
DIR UTILIZATION MGMT - PHYS
DIR PCS - MED/SURG
LOCKSMITH TRAINEE
AMBULATORY CARE NURSE DIRECTOR
DIR FIN & ADMIN OTTBD
ASSOC DIR PAT & Licens/Finance
CLINICAL INFO SYS SPEC
CLINICAL INFO SYS SPEC
DIR FAC PRAC PLAN ADMIN
ASSOC DIR ENTERPRISE CORE TECH
PROGRAMMER ANAL II DNU
SPEC ASST DEAN'S OFFICE
MKTG REPRESENTATIVE/RECRUITER
MGR PHARMACY OPERATIONS
BENEFITS SERVICES ASSOC
ADMINISTRATOR
ACT SUPVR MAINTEN & CONSTRUCT
GASTROINTESTINAL TECH
CLIN ASSOC PROF-BS-ASSOC VP
CLIN ASSOC PROF-CM-ASSOC VP
CASE MANAGEMENT COORD DNU
MGR GME CREDENTIALING-REGISTR
EXEC DIR SPECIAL PROJECTS
CLERK TYPIST RECEPTIONIST
CHIEF OF STAFF-PRES OFFICE
CLIN PROFESSOR/ASSOC DEAN
PROG DEV ANAL
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT COOR DNU
COURIER CLERK (DO NOT USE)
DIR NEUROSCIENCES ADMIN
SUPVG MEDICAL HLTH TECH
LEAD PHARMACY TECHN
LEAD PHARMACY TECHN TRAINING & QTY
EXEC DIR HOSPITAL SUPPORT SVCS
EXEC DIR HOSPITAL SUPPORT SVCS
SR VP ACAD ENTREPRE & BUS DEV
ACT SEC HD
EXEC ASST-ADMINISTRATOR
PROFESSOR - PRESIDENT
COOR DATABASE SYS
MGR OPERATIONS - GOVT AFFAIRS
ASST REGISTRAR
Clinical Assistant Professor
DIR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT
FOUNDING PRESIDENT EMER DNU
Professor-CM-Dean
Clinical Inst. - Program Dir.
ANAL II CONFIDENTIAL
ANAL II CONFIDENTIAL
MANAGED CARE COOR
OPTOMETRIST DNU
OPTOMETRIST DNU
PROG DEV ANAL
OPERATING ROOM TECHN I
OPERATING ROOM TECHN I
OR INSTRUMENT TECH DNU
OR INSTRUMENT TECH DNU
MGR BILLING & COLLECTIONS
MGR BILLING & COLLECTIONS
ACT VP INFO SVCS & TECH DNU
ACT VP INFO SVCS & TECH DNU
ACT ASSOC DIR RESP THER
EXEC DIR CHILD HLTH INS NJ
ASST PROF - BS - ASSOC. DEAN
EXERCISE SPEC TRAINEE
EXERCISE SPEC TRAINEE
DIR FINANCE & BUDGETING UMG
ACT PROGRAM SUPPORT SPEC
ASSOC DIR TO VP SUPPLY CHAIN
ADJ ASSOC PROF - CD-20%
SPECIAL PROJECTS SPEC
PRES/CEO BROADWAY HOUSE
BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT COOR DNU
SR CLERK RECEPTIONIST
ACT OPER ENG APPRENTICE DNU
ASSOC DIR GRNT CONT & RES FUND
SPECIAL PROJECTS ASST
SPEC PROJ COOR
DIR COMPLIANCE
DIR FINANCE/FINANCIAL INFO
ACADEMIC COOR CONFIDENTIAL
PROG ASST
TECHNOLOGY TRAINEE
ASST MGR PROVIDER BILLG SVSC
ACT DEPT ADMIN
DIR BUDGETING & DECISION SUPP
DIR BUDGETING & DECISION SUPP
SVP PUBLIC AFFAIRS
VP GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS DNU
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
ACT SUPVG ACCOUNTANT
DIR ORTHOPAEDICS ADMIN
ACT ADMIN COOR II
OCCUPATIONAL THER ASST CERT
OCCUPATIONAL THER ASST CERT
OPHTHALMIC TECHN Do Not Use
OPHTHALMIC TECHN Do Not Use
SPECIAL ASST TO THE PRES
SR CLINIC SERVICES REP
SR CLINIC SERVICES REP
NURSE RECRUITER DNU
NURSE RECRUITER DNU
STAFF PHYSICIAN
STAFF PHYSICIAN
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
MGR FINANCIAL INFORMATION
ACT DEPT ADMIN
NURSE RECRUITER
NURSE RECRUITER
USER SUPPORT SPEC II - PD
SUPVR QUAL CNTL & AUDIT
BUSINESS SYS ANAL
BUSINESS SYS ANAL
CODING SPEC TRAINEE
SUPVG LPN
SUPVG LPN
EXEC DIR CCOE
EXEC DIR CCOE OPERATIONS
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM ADVISOR
BUSINESS CONSULTANT
BUSINESS CONSULTANT
ACT SUPVR RES ANIMAL FACILITY
ACT ANAL I
ASST REG/CUR/CLIN SKLS COOR
EXEC DIR UNIV SUPPORT SVCS
MGR INSTRUCT TECH ACDM SYS
VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
SUPVG CLINICAL VETERINARIAN
SUPVG CLINICAL VETERINARIAN
MGR PERF STANDARDS & TRNG
PATHOLOGIST ASST PER DIEM
COMPLIANCE PROGRAM ADVISOR
CERTIFIED MED ASST
CERTIFIED MED ASST
do not use
DIR IST-SOM
DIR IST-SOM
MGR UMDWARE
MGR UMDWARE
DO NOT USE
NURSE PRACTITIONER ON CALL
TECHNOLOGY FELLOW DNU
PROJECT MANAGER
SPECIAL ASST TO THE PRESIDENT
SPECIAL ASST TO THE PRESIDENT
PRIN COMPLIANCE & TRAIN SPEC
PRIN COMPLIANCE TRAIN SPEC
MGR DOC COD & COMPLIANCE TRNG
MGR DOC COD & COMPLIANCE TRNG
CLINICAL NETWORK MGR
SR PATIENT ACCESS REP
SR PATIENT ACCESS REP
ACT SPECIAL ASST TO PRES
ACT SPECIAL ASST TO PRES
DEPUTY GENERAL COUNSEL
MANAGING DIR LEGAL MGMNT
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN III PD
OR RN SERVICE COOR
OR RN SERVICE COOR
ACTING EXEC DIRECTOR APPOINT
ASSOC COMPLIANCE OFFICER
ASSOC COMPLIANCE OFFICER
SR STAFF ATTORNEY-LAB&INVESTIG
SPECIAL ASST TO THE VICE DEAN
SOCIAL WORK EDUC LIAISON
SOCIAL WORK EDUC LIAISON
ASST MGR REGISTRATION SVCS
ASST MGR REGISTRATION SVCS
MGR PATIENT BUSINESS SERVICES
PROG COOR
SUPVR EXPANDED DUTY
SUPVR EXPANDED DUTY
SPECIAL ASST TO THE DEAN RWJMS
SPECIAL ASST TO THE DEAN RWJMS
PHYSICIAN ADVISOR
HLTH/MEDICAL PHYSICIST
HLTH/MEDICAL PHYSICIST
SR POLICY ANALYST
SR POLICY ANALYST
CLIN COOR
MARKETING REPRESENTATIVE
DNU
DNU
MGR SPEC PROJ
DENTIST(FACULTY PRACTICE)
DENTIST(FACULTY PRACTICE)
CLINIC ADMINISTRATOR
CLINIC ADMINISTRATOR
ORGANIZATIONAL DEV SPEC
ORGANIZATIONAL DEV SPEC
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
ACT ADMIN PATIENT CARE SVS
ACT ADMIN PATIENT CARE SVS
DIR MGD CARE & CONTRACTING
DIR MGD CARE & CONTRACTING
DIR PARTNER & AFFILIATE HOSP
CLINICAL INSTRUCTOR - SHRP
DIR PARTNER & AFFILIATE HOSP
FOUNDING PRESIDENT EMERITUS
SECRETARY I
REGISTRAR
CODER/BILLING TECH
CODER/BILLING TECH
SR FIN COMPLIANCE AUDITOR
SR FIN COMPLIANCE AUDITOR
OFFICE MGR PRES OFFICE
DIR ACCREDIT & STANDARDS
Assoc. Prof. - CM - Asst. Dean
EXEC DIR BUDGET & FINANCE
EXEC DIR BUDGET & FINANCE
VP SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT
GENETICS COUNSLR COOR
GENETICS COUNSLR COOR
ACT SECRETARY II
ACT SECRETARY II
SVP AND GENERAL COUNSEL
Professor - BS - Asst. Dir.
PRIN SUPPLY/EQUIP TECH
PRIN SUPPLY/EQUIP TECH
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSE
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSE
ACT FACILITIES COOR
MGR CTR FOR CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
MGR CTR FOR CHILDREN'S SUPPORT
DIRECTOR PHARMACY UCHC
ACT PATIENT TRANS SVCS MGR
ADJ ASSOC PROF - ASSOC DEAN
ACT USER SUPPORT SPEC I
PRIN INFO SYS TECH (DNU)
HEALTH EDUC SPEC DNU
CORP COMPLIANCE LIAISON
CORP COMPLIANCE LIAISON
SUPVR DATA CENTER PROD
SUPVR DATA CENTER PROD
CARE COORDINATION SPECIALIST
CLIN COOR
CARE COORDINATION SPECIALIST
ACT TRANSPORT LOGISTICS SUPVR
MGR OF ADMISSIONS
MGR REAL ESTATE
RES STUDY ASST
SR STAFF AUDITOR
MGR EDUC ADMINISTRATION
DIR UH MATERIALS MGMNT
DIR UH MATERIALS MGMNT
DIRECTOR OF STATE RELATIONS
DIR REGULATORY MONITORING
DDS-ON CALL ONLY
HLTH PROGRAM ANALYST
HLTH PROGRAM ANALYST
ASST DIR CORP MATERIALS MGMNT
ASST DIR CORP MATERIALS MGMNT
ACT MEDICAL RECORDS TECHN
SR VEHICLE MAINT MECH
VEHICLE MAINT MECH
VEHICLE MAINT MECH
FLEET SUPERVISOR
FLEET SUPERVISOR
CLIN ASSOC PROF - PROG DIR
PROG DEV ANAL
SUPVR SPECIAL ED SVCS
SUPVR SPECIAL ED SVCS
DISCHARGE PLANNING SPEC DNU
DISCHARGE PLANNING SPEC DNU
FLEET MANAGER
FLEET MANAGER
PRIN INFO SYS TECH (DNU)
HEALTH EDUC SPEC DNU
RESOURCE COOR
RESOURCE COOR
HUMAN RESOUR SPEC TRNEE
HUMAN RESOURC SPEC TRNEE
SAFETY OFFICER HOSP SUPP SVCS
Dir Sp Proj-Univ Admiss Coord
LEAD DNTL ASST
CODING SPECIALIST
CODING SPECIALIST
EMERGENCY RM CODER
EMERGENCY RM CODER
OUTPATIENT CODER I
OUTPATIENT CODER I
SR MGR MEDICAL RECORDS
SR MGR MEDICAL RECORDS
OUTPATIENT CODING SUPVR DNU
OUTPATIENT CODING SUPVR DNU
Dir Sp Proj-Univ Admiss Coord
MGR IMAGING OPERATIONS
ASST DIR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
ACT SR LPN
SR CLINIC SERVICES ASST
SR CLINIC SERVICES ASST DNU
MGR IMAGING OPERATIONS
ASST DIR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
VP FOR RESEARCH
VP FOR RESEARCH
ASST MGR DECISION SUPPORT
ASST MGR DECISION SUPPORT
ASST DIR HOSP MATERIALS MGMNT
ASST DIR HOSP MATERIALS MGMNT
SR CLIN DEPT ADMIN
DIR FACILITIES PLANNING
BIOSAFETY OFFICER
BIOSAFETY OFFICER
COOR RES COMPLIANCE
COOR RES COMPLIANCE
ACT PROG MGR
SR SCHED/PAT LIAISON
SR SCHED/PAT LIAISON
REGISTRAR
REGISTRAR
ADJ. ASST. PROF.-SHRP
ASSOC PROF - DIR - SPH
PROF - CM - VICE DEAN
PROF - BS - VICE DEAN
SUPVR RETAIL SVC
SUPVR RETAIL SVC
ASST DIR MKTG & COMMS
MGR MKTG/COMMUNICATIONS
TRAINING&CONSULTATION SPEC
LEAD RECRUITMENT ASST
MGR PROCESS IMPROVEMENT&ORG DEV
TRAINING&CONSULTATION SPEC
SCIENCE PARK FACILITY COOR DNU
COMPLIANCE AUDIT TRAINING SPEC
SR COMPLIANCE ANAL
SCIENCE PARK PURCHASING DNU
ASST DIR IT CLIN & ADMIN SYS
DIR IST RES & DEVELOP
CLERK DRIVER
ADJ. INST- PER DIEM SHRP
DIR MANAGED CARE & REIMBURSEMT
COMPLIANCE OFFICER
FACILITIES SUPVR
COMPLIANCE OFFICER
FACILITIES SUPVR
ENVIRONMENT OF CARE COOR DNU
ENVIRONMENT OF CARE COOR DNU
ADJ PROF - 10 MONTH - 20%
TRANSPORTATION DISPATCHER
TRANSPORTATION DISPATCHER
RES TECHNICAL SPEC
RES TECHNICAL SPEC
DIR INSTITUTIONAL REV BD
EXEC DIR HUMAN SUBJ PROT PROG
MANAGING DIR BUSINESS DEV
ASSOC DIR CLINICAL INFORMATICS
MANAGING DIR CLIN PROGRAMS
SUPVR VASCULAR LAB
SUPVR VASCULAR LAB
ACT ADMIN ANAL II
COOR HOUSING & COMMUN DEV
SR MANAGED CARE COOR
SR MANAGED CARE COOR
SPEC EDUC TEACHER
SPEC EDUC TEACHER
PROG MGR
SR INTERNAL MGMNT CONSULTANT
INTERNAL MGMNT CONSULTANT
ACT FINANCIAL ANAL
CLIN INST-CD - 10%-10 MONTH
CLINICAL TRIALS SPEC
CLINICAL TRIALS SPEC
ACT ADMIN ANAL I
MGR PUBLICATIONS
COOR SPEC VENDOR PROG
COOR SPEC VENDOR PROG
EXEC DIRECTOR FXB CENTER
PATIENT TEACHING FACILITATOR
PATIENT TEACHING FACILITATOR
PRODUCER
PRODUCER
ACT CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST
DIR MKTG & E-LEARNING
PROG ASST CONFID
PROG ASST CONFID
SR APPLICATIONS SPECIALIST
SR APPLICATIONS SPECIALIST
QUAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGIST
QUAL CONTROL TECHNOLOGIST
CLIN OPERS TRNG MGR
ASST MGR PATIENT BUS SVCS
ASST DIR BUDGETS & DECISON SUPP
ASST DIR BUDGETS & DECISON SUPP
INTERIM ASSOC DIR CLIN SYS
ADMITTING PROC IMPROVEMENT MGR
ASSOC VP CONT & OUTREACH EDUC
STAFF ASST
CHIEF FIN OFF RWJMS
CHIEF FIN OFF RWJMS
ACT CHIEF ULTRASONOGRAPHER
ACT UNIV LIB & DIR LIBRARIES
ASSOC DIR GF SMITH LIBRARY
BUSINESS DIR
DIR PRACTICE MANAGEMENT SVS
STUDENT LOAN SUPVR
STUDENT LOAN SUPVR
PRIN RES ASSOCIATE
PRIN RES ASSOCIATE
CLIN LAB TECHNOLOGY TRAINEE
ACT SR MGMNT ASST
CLIN LAB TECHNOLOGY TRAINEE
SYSTEMS SUPPORT SPEC
SUPVR UTILITIES
EXEC DIR FINANCE
SR MANAGED CARE COOR
SR MANAGED CARE COOR
CLIN ASST PROF
ASST MED DIR
DIR ANCILLARY SVCS
DIR ANCILLARY SVCS
COOR BUS PROCESS INSTRUC DNU
COOR BUS PROCESS INSTRUC DNU
ACT SR CLERK DRIVER
DIR INFORMATICS INSTITUTE
HOME CARE PLANNING COOR
HOME CARE PLANNING COOR
ASSOC PROF - CM - VICE DEAN
ASST MED DIR
PROG ASS/GSBS CONFIDENTIAL
PRESIDENT & CEO UBHC/UCHC
PRESIDENT & CEO UH/VP UMDNJ
EXEC DIR NJ CARDIOVASC INST (RWJ
LOCKSMITH TECH I
LOCKSMITH TECH I
PROG SUPPORT COOR
ACT UNIVERSITY CONTROLLER
CHIEF OPER OFF UBHC
ENVIRONMENTAL SPEC
ENVIRONMENTAL SPEC
SR UTILIZATION MGMT COOR
SR UTILIZATION MGMT COOR
CHIEF TECHNOLOG ANATOMIC PATH
CHIEF CYTOTECHNOLOGIST
ADMIN PRIM CARE LOAN REDM PROG
ADMIN PRIM CARE LOAN REDM PROG
PROJ MGR FOR ACADEMIC AFF & RE
LEAD OPER PRNT & DUP OPERATO
LEAD DISTRIB/MATER HANDLER
LEAD DISTRIBUT/MATER HANDLER
PATIENT SVCS REP I
PATIENT SVCS REP I
PATIENT SVCS REP II
PATIENT SVCS REP II
VISITING PROFESSOR - CM
MGR DISTRIBUTION
MGR DISTRIBUTION
DIR PHARMACY UCHC
SUPVG LPN
SUPVG LPN
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
SR CLERK DRIVER PER DIEM
MGR INPATIENT CODING DATA QUAL
FACULTY PRACTICE MGR
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
SR ELECTRON MICROSCOPIST
EARLY INTERVENTION TEACHER
EARLY INTERVENTION TEACHER
COMPLIANCE OFFICER
SR FIN SYSTEMS COOR
EXEC DIR HUMAN RESOURCES
DIR TELE IMAGING SYS
EECP TECH
ASSOC UNIV REGISTRAR
DO NOT USE
ASST DIR SPECIAL INITIATIVES
MEETING PLANNER/CONT ED
ACT PROG DEV SPEC I
COURIER CLERK (DO NOT USE)
ADJ PROF - 10 MONTH - 10%
DEPT LIAISON
ASST RES COOR
COURIER CLERK (DO NOT USE)
DIR OF PHYSICAL PLANT
DIR PHYSICAL PLANT
ASST DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
CARDIAC CATH LAB RAD TECH
CARDIAC CATH LAB RAD TECH
ASST DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
DIR ADMIN, CANCER CTR
MEDICAL EDUC SPEC DNU
VP INVESTIGATIONS
ADMIN ANAL III CONFDTL
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS MGR
AFFIRM ACT SPEC/TRNR
COOR EDUC EVAL & RESEARCH
MGR OF RECRUITMENT & ADMISSION
DNTL TECHNOLOGIST
SR DNTL TECHNOLOGIST
SR DNTL TECHNOLOGIST
DIR EVALUATION
MGR DATA ADMINISTRATION
DIR ADMIN PHARM & PHYSIOLOGY
NURSE RECRUITER  Do Not Use
MGR DATA ADMINISTRATION
DIR ADM PHARM & PHYSIOLOGY
PRIN HUMAN RES SPEC
PRIN HUMAN RES SPEC
BENEFITS SERVICES REP
BENEFITS SERVICES REP
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN 1 (DNU)
RADIOLOGICAL TECHN 1 (DNU)
UNIT VICE PRESIDENT UBHC
ASSOC DEAN/CFO NJMS
PROG PLANNER
SR ADMIN DIR
DIR MGD CARE & CNTRCTNG
OPERATING RM TURNOVER ATTNNDT
CARDIOVASCULAR TECH INTERN
CARDIOVASCULAR TECH INTERN
OPERATING RM TURNOVER ATTNNDT
EMPLOYMENT
JOINT ADMIN & ANALYSIS SPEC
JOINT ADMIN & ANALYSIS SPEC
MGR FIN DATA MGMT & REPORTING
DEPT ADMIN OPTHALMOLOGY
SR HUMAN SUBJ PROT ANAL
INSTR BS DIRECTOR
INT'L SCHOLAR & STUD COOR-DNU
INT'L SCHOLAR & STUD COOR-DNU
MGR INTERNAT SCHOLAR& STUD SVC
MGR INTERNAT SCHOLAR& STUD SVC
APPEALS COOR
APPEALS COOR
DIR PAT ADVOCACY & GUEST SVC
DIR PAT ADVOCACY & GUEST SVC
HUMAN SUBJ PROT ANALYST
HUMAN SUBJ PROT ANAL
DIR ADMINISTRATION
TRAINING SUPPORT SPEC
TRAINING SUPPORT SPEC
SR HRIS ANALYST SUPERVISORY
PHYSICIAN SERVICES CODER
DIR/ASST DEAN RESEARCH ADMIN
DIR CONSTRUCTION
SR OUTCOMES EVAL SPEC
HUMAN RESOURCES INFO SYS COOR
QA TECHNOLOGIST
STAFF ASSISTANT
EXEC DIR CHILDREN'S HOSP OF NJ
ACT TEAM SUPERVISOR
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL GREETER
UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL GREETER
ASSOC DIR NURSG & PATIENT EDUC
ASSOC DIR CLIN RES CINJ
ASSOC DIR ADVANCED PRAC NURSNG
NURSING ADMIN UBHC
ADMIN CARDIOTHORACIC SURGERY
ACT SUPVR CLINIC SVCS
BUSINESS DIRECTOR
ASST PROF-N-DEAN
VP FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
DIR BUDGETS AND AFFIL CONTRACT
EXEC ASST TO CHAIR NJ PRES DNU
SUPVG LAB TECHNOLOGIST
MGR EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS
ASSOC DIR FOR EDUCATION
ASSOC DIR FOR EDUCATION
CLIN RES REVIEW SPEC DNU
CLIN RES REVIEW SPEC DNU
MGR MKTG & COMMunicATN
MGR MKTG & COMMunicATN, RWJMS
BUSINESS SYS ANAL
BUSINESS SYS ANAL
MGR FIN INFO SYS SVCS
MGR FIN INFO SYS SVCS
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST (CONFID)
ASST RES COOR
CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST
CHILD LIFE SPECIALIST
COLLEGE RECRUITER
CLIN INST-10 MONTH
ASSOC DEAN/COO NJMS
GRAD DENTAL INTERN
GRAD DENTAL INTERN
ASSOC DIR INST CLIN RES & TRNG
MGR TECH SUPPORT SVCS
MGR TECH SUPPORT SVCS
CLIN COOR DNU
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
COOR DATA SYSTEMS
COOR DATA SYSTEMS
BUSINESS LIAISON
SR PLNG ANAL
EDUC SUPPORT SPEC
VISTING ASST PROF
PROG COOR
PROG COOR
SR CARE COORDINATION SPEC
SR CARE COORDINATION SPEC
SR FINANCIAL CONTROL COOR DNU
SR FINANCIAL CONTROL COOR DNU
ASST VICE PRESIDENT
MGR SURGICAL EDUC
SUPVR FIN COUNSELING
SUPVR FIN COUNSELING
ADJ ASST PROF - PER DIEM
SR VETERINARIAN (UNLICENSED)
SR VETERINARIAN (UNLICENSED)
PROG SUPPORT SPEC CONFID
PROG SUPPORT SPEC CONFID
DIR CNTRL SUPPORT SVCS
DIR CNTRL SUPPORT SVCS
ASST MGR LOGISTICAL SVCS
ASST MGR LOGISTICAL SVCS
ASST DIR FIN - CINJ
ASST DIR FIN - CINJ
PROG ADMIN (UBHC)
PROG ADMIN (UBHC)
CHIEF OPER OFF CINJ
PATENTS & LICENSING ASST
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE THER
DIR ETHICS PROG/ETHIC LIA OFFI
UNIVERSITY ENVIRONMNTL COOR
ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE THER
HUMAN RESOUR GENERALIST
HUMAN RESOUR GENERALIST
ELECTRONIC IMAGING TECH DNU
ELECTRONIC IMAGING TECH DNU
ACT COOR BUDGET SVCS
MGR CUSTOMER SVC - UH
MGR CUSTOMER SVC - UH
VISITING PROF-ASSOC DEAN
VISITING PROFESSOR
MGR NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECH
ACT SR ACCOUNTANT
INFORMATICS SPEC
INFORMATICS SPEC
MGR ADMINISTRATION
MGR ADMINISTRATION
LEAD RETAIL SVS WORKER
PROG COOR
PROG COOR
PATHOLOGIST'S ASST II
PROGRAM ANALYST
SUPVR PHYS & ANCIL BILL& COLL
TELE-MEDICINE/TELE-IMG ENG
UNIT RECRUITMENT SPEC
UNIT RECRUITMENT SPEC
SUPVR PHARMACY
SUPVR PHARMACY
LEAD VEHICLE MAINT MECH
LEAD VEHICLE MAINT MECH
CHIEF OPER & FIN OFF
CHIEF OPERATING OFF/CFO RWJ
MEDICAL SVCS ASST
MEDICAL SVCS ASST
WEB SUPPORT SPEC
WEB SUPPORT SPEC
ASSOC DIR HLTH INDUST BUS DEV
ACT ANAL II CONFIDENTIAL
SUPVG BIOMEDICAL DESIGN SPEC
DIR OFFICE HUMAN RESEARCH SVCS
DIR OFFICE HUMAN RESEARCH SVCS
DIR CCOE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
LEAD STERILIZATION TECH
LEAD STERILIZATION TECH
INT'L SCHOLAR & STUD SPEC-DNU
PLANNING ANAL
PLANNING ANAL
ASST REGISTRAR
DIR OF ADMIN & FIN
DIR ADMIN & FIN
PROG SUPPORT COOR
PROG SUPPORT COOR
SR FINANCIAL CONTROL COOR
CODING SPECIALIST (HOSP)
CODING SPECIALIST (HOSP)
ATHLETIC TRAINER-CERTIFIED DNU
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
PROF-N-DIRECTOR
ADJ ASSOC PROF - PER DIEM
DIR SURGERY ADMINISTRATION
LAB MGR CINJ
ASSOC DIR SOCIAL WORK CINJ
MGR RADIOLGY INFORMATICS
GRANTS COOR
GRANTS COOR
DATA BASE ANAL (CONFIDENTIAL)
MARKETING&COMMUNICATIONS COOR
DIR OPERATIONS SOM
EXEC DIR CONTINUING DNTL EDUC
ACT ADMIN COOR II
COMMUN AFFR & OUTREACH LIAISON
COOR GRANT DEV COMMUNICATIONS
SPEC ASST TO THE BOARD OF DIRS
CAGEWASHER
CAGEWASHER
DIR ANESTH & EMERG MED ADMIN
ASST PROF - DIRECTOR
STAFF ASST
DIR CARE COOR/CUST LIAIS SVCS
MEDICAL WRITER ONCOLOGY
MGR QUAL ASSUR/DATA MONITORING
MGR ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COORDS
LEAD PATIENT SVCS REP
SEC HD OPHTHALMOLOGY
ACT OFFICE SUPVR
EXEC DIR CTR FOR HEALTH
ACT PROGRAM COOR
BUSINESS MGR I
BUSINESS MGR I
DIR IST PROJ MGMT OFFICE
HOSP ADMINISTRATIVE MGR
ADMINISTRATOR SPH
ADMINISTRATOR SPH
MULTIMEDIA SPECIALIST II
ADMIN ASST
DIR COMM AFF & HLTHCARE DEV
DIR COMM AFF & HLTHCARE DEV
MGR CLINIC SERVICES
ADJ ASSOC PROF - PART TIME
ASST PROF-DIR-NURSING
DIR CARE MANAGEMENT
DIR CARE MANAGEMENT
PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH (DNU)
HOSPITALITY MGR
ASST DIR MATERIALS MGMNT
ASST DIR MATERIALS MGMNT
ASST DIR FACILITY ADMIN
CLIN PHARMACY MGR
MASTER DENTAL MECH DNU
MASTER DENTAL MECH DNU
ADJ ASSOC PROF-MEDICAL DIR
CLIN RESEARCH ASSOC
CLIN RESEARCH ASSOC
INTERIM MGR INSTITUTIONAL RES
PERFUSIONIST
CHIEF PERFUSIONIST
ADJ INSTRUCTOR - PER DIEM
MASTER DENTAL MECH
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGIST
EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGIST
MGR OF CLINICAL LABORATORY
ASST REGISTRAR
SR INDUSTRIAL HYG
PROG COOR
REVENUE CYCLE MGR
LEAD SURG SCHED/PAT LIAISON
ADMIN ASST
PROF - CD - VICE DEAN
DIR CLINICAL TRIALS MGT
DIR PHYSICIAN SVCS
MEDICAL DIR QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
COOR PUB HLTH ED & RESEARCH
COOR CLINICAL SVCS
DIR FACULTY AFFAIRS
ASSOC PROF - CM - VICE CHAIR
ACT PREV MAINT CLERK II
PROJ MGR UNIV SPEC PROJ
SPEC PROJ COOR MKY & COMM
ASSOC PROF - CM
WEB PROGRAMMER II
HOSP ADMINISTRATIVE MGR
TRAINING & DVLP SPEC-DIV DNU
TRAINING & DVLP SPEC-DIV DNU
LABOR RELATIONS SPEC
CLINICAL UNIT MGR
PROG ANAL II
DIG MED TECH SUP SYS ENGI
PROG MGR
LOW VISION THERAPIST
POLYSOMNOGRAPHIC TECHNICIAN
POLYSOMNOGRAPHIC TECHNICIAN
PROG ADMIN NRSNG QLTY STD
PROG ADMIN MAG STAT SPEC PRJ
LOW VISION THERAPIST
CLIN LINGUISTIC INTERP DNU
DIR OFFICE SPECIAL PROGRAMS
ADMIN DEPT OF ORAL BIOLOGY
MKTG COOR/WEB EDITOR
MKTG COOR/WEB EDITOR
PERFUSION ASST
PERFUSION ASST
ALUMNI AFFAIRS COOR
SR FIN COOR
ASST DEAN STUD AFFRS/REGISTRAR
COMM RES DEV COOR
COMM RES DEV COOR
NURSING LEARNING CTR COOR DNU
GRANTS WRITER
MGR COMMUNICATIONS
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUC INTERN
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUC INTERN
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUC INTERN
CLINICAL PASTORAL EDUC INTERN
ASSOC PROF - BS - VICE CHAIR
COMMUNITY SERVICES COOR
ADMINISTRATOR ORAL BIOLOGY
MGR INFECTION CONTROL NJDS
MGR E-LEARING DEV& IMPLM CCOE
LEAD ULTRASOUND TECHNOLOGIST
LEAD ULTRASOUND TECHNOLOGIST
LEAD BLOOD GAS TECHNOLOGIST
LEAD BLOOD GAS TECHNOLOGIST
UNIV FIRE SAFETY COOR DNU
ADJ ASSOC PROF - DIV DIR
COOR STERILIZATION
ASST DEAN STUD & ALUMNI AFFRS
COOR DATA MANAGEMENT
COOR DATA MANAGEMENT
ADMINISTRATOR GCRC
WEB PROGRAMMER I
CL ASSC PROF-CM-ASSC D
ASST PROF-CL SUB-ASST DEAN-CM
ASSC PROF-AH-CLIN SUB
ASSOC PROF AH PROG DIR/ASST
SR BIOSTATISTICIAN
PRE DOC FELLOW
SR STOCK CLERK
TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECHN II
HOUSESTAFF PGY II
SUPVG LAB TECHN
PRIN LAB SVC WORKER
PROG ASST CABM DNU
SR FIN ANAL
PROG ASST COGNITIVE SKILLS DNU
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II
MGMNT ASST DNU
COMPUTER APPLICATIONS SPEC
CAMPUS DIR FIN AID NWK
COOR INVENTORY
SR RESP THER
SR PROJ SPEC(DO NOT USE)
MGR PLNG & ADM
SR RECEPT PATIENT SCHED
LIB TECH II
HLTH EDUCATOR III
PROG MGR MOLECULAR RESOU (DNU)
DNTL COMPREHENSIVE CARE COOR
EDUC PROG ASST
EQUIP CONTROL CLERK
FAMILY HLTH CARE WORKER
INVENTORY COOR
NUTRITIONIST I DNU
PROG DIR
DIR LOGISTICAL SERVICES
EXEC DIR REV POLICY & FIS ANAL
DEPUTY LAB MGR
ADMIN NURSING SVCS DNU
ACT DIR ENVIRON PROT SVCS
ACT CLINICIAN SUPVR
DIR FAC PRAC
DATA CONTROL CLERK I
MGR MATLS MGMT - PERIOP SVCS
PRIN CLERK
ADMIN ANAL III
AFFIRMATIVE ACTION SPEC I
HUMAN RESOUR RECORDS CLERK
NURSING STUDENT RECRUITER
PHYSICIAN I
RADIATN CLIN INST QA ASST DNU
CL INST-CM-ASSC DEAN
PROF-CM-SC HD
INST-N-DEP CHR
ADJ ASSC PROF
ASSC PROF-CN-ASSC DEAN
PROF PROG DIR-N
PROF DNTL IV
SAFETY ENG DNU
BOGUS FACULTY TITLE DNU
NURSING CARE COOR
SR CLERK STENO TYPIST (DNU)
ASST DIR ORSP
COMPUTER NETWORK COOR
ULTRASONOGRAPHER
PROJ SPEC TAC DNU
SOCIAL WORKER I
FIN COUNS TRNE
NUTRITIONIST II
BUS DRIVER/PATIENT TRANSPORT
ASST PROF - SN (PhD)
ASST BUYER
ASST PROF DIR
CL PROF-CM-SC HD
CLIN ASSC PROF CM DV CF
PROF CLIN SUB CD ASST D
CL ASSC PROF PRGM DIR
SR VETERINARIAN
SR CLIN AUDIOLOGIST
PHYSICIAN ON CALL
RENAL DIETICIAN DNU
SUPVR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
PRIN COURIER CLERK
SUPVR DISTRIBUTION
PROGRAMMER ANALYST DNU
LOCKSMITH SUPVR DNU
ASST DIR FOOD & NUTR CLIN SVCS
EXEC ASST II GSBS DNU
ASST REGISTRAR-DO NOT USE
SR COMPLIANCE OFF UH
MGR PATIENT RELATIONS
LAB ANIMAL TECHN (Do Not Use)
FIN AID ASST TRNE DNU
CYTOGENETIC RES TECHN III
TRAUMA NURSE SPEC
COMPUTER GRAPHIC ARTIST III
DNTL ASST
PROJ MGR
DIR PHARMACY
DIR SPEC PROJ
EXEC DIR CLINICAL RESEARCH ORG
EXEC DIR FAC ADMIN & MAT MGNT
IST ANAL I
CHIEF CIR/G F SMITH LIB
DIR FAC PRAC
DIR HLTH CARE FIN do not use
HVAC MECHANIC II
PLUMBER STEAMFITTER II
ADMIN COOR II
WORD PROCESSING SPEC I
ANIMAL CARETAKER PD
CENTRAL STERILE TECH I
EMS SUPVR
PRIN STOCK CLERK
CL ASSC-PROF-ASST DEAN
CL PROF-ASST PD-N
SR PHLEBOTOMIST RWJ DoNotUse
SPEC PROJ COOR
FINANCIAL MGR PEDS & PSYCH
ADMINISTRATIVE COOR I CONFIDTL
DO NOT USE
ACTING COO APPOINT
PROG ASST
ULTRASONOGRAPHER TRNE
DEPT ADMIN SURGERY
Clinical Professor
COMPENSATION ANALYST
ACT BILLING TECHN I
CHIEF RADIATION PHYSICIST
MGR REVENUE CYCLE MGMT
ACT TRANSPORT CUS SVCS TECH II
MGR PATIENT BUSINESS SERVICES
HOUSESTAFF PGY III
MANAGED CARE COOR
ACT STAFF ASST
DIR ORTHOPAEDICS ADMIN
ASST REG/CUR/CLIN SKLS COOR
PHYSICIAN ADVISOR
ASSOC DIR GF SMITH LIBRARY
LEAD OPER PRNTG & DUP OPERATIO
DIR FINANCIAL INFO
MGR CLIN REV ANALST&RECOV UNIT
REGISTRAR & COOR ADMISSIONS
SUPVG OR INSTRU TECHN DNU
SUPVG OR INSTRU TECHN DNU
FACILITIES COOR DNU
FACILITIES COOR DNU
FACILITIES COOR
FACILITIES COOR
CLIN ASST PROF - PER DIEM
MGR OUTPATIENT CODING
MGR OUTPATIENT CODING
ADJ PROFESSOR-PER DIEM
COOR PED NUTRITION SVCS
COOR PED NUTRITION SVCS
MEDICAL WRITER
MEDICAL WRITER
SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR
SOCIAL WORK SUPERVISOR
COOR MULTIMEDIA DESIGN
COOR MULTIMEDIA DESIGN
CLINICAL RESPIRATORY SPEC
DIR COMP & BENEFITS SVCS
DIR COMP & BENEFITS SVCS
ACT STAFF ASST
PATIENT ACCESS COORDINATOR
CLINIC SERVICES ASST
FIN COUNSLR I
CLINIC SERVICES REP I
CLINIC SERVICES REP II
DIR FOOD&NUT SVCS/PATIENT TRAN
PHARMACY TECHN
SR RECEPPT PATIENT SCHED
MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
MEDICAL HLTH TECHN
ADMITTING SVCS SPEC I
LEAD PHARMACY TECHN TRAING&QTY
PRIN RECEPPT PATIENT SCHED
LEAD SURG SCHED/ PAT LIAISON
MEDICAL ASST DNU
TEAM SUPERVISOR DNU
BUSINESS COOR
INTERIM PRESIDENT
SECRETARY I
SECRETARY II
SECRETARY I
SECRETARY II
ADMIN ASSIST
SR LAB TECHN
LAB TECHN
OFFICE SUPVR
LAB SVC WORKER
PHLEBOTOMIST
PRIN LAB TECH
SECRETARY III
LAB CLERK
HISTOTECHNOLOGIST
STAFF ASST
ACT OFFICE SUPVR
STAFF PHARMACIST
PROF - BS - VICE CHAIR
MEDICAL ASST DNU
PATIENT FLOW COOR
PATIENT FLOW COOR
WORK ASST IRB AUDITOR
WORK ASST IRB AUDITOR
ETHICS SPECIALIST
Director of Nursing Systems
ETHICS SPECIALIST
COOR EDUC EVAL & RESEARCH
Staff Assistant
Staff Assistant
Director of Bed Control
STAFF ASST
INTERIM BUSINESS CONSULTANT
SPECIAL ASST TO THE PRESIDENT
SPECIAL ASST TO CHIEF OF STAFF
MGR UNIV WEB COMMUNICATIONS
MGR UNIV WEB COMMUNICATIONS
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJ COOR
TELECOMMUNICATIONS PROJ LEADER
ASST MANAGER PATIENT TRANS
PATIENT TRANS IMP/SYS COOR DNU
DIETETIC TECH II
DIETETIC TECH III
DIETICIAN
BILLING OFFICE SUPVR
CL INST - CM
SR INFEC CTRL PRACTITIONER
SPEC ASST TO SR. VP ADMIN/FIN
INST -N - DIRECTOR
STAFF ASST
PC SUPPORT SPEC
PC SUPPORT SPEC
MGR THERAPY SVCs
MGR THERAPY SVCs
SR RECREATIONAL THER
SR RECREATIONAL THER
VP/CHIEF OF STAFF
ASSOC DIR HLTH INDUST BUS DEV
ASSOC DIR HLTH INDUST BUS DEV
SR PROG MGR CCOE
SR PROG MGR CCOE
FINANCIAL SYSTEMS MGR
MGR EDUCATIONAL PLANNER
MGR EDUCATIONAL PLANNER
LAB MGR CINJ
DIR MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS
ACADEMIC SUPPORT COUNSELOR
ASST TO VP URBAN & COMM DEV
SPEC ASST GOVERNMENT RELATIONS
CHIEF INTERLIB LOAN SVC DNU
DIR ADM CELL BIO & MOLE MED
DIR TECH SUPPORT SERVICES
CLIN ASSOC PROF - DIRECTOR
ASST MGR MANAGED CARE
ASST MGR MANAGED CARE
SR CLIN DEPT ADMIN
ADMIN DIR
ADMIN DIR
QUAL IMPROV COOR
QUAL IMPROV COOR
FORENSIC MNTL HLTH CLIN DNU
FORENSIC MNTL HLTH CLIN DNU
INST - DIRECTOR
ADJ ASST PROF-PER DIEM
CHIEF MEDICAL INFORMATION OFFI
CHIEF MEDICAL INFORMATION OFFI
MGR REGULATORY AFFAIRS
SR HUMAN RESOUR GENERALIST
SR HUMAN RESOUR GENERALIST
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS ANAL
HUMAN RESOUR INFO SYS ANAL
SR COMM OUTREACH WORKER
SR COMM OUTREACH WORKER
STAFF ASST GOVERNMENT AFFAIRS
CORE DIRECTOR
CORE DIRECTOR
PROG ASSIST CCOE DNU
PROG ASSIST CCOE DNU
PROG MGR CCOE
PROG MGR CCOE
PRACTICE SUPERVISOR
DIR UNIV FACULTY AFFAIRS
ADMIN COOR CONF
ADMIN ACADEMIC SUPPORT SVCS
EXEC DIR ADMIN & PLANNING
SPEC POISON INFORMATION II
SPEC POISON INFORMATION III
DIR HR SVCS
INTERIM BUSINESS CONSULTANT
ACT IMPLANT COOR
(DO NOT USE)
SR SCHED/PAT LIAISON
SR SCHED/PAT LIAISON
PRIN TECH ASST
PRIN TECH ASST
LAB CLERK
LAB CLERK
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
LEAD PHARMACY TECHN
LEAD PHARMACY TECHN
LAB SVC WORKER
LAB SVC WORKER
LEAD SURG SCHED/PAT LIAISON
LEAD SURG SCHED/PAT LIAISON
COMMUNITY LIAISON
HISTOTECHNOLOGIST
HISTOTECHNOLOGIST
PHLEBOTOMIST I
SR CLINIC SERVICES ASST
SR CLINIC SERVICES ASST
ASST DIR EOHSS
TEAM SUPERVISOR
ADMIN DEV/SPEC OPERATIONS
PARALEGAL
EXEC ASST TO PRES & CEO UH
SECTION CHIEF
MGR CUSTOMER RELATIONS
DIR LEGAL MGT COMM
DIR LEGEL MGT COMM
ASST PROF - DIRECTOR
COMMUNITY LIAISON
CHIEF NEUROPHYSIO TECHNOLOGT
MED TECH/POINT OF CARE COOR
ASST DIR RADIOLOGY TECH IMAG
ASST DIR RADIOLOGY TECH IMAG
PRODUCTION MGR
PRODUCTION MGR/DESIGNER
MGR TECH SUPPORT OPERATIONS
COMPENSATION SVCS ASSOC (DNU)
DIR OF RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY DEV
DIR OF RESEARCH TECHNOLOGY DEV
SPEC PROCEDURES TECHN
DATA CONTROL CLERK I
DATA CONTROL CLERK I
ASSOC PROF -CM- ASSOC DIR
MEDICAL EDUC SPEC
MEDICAL EDUC SPEC
ASST CHIEF NURSE ANESTHETIST
ASST CHIEF ANESTHETIST
ADMIN ASSIST
ADMIN ASSIST
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
SECRETARY I
SECRETARY I
INTERIM ASST DIR PUBLIC SAFETY
INTERIM ASST DIR PUBLIC SAFETY
PROV DIR CONTINUING MED EDUC
PROV DIR CONTINUING MED EDUC
SR HR INFO SYSTEMS ANALYST
SR HR INFO SYSTEMS ANALYST
CHILD SEX/TRAUMA ABUSE PYSCH
CHILD SEX/TRAUMA ABUSE PSYCH
PRESIDENT
SUPVG ACCOUNTANT (CONFID)
SUPVG ACCOUNTANT (CONFID)
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST
BUSINESS DIR
BUSINESS DIR
PRIN CLERK
PRIN CLERK
LAB TECHN
LAB TECHN
SECRETARY III
SECRETARY III
FISCAL ASST
FISCAL ASST
COOR ALUMNI AFFAIRS/ADMIN SERV
SR COORD BUDGETARY SVCS DNU
SR COORD BUDGETARY SVCS
PLUMBER STEAMFITTER I
TRADES HELPER SKILLED TRADE
FACILITY MECH
MASTER DENTAL MECH
MECH SYS MECHANIC II
MECH SYS MECHANIC II
ASSOC DIR RES CALL CTR & PANEL
ASSOC DIR RES CALL CTR & PANEL
MGR UTILIZ MGMT & QA NJ MED PC
MGR UTILIZ MGMT & QA NJ MED PC
REVENUE CYCLE TRAINING MGR
REVENUE CYCLE TRAINING MGR
BUSINESS SERVICES COOR
BUSINESS SERVICES COOR
EXEC DIR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
EXEC DIR PUBLIC AFFAIRS
SR POLICY ANALYST
SR POLICY ANALYST
SR STAFF ASSISTANT CONFIDTL
SR STAFF ASSISTANT CONFIDTL
OPHTHALMIC INSTR/PT SVC TECH
OPHTHALMIC INSTR/PT SVC TECH
LEAD MAMMOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIST
LEAD MAMMOGRAPHY TECHNOLOGIST
RECREATIONAL SPECIALIST
RECREATIONAL SPECIALIST
MKTG & COMM COOR CCOE
MKTG & COMM COOR CCOE
MGR ADM & FINANCE
MGR ADMIN & FINANCE
MGR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS CCOE
MGR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEMS CCOE
DIR OUTPATIENT SYS & TECHNOLOG
DIR OUTPATIENT SYS & TECHNOLOG
EXEC MANAGER - DEAN'S OFFICE
EXEC MANAGER - DEAN'S OFFICE
BILLING SPECIALIST
BILLING SPECIALIST
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE ADVISOR
FINANCIAL ASSISTANCE ADVISOR
SR FINANCIAL ASSIST ADVISOR
SR FINANCIAL ASSIST ADVISOR
HOMELAND DEFENSE STATE LIAISON
HOMELAND DEFENSE STATE LIAISON
CLINICAL DEPT ADMIN
CLINICAL DEPT ADMIN
DIR ENROLLMENT SVCS
DIR ENROLLMENT SVCS
BILLING COMPLIANCE ANALYST
BILLING COMPLIANCE ANALYST
FINANCIAL ASST ADVISOR SUPV
FINANCIAL ASST ADVISOR SUPV
DIR, HLTH CARE SYS & TECH
DIR, HLTH CARE SYS & TECH
DIR, BUSINESS SYS & TECH
DIR, BUSINESS SYS & TECH
RECREATIONAL SPECIALIST
RECREATIONAL SPECIALIST
PROJ MGR
PROJ MGR
E-LEARNING & WEB COOR CCOE
E-LEARNING & WEB COORD CCOE
ACCRED & STANDARDS COOR CCOE
ACCRED & STANDARDS COOR CCOE
OFFICE ASST CCOE
OFFICE ASST CCOE
DIR ADMISS & REG FOR CORP EDU
DIR ADMISS & REG FOR CORP EDU
SR STAFF ASSISTANT
SR STAFF ASSISTANT
PROF - CM - VICE CHAIR
DIR ENROLL & STUDENT SVCS
DIR ENROLL & STUDENT SVCS
ASST DIR OF EMERGENCY NURSING
ASST DIR OF EMERGENCY NURSING
SR CLIN DEPT ADMIN
ACT DIR UNIV BUDGET OFFICE
EXEC DIR STEM CELL INST NJ
EXEC DIR STEM CELL INST NJ
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV PD DNU
MNTL HLTH SPEC IV PD
SR MKTG & COMUNICATIONS COORD
PATIENT SAFETY PROJ ANAL
PATIENT SAFETY PROJ ANAL
DIR PCS-NURSG SYSTEMS
DIR PCS-NURSG SYSTEMS
DIR PCS-CRITICAL CARE SVCS
DIR PCS-CRITICAL CARE SVCS
DIR PCS-MED/PSYCH SVCS
DIR PCS-MED/PSYCH SVCS
DIR PCS-CARDIAC SVCS
DIR PCS-CARDIAC SVCS
MGR MANAGED CARE
MGR MANAGED CARE
DIR PCS-DIV EDU & PROF DEV
DIR PCS-DIV EDU & PROF DEV
EXEC DIR HEALTHCARE FINANCE
EXEC DIR HEALTHCARE FINANCE
DIR MEDIA RELATIONS & COMMUNIC
DIR MEDIA RELATIONS & COMMUNIC
DIR FIN/OPERATIONS CABM/CHINJ
DIR BUSINESS OPERATIONS
ASSOC PROF - DIRECTOR - SHRP
COOR CLINICAL SVCS
CHIEF OPER OFF NJDS
SR TRAINING & CONSULT SPEC
SR TRAINING & CONSULT SPEC
EXEC DIR OFFICE OF COMPL AUDIT
EXEC DIR OFFICE OF COMPL AUDIT
SR IRB ANALYST
SR IRB ANALYST
IST INFO SECURITY OFFICER
IST INFO SECURITY OFFICER
ACTING DIRECTOR APPOINT
ACTING DIRECTOR APPOINT
ACTING MANAGERIAL APPOINT
ACTING MANAGERIAL APPOINT
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
ACTING SUPERVISORY APPOINT
SR MKTG & COMMUNICATIONS COOR
ACTING PROFESSIONAL APPOINT
ACTING PROFESSIONAL APPOINT
EMERG DEPT SVC EXCL-CUST DNU
EMERG DEPT SVC EXCL-CUST DNU
CPE STUDENT CHAPLIN
CPE STUDENT CHAPLIN
ASST ADMIN DIR PATH & LAB MED
ASST ADMIN DIR PATH & LAB MED
DIR MKTG & COMM - SON
DIR MKTG & COMM - SON
CLINICAL TRIALS WEBSITE ADMIN
CLINICAL TRIALS WEBSITE ADMIN
DEPT ADMIN
DEPT ADMIN
DIR PT REGISTRAT/FIN COUNSELNG
DIR PT REG/FIN COUNSELING
MGR ADMITTING SVCS
MGR ADMITTING SVCS
ASST MGR ADMITTING SVCS
ASST MGR ADMITTING SVCS
PLANT MGR
PLANT MGR
SECRETARY II
SECRETARY II
ASSOC PROF - BS - PROG DIR
PROV SVCS PROVIDER
PROV SVCS PROVIDER
PROV SVCS PROVIDER
PER DIEM HEALTHCARE PROVIDER
ASST DEAN FOR ADMIN
ASST DEAN FOR ADMIN
PROG DIR CTR FOR ACAD SUCCESS
PROG DIR ACADEMIC SUPPORT SVCS
SR ATHLETIC TRAINER
SR ATHLETIC TRAINER
HLTH CARE INTERPRETER PROG REP
HLTH CARE INTERPRETER PROG REP
DIR CTR FOR LIFELONG LEARNNG
CONTINUING EDUC DIR
ACT PROGRAM DEV ANALYST
ACT PROG SUPPORT COOR
ASSOC VP ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
MGR BENEFITS OPERATIONS
MGR BENEFITS OPERATIONS
SUPVR PATH MOLECULAR DIAG DNU
SUPVR PATH MOLECULAR DIAG DNU
INFECTION CONTROL ASST
PROG ASST TEACHING COURSES DNU
MEDICAL ASST
BEHAVIORAL HLTH AIDE
SUPVG BUDGET ANALYST
EXEC DIR SVC EXCELLENCE
SPECIAL ASST TO ASSOC DEAN
SUPVR AMB CARE SVCS DNU
EXEC DIR SVC EXCELLENCE
DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
DIR STUDENT SUPPORT SVCS
EXEC DIR OPERATIONS & ADMIN
MGR OPERATIONS & SPEC PROJ
MGR ENROLLMENT & ACADEMIC SVCS
MGR ENROLLMENT & ACADEMIC SVCS
MARKETING & COMMUNICATIONS COOR
SR LAB ASST
SR LAB ASST
PRIN MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
AV TECHNOLOGY PD
EXEC DIR PERIOPERATIVE SVCS
EXEC DIR PERIOPERATIVE SVCS
SR BUSINESS SYS ANAL
SR BUSINESS SYS ANAL
MNTL HLTH SPEC III/DEAN'S AIDE
DIR RADIOLOGY ADMIN
DIR RADIOLOGY ADMIN
EXEC DIR PATIENT CARE SVCS
ASST DIR NURSG QUAL AND STDS
MEDICAL ABSTRACTOR
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO DEAN NJMS
SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO DEAN NJMS
MNTL HLTH SPEC III/DEAN'S AIDE
GROUP MGR PHYSICAL PLANT
ACT TEAM SUPERVISOR
GROUP MGR POWER PLANT
SR MGR LOGISTICAL SVCS
PROG ADMIN
EXEC DIR OFF COMPLIANCE AUDITG
EXEC DIR OFF COMPLIANCE AUDITG
SR BUSINESS COOR
SR BUSINESS COOR
EXECUTIVE ASST TO THE DEAN
MGR WAIVER ADMIN
COOR HIV QUALITY MGNT
COOR HIV QUALITY MGNT
QUAL SPECIALIST
QUAL SPECIALIST HIV
DISCHARGE SUMMARY SPEC PD
SUPVG BUDGET ANALYST
MATERIALS MGR
MATERIALS MGR PERIOP SVCS
MATERIALS MGNT COOR PERIOP SVC
MATERIALS MGNT COOR PERIOP SVC
BEHAVIORAL HLTH AIDE
OPERATIONS MGR
MGR INFORMATICS CORE
MGR INFORMATICS CORE
UNIT CLERK
UNIT CLERK
SPECIAL CARE TREATMT CTR DIR
SR BUDGET & REIMB ANALYST
CHIEF INTERVENTIONAL TECHNOLOG
COORD FIN AID TECH SUPPORT
DIR NATL RESOURCE CTR
STAFF ASST
RESEARCH NURSE CLINICIAN
RESEARCH NURSE CLINICIAN
ASSOC PROF -CM- MEDICAL DIR
PRIN PUBLIC RELATIONS SPEC
PROF - EXEC. VICE PRES.
SR COOR LOGISTICAL SVCS
SR COOR LOGISTICAL SVCS
DIR PATIENT RELATIONS
MANAGER, PATIENT ADVOCACY
DIR SPEC PROJ
EXEC DIR NJ CBRNE CTR TRNG&RES
ASST MGR PATIENT BUS SVCS
VISITING RESEARCHER
MGR OF BUSINESS SUPPORT SVCS
PROJ SUPPORT SPEC
PROJ SUPPORT SPEC
TEMP COMPUTER PROFESSIONAL
REGISTRAR - RWJMS
REGISTRAR - RWJMS
ASSOC DIR CMR
CHIEF CLINICAL VETERINARIAN
ASST DIR OPERATIONS & FINANCE
DEPT NURSE MGR
CUSTOMER SVC RECEIPT
CUSTOMER SVC RECEIPT
SR CUSTOMER SVC RECEIPT
SR CUSTOMER SVC RECEIPT
COOR CONCIERGE SVCS
COOR CONCIERGE SVCS
DIR PUB OUTREACH GA GPCC CINJ
SR BUYER
PROCUREMENT SUPVR
DATA CONTROL COOR
EMERGENCY DEPT TECH
EMERGENCY DEPT TECH
SR REGULATORY AFF POLICY ANAL
ASST DIR OF INSTITUTIONAL RES
RECEIPT/VISITOR SCHED
PROG DIR SOCIAL SERVICES
ASSOC DIR - IEHD
INTERIM BUSINESS CONSULTANT
INTERIM BUSINESS CONSULTANT
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
ADJ PROFESSOR - CM
MEDICAL CODER
PROG MANAGER - TANZANIA
LIEUTENANT PUBLIC SAFETY DNU
ASST PROF - SR ASSOC DEAN
ADJ INST - 10 MTH
DIR OF BUDGET & FIN PLANNING
PRACTICE MANAGER
PRACTICE MANAGER
CERTIFIED TUMOR REGISTRAR
CERTIFIED TUMOR REGISTRAR
MGR OF ENGINEERING
DIR CHILD & ADOL SVCS
DIR ADM CELL BIO & MOLE MED
PROG DIR
STAFF ASST
MGR PUBLIC SAFETY
PROVISIONAL COUNSELOR
DIR STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS
CHIEF OF PARTY - GUYANA
MEDICAL DIRECTOR - GUYANA
DIR OF OPERATIONS
COOR LOGISTICAL SVCS
DIR MARKETING & DEVELOPMENT
RESEARCH SUBJECT ADVOCATE PD
ASST DIR CAMPUS IRB
CLIN PROF - DIRECTOR
VP/CFO - UH
PROF - BS - ASSOC DIR
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ANAL III
SR COMPLIANCE OFF PRIV/SEC
COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATOR
PROG MGR RISK ASSESS EVAL MEA
DIR ACC&REG AFF&INT COMP OFFUH
OPERATING ROOM PAT SCHED
LAB ENGINEER
LAB ENGINEER
ASST DIR CAMPUS IRB
PRODUCTION ASST - WEB
LEAD MEDICAL HEALTH CARE TECH
LEAD MEDICAL HEALTH CARE TECH
CODING AND BILLING AUDITOR
CHIEF SERIALS DEPT
BLOODLESS PROGRAM MGR
ADJ PROF - BS - SR ASSOC DEAN
PRIN LAB ANIMAL TECHN
PRIN LAB ANIMAL TECHN
PER DIEM HEALTH CARE EDUCATOR
PATIENT ACCESS REP
CHIEF OPER OFF-SOM
ACCESSION AREA TECH
ADJ ASSOC PROF - PER DIEM
WEB COURSE DESIGNER & TRAINER
SR ENVIRONMENTAL ANALYST
ASST DIR CODING & DATA QUALITY
VISITING ASST PROF
SPEC ASSIST TO THE BOT
SPEC ASSIST TO THE BOT
TEAM SUPERVISOR DNU
TEAM SUPERVISOR
LEAD COURIER
ON-LINE LEARNING APPLIC ADMIN
MANAGING PHYSICIAN SPEC
ASST PROF-INTERIM VICE CHAIR
ADMIN COOR II
MEDIA RELATIONS SPECIALIST
RESEARCH ANALYST
RESEARCH ANALYST
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
COURSE INSTRUCTOR
PATIENT ACCESS REP
SR REVENUE CYCLE ANALYST
LEAD BUS DRIVER/PATIENT TRANSP
WEB DESIGNR/DIGITAL ASSET SPEC
UCHC DATA CONTROL CLERK I
UCHC DATA CONTROL CLERK I
UCHC SECRETARY II
UCHC SECRETARY II
UCHC SECRETARY I
UCHC SECRETARY I
UCHC RECREATIONAL THER
UCHC RECREATIONAL THER
UCHC OCCUPATIONAL THER
UCHC OCCUPATIONAL THER
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN III
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN III
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II
UCHC QI COORDINATOR
UCHC QI COORDINATOR
UCHC FORENSIC MNTL HLTH CLIN
UCHC FORENSIC MNTL HLTH CLIN
UCHC FORENSIC MHC TRAINER
UCHC FORENSIC MHC TRAINER
UCHC CLINICIAN SUPERVISOR
UCHC CLINICIAN SUPERVISOR
UCHC TEAM SUPERVISOR
UCHC TEAM SUPERVISOR
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
EMS EMERGENCY CALL TAKER
EMS EMERGENCY CALL TAKER
PROG DEV SPEC IV
COURIER CLERK DNU
VISITING RESEARCHER
PER DIEM NUTRITIONIST I
GENETIC COUNSELOR COOD PD
CASE MANAGEMENT COOR
CASE MANAGEMENT COOR
NURSE CLINICIAN
NURSE CLINICIAN
RES NURSE CLIN DNU
RES NURSE CLIN DNU
ASSOC PROF - VICE DEAN - SN
INFORMATION SYSTEMS SPECIALIST
MGR ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COORDS
ACCESSION AREA TECH
LEAD SURG SCHD/PAT LIAISON
LEAD SURG SCHD/PAT LIAISON
EDITOR
EDITOR
DIR OF ONCOLOGY NURSING SVC
COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES SPECIALI
COMPLIANCE ACTIVITIES SPECIALI
MEDICAL CODER
CLINICAL LAB/SIMULATION COOR
CLINICAL LAB/SIMULATN COOR
ASSOC PROF - N - DEAN
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL II
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL II
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL I
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL I
ASST REGISTRAR SHRP/SN
ETHICS TRAINING OFFICER
DATABASE PROJ COORD
ETHICS SPECIALIST
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGNER
CLERK DRIVER
HLTH CARE INTERPRETER PROG REP
ASSOC PROF - DIR - SHRP
SECRETARY I
PROG ASST
SR FILE CLERK DNU
SR FILE CLERK
CONTRACT ADMINISTRATOR
WORKPLACE DIVERSITY OFFICER
PARALEGAL
WORKPLACE DIVERSITY ANALYST
PERIOPERATIVE SERVICES ASSOC
PERIOPERATIVE SERVICES ASSOC
SR CONTRACT AUDITOR
INTERNAL AUDITOR I
INTERNAL AUDITOR II
INTERNAL AUDITOR III
BID WAIVER COOR
ASST DIR, COOE BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
GRANTS & CONTRACTS ANAL I
EMERGENCY DEPT ARRIVAL REP DNU
EMERGENCY DEPT ARRIVAL REP DNU
SUPVR ECG/PHYSICIAN SERVICES
SUPVR ECG/PHYSICIAN SVS DNU
HD CLERK
FOOD SERVICE SUPVR
NUTRITION SERVICES SUPVR
PRODUCTION SUPVR
ORDERING/RECEIVING CLERK DNU
ADMIN ANAL III PD DNU
ADMIN ANAL III PD
PHYSICIAN ASST PD
EMS SUPVR PD
ENROLLMENT SVCS REP
ETHIC&COMP INVEST/PRIV MGR
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH DNU
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH DNU
CREDENTIALING SPEC
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH DNU
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH DNU
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH
ACT PRIN ANIMAL CARE TECH
LEAD CODING & BILLING AUDITOR
BLOOD BANK TECHNOLOGIST
BLOOD BANK TECHNOLOGIST
PATIENT SAFETY OFFICER
EMS COMMUNICATIONS SUPVR PD
CREDENTIALING SPEC
HOSPITAL COMPLIANCE AUDITOR
COMPLIANCE CODING & BILNG AUDI
LABOR REL HEARING OFCER
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ANAL II
OPERATIONAL SUPPORT ANAL I
DISTR/MATL HANDLER DNU
PORTAL SYS ADM/SW APPLIC DEV
FIRE SAFETY SPEC
DISTR/MATL HANDLER
ASST PROF - MEDICAL DIR
CATALOG SCHEDULE COOR
BUSINESS SYS COORD
EXERCISE SPEC PD
DOCUMENTATN/IMPROV SPEC/AUDIT
UCHC MNTL HLTH SPEC II
UCHC MNTL HLTH SPEC II
SR POLICY ANALYST PD
RES TEACHING SPEC IV - DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC III - DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC II PD
ASSOC PROF-CM-SR ASSOC DEAN
CLIN ASSOC PROF - PER DIEM
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER I
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER I
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER II
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER II
ADJ ASSOC PROF - PER DIEM
STAFF ASST
BLOOD BANK/TRANSFUSN SAFTY OFF
SOCIAL WORKER I - UH PD
CARE COORD SPECIALIST II
EDUC SPEC/PHYSICIAN LIAISON
CERTIFIED MED ASST
INPAT COD DATA QUAL AUD/EDCTR
ACCOUNTANT
ACCESS CASE MANAGER do not use
ACTIVITY ASSISTANT IV
ACTIVITY ASSISTANT IV
ACTIVITIES ASST DNU
ACTIVITIES ASST III
LEAD OR SUPPLY ROOM
PORTAL SYS ADM/SW APPLIC DEV
LABOR & EMPLOYMENT ATTORNEY
ACCESS CASE MANAGER DNU
ASST DIR ADMIN & FINANCE
ADJ INSTR (DENTAL)
ADVANCED PRACTICE NURSE PD
HEALTH CARE CASE MGMT
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II PD
MGR COMPUTING SUPPORT OPERS
CLINICAL NURSE COORD
ASST COOR FAC PERSONNEL
CLINICAL NURSE COOR
ACT SUPVR APPT
ASSOC DIR BIOINFORMATICS
CLINICAL FELLOW
CLINICAL FELLOW
SUPVR TRAUMA REGISTRY
CUSTOMER SVC RECEPT
QUALITY DATA ANALYST
COOR HIV QUALITY MGNT DNU
SYSTEMS ADMINISTRATOR
SR DATABASE ARCHITECT
SYSTEM ARCHITECT
BIOINFORMATICS SPECIALIST
PROJ MGR II
PROJ MGR I
DATA ARCHITECT
WEB SOFTWARE DEVELOPER
WEB DESIGNER
ADMIN ASST
ADMIN ASST
CLIN PHARMACIST PD
STUD SVCS/EOF COUNSELOR
MORGUE SPECIALIST
MORGUE SPECIALIST
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER III
RESOURCE COOR PD DO NOT USE
RESOURCE COORD PD
FIELD SERVICE ENGINEER IV
ASSOCIATE STATISTICIAN
ASSISTANT STATISTICIAN
OPTOMETRIST DNU
PROCUREMENT COOR
ALUMNI AFFAIRS COOR
VISITING PROF - SHRP
SUPVR WEB SVCS TEAM
SUPVR HI PERF COMP&STORAGE TM
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR III
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR II
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR I
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST I
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST I
COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATOR I
COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATOR II
COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATOR III
ASST COMPLIANCE OFFICER
ADMIN COOR
ADMIN RES ASSOC
ALUMNI AFFAIRS COOR
ALUMNI AFFAIRS COOR
ASST COOR FAC PERSONNEL
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST
BUSINESS LIAISON
CODING AND BILLING AUDITOR
COMPLIANCE CODING & BILLNG AUD
COOR RES COMPLIANCE
ETHICS SPEC
ETHICS TRAINING OFFICER
COOR INT'L SVCS (STUD-SCHOLARS
SR COOR INT'L SVCS (STAFF-FAC)
JOINT ADMIN & ANALYSIS SPEC
MARKETING&COMMUNICATIONS COOR
PARALEGAL
PAYROLL PROCESSING COOR
PRIN CLAIM/LOSS CONTROL REP
PRIN CLAIM/LOSS CONTROL REP
PRIN CLAIMS INVSTGR
PRIN INFO SYS TECH (DNU)
PRIN PUBLIC RELATIONS SPEC
PROG COOR
PROJ MGR UNIV SPEC PROJ
SPECIAL ASST TO ASSOC DEAN
SR WORKERS COMP INVEST
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN SPEC
PHARMACY TECH/INVENTORY CONTR
PHARMACY TECH/INVENTORY CONTR
INTRANET APPLICATIONS SPEC
STAFF ASST
PROG COOR,HOUSING & COMMUNITY
SKILLS LAB FACILITATOR PD
HLTH EDUCATION SPECIALIST DNU
DIR MULTICULT AFF & SPEC PROG
ASST PROF - DIRECTOR - SHRP
SR CLINICAL DEPARTMENT DIRECTO
MGR NUTRITION OPERATIONS
PROJECT MANAGER
PROGRAMMER ANAL I
SHIFT SUPVR PATHOLOGY PD
NURSING INFORMATICS SPEC
VISITING PROF - SHRP
OPERATING ROOM PAT SCHED
SR SAFETY OFFICER
ART THERAPIST
ART THERAPIST
SUPVR SHPG/REC/SUPPLY CTR DNU
PARALEGAL II
PARALEGAL II
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ADMIN
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ADMIN
ASST DIR STUDENT FINANCIAL AID
EXEC DIR SPECIAL PROJECTS
SPEC ASST DEAN'S OFFICE
COORD STUD NURSE RECRUITMENT
DATA ARCHITECT I
DATA ARCHITECT I
DATA ARCHITECT II
DATA ARCHITECT II
DATABASE MGMT PROGRAMMING ANAL
DATABASE MGMT PROGRAMMING ANAL
SUPVR LOGISTICAL SVCS
SUPVR LOGISTICAL SVCS
ARCHITECTURAL DESIGNER
PRIN DNTL TECHNOLOGIST
PRIN DNTL TECHNOLOGIST
ACT EMS COMMUNICATIONS SUPVR
E-LEARNING SUPPORT SPEC
CLIN DOC & CODG INTEGRITY SUPV
CLIN DOC & CODING INTY SPEC
INPAT CODER
DIR HIGH PERF & RES COMPUTING
MAMMOGRAPHY PROG COOR
ASSOC DIRECTOR RADIOLOGY
PROG MGR
PROG MGR
RESEARCH PROGRAM ADMIN
DENTAL DIRECTOR
QUALITY ASSURANCE SPEC DNU
ACLS/PALS TRAINING COOR
UCHC STAFF NURSE (MED)
ASSOC DIR BIOMEDICAL IMAGING
UNIFORM CLERK
UNIFORM CLERK
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN IIIPD
CRDNTL. CERT & COLT SPEC DNU
INST - BS - ASST DIRECTOR
PRIN LAB TECH
UCHC INF CONT NURSE (RN)
CLIN EDUC BLS/ACLS INST DNU
CLIN EDUC BLS/ACLS INST DNU
MGR OF TECHNICAL OPERS
SCHEDULER/CALENDAR PLANNER
SCHEDULER/CALENDAR PLANNER
DIR OF BUDGET & FIN PLANNING
NETWORK ENGINEER
UNIV CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER
SR PROJECT MGR IST
CLIN SPEC GLOBAL HIV PROG
CLIN SPEC GLOBAL HIV PROG
PEER SUPPORT SPECIALIST
PEER SUPPORT SPECIALIST
SR CLIENT SVCS ANALYST
SR CLIENT SVCS ANALYST
AWAITING FACULTY APPT - AAUP
AWAITING FACULTY APPT - AAUP
LEAVE OF ABSENCE COOR
SUPVR PMIS
REC PATIENT SCHED ACCESS
IST COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALIST
IST COMMUNICATION SPECIALIST
INFORMATION SECURITY RISK MGR
INFORMATION SECURITY COMPL MGR
ASST MGR PATIENT BUS SVCS
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
ASSOC OMBUDS
RESEARCH SCIENTIST II
RESEARCH SCIENTIST III
SR CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC I
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC II
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC III
SUPVG RESEARCH SCIENTIST
RESEARCH SCIENTIST II
RESEARCH SCIENTIST III
SR CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC I
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC II
CANCER REGISTRY INFO SPEC III
PHOTOGRAPHER/GRAPHIC DESGNR
LEAD THERAPIST (PM&R)
COOR RADIOLGY SYSTEMS DNU
PATIENT SVCS REP/DRIVER
HEALTHCARE BUSINESS CONSULT
HEALTHCARE BUSINESS CONSULT
PROG MGR - AUTISM CENTER-DNU
PROG MGR - AUTISM CENTER-DNU
ACT PROFESSIONAL APPT
CERTIFIED MED ASST
CERTIFIED MED ASST
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR I
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR II
ONCOLOGY CLIN RES COOR III
DIR UTIL MGMNT - PHYSICIAN DNU
PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
COOR MEDIA RESOURCES
PROG COOR TAC
OPERATIONS COOR
GLOBAL PROGRAM MGR
CLINICAL LAB FACILITATOR
UCHC TECHNICIAN I
UCHC TECHNICIAN II
DENTIST - ORAL SURGEON
UNIT MANAGER (CLIN OPERATIONS)
SUPVG ADMIN ANALYST DNU
SUPVG ADMIN ANALYST DNU
LEAD COD & BILL AUD/ASST ADM
OFFICE MGR
PROF - ASSOC DEAN _ CM
IT Auditor I
SUPVG PHYSICIAN
UCHC PHYSICIAN SPEC PD
PHYSICIAN ASST
DEPT ADMIN
SR INTERNAL AUDITOR
ASST PROF - CM - SR ASSOC DEAN
MANAGER ADMINISTRATIVE SVCS
EARLY INTERVENTION SPEC ED
EARLY INTERVENTION SPEC ED
PHYSICIAN ASST
LEGAL CONTRACT SYSTEM SPEC
LEGAL CONTRACT SYSTEM SPEC
ASSOC DIR OF PSYCHIATRY
ASSOC DIR OF PSYCHIATRY
DIR PSYCH & FORENSIC PSYCH TRN
ELEC MEDICAL RECORD SPEC
RADIATION SAFETY ADVISOR PD
RADIATION SAFETY OFFICER PD
ASST DIR SPEC CARE TREATMT
DATA ANALYST
PROG DIR
IST ORGANIZATIONAL EFFECT SPEC
ASSOC PROF - CM - VICE CHAIR
PERFORMANCE IMPROV MGR
BILLING TECH PRECERT/REG
RECEPT PATIENT SCHED ACCESS
CLIN CARE COOR
CLIN CARE COOR
PATIENT NAVIGATOR
PATIENT NAVIGATOR
QI DATA COLLECTION SPEC
SUPVG RESEARCH SCIENTIST
PROG MGR
PROG MGR
ACT PROFESSIONAL APPT
CONTENT SPECIALIST I
CONTENT SPECIALIST I
CHIEF OF STAFF-PRES OFFICE
CLIN ASST PROF - CD - DIR
PROF - CM - ASSC DEAN
SR ONCOLOGY INFORMATICS SPEC
MGR IST POLICIES, PRO & METRIC
SR COOR BUDGET SVCS
SR WRITER/ASST SR EDITOR
ASST REGISTRAR DATA MGMT
MEDICATION AIDE
INSTRUMENTATION TECH
PROG ASST RSDNCY TRNG
UNIV FIRE SAFETY COOR
ADJ PROF - BS - DIRECTOR
MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II PD
UNIFORM/APPAREL SVCS ASSOC
UNIFORM/APPAREL SVCS ASSOC
LAB TECHN
SR COMPLIANCE OFF BEHAVRL HLTH
HEALTH CARE CASE MGMT II DNU
LIEUTENANT PUBLIC SAFETY
UCHC ADVANCED PRAC NURSE
SR REGIONAL SCHEDULER
EQUIP HANDLER (PCS)
EQUIP HANDLER (PCS)
SR SCIENTIST RES COMPUTING
OPTOMETRIST - PD
PROG MGR - HIV PROGRAMS
SUPVG DENTIST
SUPVG PHYSICIAN
DEPT NURSE MGR
LEGAL CONTRACT SYSTEM MGR
BUSINESS ADMINISTRATOR
LEGAL CONTRACT SYSTEM MGR
ACADEMIC PROGRAM ANALYST
DIR PSYCH % FORENSIC PSYCH TRN
PHYSICIAN SPEC PD
SECRETARY II
UCHC ADV PRAC NURSE PD
TELECOMMUNICATIONS VOICE SPEC
MEETING/EVENT PLNG MGR
UCHC PHYSICIAN II
UCHC PHYSICIAN II
MEDICATION AIDE
AMB CARE TECH CERT
MEDICAL OFFICE ASST
SR BIOSAFETY OFFICER
SR BIOSAFETY OFFICER
EXEC DIR ADMINISTRATION
EXEC DIR ADMINISTRATION
PHOTOGRAPHER/GRAPHIC DESIGNER
LEAD CLINICAL AUDIOLOGIST
EXEC ASST TO THE DEAN
ASST DIR NEW BUSINESS DEVELOP
ASST DIR NEW BUSINESS DEVELOP
EDUCATION TRNG SPEC
MNTL HLTH SCREENING SPEC PD
UCHC ADMIN COOR II
UCHC INF CONT PRAC (STATEWIDE)
UCHC INF CONT NURSE (RN)
UCHC ADVANCED PRAC NURSE
UCHC PHYSICIAN SPEC
UCHC STAFF NURSE (MED)
SUPVG DENTIST
SUPVG PHYSICIAN
DIR DENTISTRY
ASST PROF - MEDICAL DIR - SHRP
UCHC PHYSICIAN SPEC
SR WRITER/ASST SR EDITOR
UCHC TECHNICIAN I
UCHC TECHNICIAN II
PHYSICIAN ON CALL
ASSOC PROF - CM - MEDICAL DIR
REGIONAL SCHEDULER
REGIONAL SCHEDULER
LEAD REGIONAL SCHEDULER
LEAD REGIONAL SCHEDULER
OPTOMETRIST
OPTOMETRIST
PROG MGR
IST TRAINER
SR IT SECURITY RISK ANALYST
DENTIST SPECIALIST PER DIEM
ASST PROF - SN (MASTER’S)
ASST PROF - SN (MASTER’S)
ASST PROF - SN (MASTER’S)
ASST PROF - SN (MASTER’S)
CUSTOMER SVC RECEP
UCHC PHYSICIAN ASST DNU
UCHC PHYSICIAN ASST DNU
EDUCATIONAL TECHNOLOGY ASST
SUPVR VOICE SYSTEM DESIGN DNU
SUPERVISOR VOICE SYSTEM DESIGN
DENTIST I PD
FORENSIC MNTL HLTH CLIN PD
UCHC MNTL HLTH CLINICIAN II PD
EMS COMMUNICATIONS SUPVR
SR MKTG & COMMUNICATIONS COOR
PROGRAM DIR - GUYANA
AMB CARE TECH (non-certified)
AMBULATORY CARE TECH
SCIENTIFIC PROGRAMMER
DIR OF PRIVACY/SECURITY
ADJ ASST PROF - DIR - SHRP
AMB CARE TECH CERT
BILLING TECH PRECERT/REG
MEDICAL OFFICE ASST
ASST MGR SOCIAL SERVICES
ASST MGR SOCIAL SVCS
ACT ASSOC DIR APPOINTMENT
ACT ASSOC DIR APPOINTMENT
SUPVG CLINICAL COOR-LIVER TPLT
SUPVG CLINICAL COOR-LIVER TPLT
ONCOLOGY CHART ABSTRACTOR
ONCOLOGY CHART ABSTRACTOR
ASST MGR PATIENT SVCS
LEAD THERAPIST (PM&R)
INTERIM AMB CARE TECH
INTERIM AMB CARE TECH
INTERIM AMB CARE TECH CERT
INTERIM AMB CARE CERT
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL III
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL III
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL IV
IST CUSTOMER SUPPORT ANAL IV
AUDIOMETRY TECH
AUDIOMETRY TECH
HEALTH CARE CASE MGMT
LEAD NUTRITIONIST
ADJ PROF - PER DIEM - 10 MO.
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT POSTER
ELECTRONIC PAYMENT POSTER
TECH ASST
CHIEF FIN OFF
CHIEF TECH RADIOLGY
MEDICAL SVCS ASST
MEDICAL SVCS ASST (DNTL SVCS)
DATA UNIFORMITY SPECIALIST
DATA UNIFORMITY SPECIALIST
CATALOG SCHEDULE COOR
EDITORIAL ASST PD
MAMMOGRAPHY TECH PD
LEAD TECHNOLOGIST RADIOLGY
CLIN INST - DIRECTOR
ADMIN ASST
HABILITATION COUNSLR PD
UCHC STAFF NURSE (MED) PD
RADIOLOGY SERVICES REP
do not use
ADJ ASST PROF BS - PER DIEM
BILLING & CODING ANALYST
REG DIETITIAN PD
MEDICAL SVCS ASST PD
SUPVG LAB TECHNOLOGISTS PD
ASST MGR PAT CLINICAL SVS ORTHO
SUPPORT SYSTEMS MGR
COMMUNITY PHYSICIAN ADVISOR
PRIN LAB TECH
ACT MGR PATIENT ACCTS
LEAD MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
LEAD MEDICAL RECORDS CLERK
SR COMPENSATION SERVICES ASSOC
PUBLIC HLTH REP PER DIEM
OUTPT CODING DATA QLTY AUD/ED
PROV HLTH CARE PROVIDER
MAMMOGRAPHY TECH
PRINCIPAL ACCT PER DIEM
FLIGHT NURSE PD
CLIN ASST PROF - PER DIEM
CLINIC SERVICES REP II
MEDICAL ASST
CHIEF OPER OFF NJDS
SR MEDICAL CODER
SR MEDICAL CODER
EXEC DIR CLINICAL INTEGRATION
ELEC MEDICAL RECORD SPEC
ELEC MEDICAL RECORD SPEC
FILE CLERK
FILE CLERK
ACT PROG ASST
ACT CAMPUS MGR-CENTRAL
ASSOC PROF-COTERM
ACT UCHC INF CONT NURSE (RN)
ADJ PROF - NURSING
DIR SPECIAL PROJECTS
ADJ PROF - CM - ASSOC DEAN
PROF - ASSOC DIR
CLINICAL LAB FACILITATOR
GRADUATION COORD
ADJ PROF - NURSING
OB SCRUB TECH/NURSING ASST
OB SCRUB TECH/NURSING ASST
SEC HD SPEC HEMOSTASIS LAB
DATA QUALITY SPEC RN
SUPVR PHARMACY-UH
SUPVR PHARMACY-UH
SUB ABUSE & MHC ESAP
SUB ABUSE & MHC ESAP
ACT TRANSPORTATION DISPATCHER
LEAD EQUIP HANDLER
LEAD EQUIP HANDLER
PRIN BUDGET & REIMB ANALYST
PRIN BUDGET & REIMB ANALYST
ASST SUPVR VIVARIUM
ASST SUPVR VIVARIUM
HEAD RECORDS CLERK
PRIN RECORDS CLERK
HOUSESTAFF PGY X
HOUSESTAFF PGY X
SUPVR CONSTRUCTION
SR REVENUE CYCLE ANALYST
SR INPAT CODER
SR INPAT CODER
SR APPEALS COORD
ACT CHIEF ANESTHESIA TECHN
IMPLANT COOR
IMPLANT COOR
ASST DEAN STUDENT AFFAIRS-SON
RES STUDY COOR
EXEC DIR URBAN INITIATIVES
SR COMPLIANCE INVESTIGATOR
EXEC DIR HOSPITAL OPER
ENDOSCOPY TECH
EMT/DRIVER
PROF - CD - MEDICAL DIR
COURSE INSTRUCTOR II
PUBLICATIONS EDITOR
MORGUE ASST
ACT PROG SUPVR GENETICS
PATIENT SAFETY ANALYST DNU
PATIENT SAFETY ANALYST
PATIENT SAFETY ANALYST
QUALITY MANAGER
MEDICAL CODER
MEDICAL CODER
SR REVENUE CYCLE ANALYST
STAFF ASST
STAFF ASST
SR INPAT CODER (PD)
SR INPAT CODER (PD)
DIR PATIENT ACCOUNTS
STUDENT RECORDS ANALYST
STUDENT RECORDS ANALYST
SR APPLIC DEVEL & ADMIN
HOSPITAL APPLIC ANALYST
SR HOSPITAL APPLIC ANALYST
PRIN HOSP APPLIC SPEC
PRIN CLIN INFORMATICS ANALYST
SUPVR HOSP APPLIC ANALYST
DIRECTOR DENTISTRY
ACT UCHC CLIN SUPVR
ACT ASST SUPVR CMR
HISTOTECHNOGIST PD
INST - 12 MTH - SHRP
INST - 10 MTH - SHRP
ACT SR CONTRACT ASSISTANT
ASST PROF-10 MTH-SHRP
ASST PROF - 10 MTH - SHRP
ASSOC PROF - 12 MTH - SHRP
ASSOC PROF - SHRP
ASSOC PROF - 10 MTH - SHRP
PROF - 12 MTH - SHRP
PROF - 10 MTH - SHRP
CLIN INST-12 MTH-SHRP
CLIN ASST PROF-12 MTH-SHRP
CLIN ASST PROF-10 MTH-SHRP
ADJ INST-10 MTH-SHRP
ADJ ASST PROF-12 MTH-SHRP
ADJ ASSOC PROF-12 MTH-SHRP
COMMUNITY HEALTH WORKER
STAFF ASST
MNTL HLTH SPEC II
PROGRAMMER ANAL II PD
TRANSITIONAL CARE EDUCATOR
CLIN ASSOC PROF - VICE CHAIR
SR MORGUE ASST
CLINICAL PLACEMENT COORD
INFORMATICS PHARMACIST
MORGUE ASST
SUPVG DENTAL MECHANIC
COOR PUB HLTH ED & RESEARCH
INTERIM TEAM SUPERVISOR APPT
INSTRUMENT ATTENDANT
CLINICAL NURSE LEADER
ADJ PROF - ASSOC DEAN - SN
PROJ MGR II
ASSOC PROF - MED DIR - SHRP
ADJ ASST PROF - SHRP
ADJ ASSOC PROF - CD
DIR ONCOLOGY NUR SVS/SUPV APN
COOR INT'L SVCS (STUD-SCHOLARS
ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY TECH-PD
CLIN ASSOC PROF - ASST DEAN
TECH ASST
VP INVESTIGATIONS
ADJ INSTRUCTOR - BS - DIRECTOR
PAYROLL TECH UH
PAYROLL TECH UH
MRI TECH PD
SR APPEALS COORD
SR APPEALS COORD
DATA CONTROL CLERK II
SCHOOL NURSE COORD
PHYSICIAN SPEC UNCLASSIFIED
CAGEWASHER
CAGEWASHER
SR PRIVACY SPECIALIST
COOR BENEFITS SVCS ADMIN
COOR BENEFITS SVCS ADMIN
ACT EXEC DIR ENT SOLUTIONS
BUS DRIVER/PAT TRANS PD
CASE MANAGEMENT COOR PD
SUPVG LAB ENGINEER
SUPVG LAB ENGINEER
PRE-ADMISS TEST TECH
PRE-ADMISS TEST TECH
ADJ INSTR - SHRP
EDUC SPEC PD
EDUC SPEC PD
INTERIM ASST SUPVR PRINTG/DUPL
PRIN LAB SVC WORKER
PRIN LAB SVC WORKER
INTERIM PHYS CONSULTANT
COORDINATOR DNU
RES TEACHING SPEC II
BUDGETARY ADMIN ANALYST I
SR ACCOUNTANT
MGR ADM PROF DEV DEPT BUD ANAL
DIR FOOD&NUT SVCS/PATIENT TRAN
DIR GOVT AFFS
DIR TRAINING/ORG DEV
MGR ACCTS PAYABLE
MGR EDUC MEDIA & RESOURCE
MGR RES STUDY
MGR RISK CONTROL LOSS MGMNT
OPERATIONS MGR, PERIOP SVCS
PATIENT FOOD SVCS MGR
RES PROG MGR
DIR OF OPERATIONS
MGR ADMIN SVCS
ASST MGR GRANTS & CONTRACTS
MGR REVENUE CYCLE MGMNT
DIR IST-SHRP/ADMIN SCPL CAMPUS
ACT CLINICIAN ADMIN
SVP UNIV ADVANCEMT&COMM DNU
ADMISSIONS OFFICER DNU
ASST TO DEAN DNU
PROG DIR FITNESS CENTER
REGISTRAR NJMS-DO NOT USE
ASST REGISTRAR SON
ALLIED HLTH FAC
PROF - PROG DIR - SHRP
ADJ INST-N
ADJ INST - N
ADJ ASST PROF-N
ADJ PROF-BS
ASST SUPVR PRINT & DUPLICATING
ADMIN ASST
RADIOLOGY SERVICE REP
PHYSICIAN SPEC UNCLASSIFIED
PROG ASST
ACT ANIMAL CARETAKER
MGR WORKFORCE PLANNING & PERF
NURSE RECRUITING COORD
ACT SUPVR MEDICAL RECORDS
ADJ ASST PROF-DIRECTOR
REHAB MED THERAPIST PD
SR OCCUPATIONAL THER UH
SR OCCUPATIONAL THER UH
INFORMATION SECURITY RISK MGR
STUDENT DNU
DENTAL MECH III
INTERIM OFFICE MGR